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Abstract

AMP-activated Protein Kinase (AMPK) is a central regulator of energy homeostasis and a

promising drug target for metabolic disorders. It exists as complexes of three subunits, a

catalytic α, and two regulatory β and γ subunits. The regulation of AMPK involves reversible

phosphorylation and allosteric regulation by adenine nucleotides. It is activated by

phosphorylation of Thr172 on the catalytic α subunit as a consequence of various

energy-depleting conditions. Once activated, AMPK regulates a plethora of metabolic

processes through the phosphorylation of target proteins to maintain energy homeostasis.

The β subunit has a vital role as a structural scaffold stabilising the AMPK heterotrimeric

complex. It is also known to regulate AMPK activity through different posttranslational

modifications (i.e., phosphorylation and myristoylation). Although myristoylation of

Glycine-2 (Gly2) of the β subunit has been shown to be required for sensing stress signals and

achieving maximum AMPK activity in vitro, its physiological relevance at the cellular and

organismal levels remains unknown. Critically, the underlying molecular mechanism by

which β subunit myristoylation controls AMPK activity is elusive.

The primary aim of this thesis was to investigate the molecular basis of AMPK regulation by

the β subunit myristoyl switch. I showed that mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEFs) isolated

from knock-in (KI) mice carrying Gly2 to Ala point mutation of β1 and β2 isoforms (β1/2 G2A

double knock-in (DKI)) displayed increased activity and phosphorylation of Thr172 in the α

subunit. Using proximity ligation assay, I found that the loss of β1 myristoylation impedes

the interaction/proximity of the phosphatases PPM1A/B with AMPK in cells. In vivo, β1

G2A KI mice showed increased AMPK activity in the liver and were protected from high-fat

diet-induced obesity, hepatic lipid accumulation, and insulin resistance.

The second aim of the thesis focused on the identification of novel AMPK substrates to expand

our understanding of the AMPK system/signalling in the control of metabolic and also in non-

metabolic processes. We performed an unbiased phosphoproteomics analysis which revealed

that AMPK phosphorylates several proteins involved in regulating Golgi structure and function.

I observed that pharmacological activation of AMPK induces Golgi fragmentation in wild-type

but not in AMPK-deficient human U2OS cells and MEFs. We identified AMPK-dependent

phosphorylation of three Golgi-related proteins and focused on the Oxysterol-binding protein

like 9 (OSBPL9), a novel AMPK substrate phosphorylated on a threonine residue (Thr335).
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Interestingly, knockdown of OSBPL9 in cells induced Golgi fragmentation, linking the AMPK-

OSBPL9 pathway to Golgi regulation.

Collectively, this study expands our understanding of the regulation and novel biological

roles of AMPK. This will advance future studies to elucidate the significance of AMPK in the

treatment of metabolic as well as non-metabolic disorders.

Key words: AMP-activated protein kinase, energy homeostasis, myristoylation, β subunit,

phosphorylation, substrates, oxysterol-binding protein like 9, Golgi fragmentation
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Résumé

La protéine kinase activée par l’AMP (AMPK) est un régulateur central de l’homéostasie

énergétique et une cible prometteuse pour des médicaments contre les troubles du

métabolisme. Elle existe sous forme de complexes de trois sous-unités, une sous-unité α

catalytique, et deux sous-unités β et γ régulatrices. La régulation de l’AMPK implique une

phosphorylation réversible et une régulation allostérique par des adénine nucléotides. Elle est

activée par la phosphorylation de la Thr172 sur la sous-unité α catalytique, à la suite de

diverses conditions d’épuisement énergétique. Une fois activée, l’AMPK régule une pléthore

de processus métaboliques par la phosphorylation de protéines cibles afin de maintenir

l’homéostasie énergétique. La sous-unité β joue un rôle essentiel en tant qu’échafaudage

structurel stabilisant le complexe hétérotrimérique de l’AMPK. Elle est également connue

pour réguler l’activité de l’AMPK par le biais de différentes modifications

post-traductionnelles (par exemple la phosphorylation et la myristoylation). Bien qu’il ait été

démontré que la myristoylation de la glycine-2 (Gly2) de la sous-unité β est nécessaire pour

détecter les signaux de stress et atteindre une activité maximale de l’AMPK in vitro, sa

pertinence physiologique aux niveaux cellulaire et organique reste inconnue. En particulier, le

mécanisme moléculaire sous-jacent par lequel la myristoylation de la sous-unité β contrôle

l’activité de l’AMPK reste insaisissable.

L’objectif principal de cette thèse était d’étudier la base moléculaire de la régulation de

l’AMPK par le myristoyl en tant que commutateur de la sous-unité β. J’ai montré que des

fibroblastes embryonnaires de souris (MEFs) isolés de souris knock-in (KI) portant une

mutation ponctuelle de Gly 2 en Ala des isoformes β1 et β2 (β1/2 G2A double knock-in (DKI))

ont présenté une activité accrue d’AMPK et une phosphorylation de la Thr172 de sa

sous-unité α . En utilisant le test de ligation par proximité, j’ai découvert que la perte de la

myristoylation de la sous unité β1 entrave l’interaction/la proximité des phosphatases

PPM1A/B avec l’AMPK dans les cellules. In vivo, les souris β1 G2A KI présentaient une activité

AMPK accrue dans le foie et étaient protégées contre l’obésité, l’accumulation de lipides

hépatiques et la résistance à l’insuline induites par un régime riche en graisses.

Le deuxième objectif de la thèse portait sur l’identification de nouveaux substrats de l’AMPK

afin d’élargir notre compréhension du système de signalisation par l’AMPK dans le contrôle

des processus métaboliques et non-métaboliques. Nous avons effectué une analyse

phosphoprotéomique non biaisée qui a révélé que l’AMPK phosphoryle plusieurs protéines
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impliquées dans la régulation de la structure et de la fonction du Golgi. J’ai observé que

l’activation pharmacologique de l’AMPK induit une fragmentation du Golgi dans les cellules

U2OS humaines et MEF de type sauvage, mais pas dans les cellules déficientes en AMPK.

Nous avons identifié la phosphorylation dépendante de l’AMPK de trois protéines liées au

Golgi et nous nous sommes concentrés sur la oxysterol-binding protein like 9 (OSBPL9), un

nouveau substrat de l’AMPK phosphorylé sur un résidu thréonine (Thr335). Il est intéressant

de noter que le knockdown de l’OSBPL9 dans les cellules a induit une fragmentation du Golgi,

reliant la voie AMPK-OSBPL9 à la régulation du Golgi.

Globalement, cette étude accroît notre compréhension de la régulation et des nouveaux rôles

biologiques de l’AMPK. Elle fera progresser les études futures visant à élucider l’importance

de l’AMPK dans le traitement des troubles métaboliques et non métaboliques.

Mots clefs : protéine kinase activée par l’AMP, homéostasie énergétique, myristoylation, sous-

unité β, phosphorylation, substrats, Oxysterol-binding protein like 9, fragmentation du Golgi
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1 Introduction

1.1 General background

Energy homeostasis is a biological process maintaining the inflow and outflow of energy

with coordinated regulation of different cellular pathways. An organism needs to sustain

intracellular energy levels to function correctly and maintain homeostasis. Disturbances in

this balance can cause changes in metabolism, thereby leading to metabolic disorders such

as excess body weight gain (i.e., obesity), a significant condition globally. Strategies have

been adopted to combat obesity as it is a major risk factor for cardiovascular diseases, type

2 diabetes, and other metabolic disorders. Since energy balance is crucial in every aspect of

cellular processes, there is a coordinated sequence of events at the cellular level that maintains

this equilibrium. There has been growing interest and research on mechanisms and regulators

of this crucial process. Of these, the AMP-activated Protein Kinase (AMPK), a central energy

sensor and metabolic master switch, has become an attractive drug target to combat obesity

and metabolic disorders.

1.2 AMPK and its subunit isoforms

AMPK is a key energy sensor and metabolic regulator at the cellular and whole-body levels. It

is a heterotrimeric complex made up of a catalytic α subunit and regulatory β and γ subunits,

each existing as multiple isoforms ( α1, α2; β1, β2; γ1, γ2, γ3) forming 12 different possible

combinations of AMPK heterotrimeric complexes (Ross et al., 2016). AMPK is activated

primarily by phosphorylation of Thr172, present in the kinase domain of catalytic α subunit.

Activation is achieved under various energy-lowering/stress conditions, e.g., starvation,

contractions, hypoxia, or ischemia (Mu et al., 2001; Rousset et al., 2015). All these conditions

lower intracellular adenosine triphosphate (ATP) levels while increasing adenosine

monophosphate (AMP) or adenosine diphosphate (ADP) concentrations. Increased AMP:ATP

or ADP:ATP triggers AMPK activation leading to inhibition of anabolic or ATP-consuming

processes (e.g., lipogenesis, protein synthesis) and stimulation of catabolic or ATP-generating
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processes (e.g., fatty acid oxidation, glycolysis, glucose uptake) (Gowans and Hardie, 2014). In

this way, AMPK plays a key role in cell survival and adaptation to energetic stress in different

cell types/tissues, including liver, adipose, heart, and skeletal muscle.

AMPK subunit isoforms have differential tissue expression profiles. α1 is ubiquitously

expressed across tissues, while α2 is highly predominant in skeletal muscle and abundant in

the heart and liver (Quentin et al., 2011). β1 is ubiquitously expressed, while β2 is abundant in

skeletal muscle and less expressed in the heart (Thornton et al., 1998). The distribution of

AMPK subunit isoforms can also vary between species. For example, in the liver of rodents, β1

is the predominantly expressed isoform, whereas the β2 isoform is highly expressed in

humans (Wu et al., 2013). γ1 is ubiquitously expressed. γ2 is also present in many tissues;

however, its importance in the heart is of particular interest given its gain-of-function

mutation linked to cardiomyopathy called Wolff-Parkinson syndrome (Yavari et al., 2017).

While γ3 has been reported to be exclusively present in the glycolytic muscle fibres of skeletal

muscle (Mahlapuu et al., 2004), modest expression of this isoform in brown adipocytes has

been detected (Rhein et al., 2021).

As represented by the domain structure of AMPK in Fig 1.1, the α subunit consists of a kinase

domain at its N-terminus region, where the phosphorylation site Thr172 is present in the

conserved activation loop (Hawley et al., 1996). It also consists of an Auto-Inhibitory Domain

(AID) responsible for kinase inhibition. Additionally, two regulatory subunit interacting motifs

(α-RIM1 and 2) and a C-Terminal Domain (CTD) are present that mediate interaction with the

γ and the β subunits, respectively (Crute et al., 1998). The regulatory β subunit stabilises the

AMPK heterotrimer through its Sequence Interacting Domain (SID) by interacting with the

α-CTD and the N-terminus of the γ subunit and maintains kinase activity (Iseli et al., 2005).

The β subunit also consists of a Carbohydrate Binding Module (CBM) which forms an

Allosteric Drug and Metabolite (ADaM) binding site by interacting with the α subunit (Xiao

et al., 2013). This will be discussed in detail in section 1.4. The second regulatory γ subunit

consists of four tandem repeats of Cystathionine Beta Synthase (CBS) domains. The interface

between the two CBS domains generates two nucleotide-binding regions, making four

potential nucleotide-binding sites, although only three are occupied (Cheung et al., 2000).

Overall, AMPK activity increases more than 100-fold when phosphorylated at αThr172.

Binding of AMP or ADP causes conformational changes that promote net Thr172

phosphorylation by (i) promoting phosphorylation by upstream kinases (e.g., Liver kinase B1

(LKB1) or calcium/calmodulin-dependent protein kinase kinase 2 (CaMKK2), detailed in

section 1.5.1) (ii) preventing dephosphorylation by protein phosphatases (iii) additionally,

binding of AMP (and not ADP) further stimulates AMPK activity up to 10-fold by allosteric

activation (Gowans et al., 2013).
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Figure 1.1: Domain structure of AMPK subunits Representation of human catalytic
α1 (Uniprot ID Q13131), and regulatory β1 (Uniprot ID Q9Y478) and γ1 (Uniprot ID
P54619) subunits and their respective domains. Auto-Inhibitory Domain (AID); C-Terminal
Domain (CTD); Carbohydrate Binding Module (CBM); Sequence Interacting Domain (SID);
Cystathionine Beta Synthase (CBS). Residue numbering is based on human sequences,
according to Uniprot.

1.3 AMPK agonists and antagonists

Given the importance of AMPK in metabolic health, several modulators (activators and

inhibitors) have been identified and characterised. Fig 1.2 gives an overview of AMPK

modulators which are briefly discussed below:

1.3.1 Activators

AMPK is activated under different cellular stress conditions such as glucose deprivation,

hypoxia, ischemia or physiological conditions such as physical exercise/muscle contractions,

which lower intracellular energy levels. In addition, hormones/cytokines (e.g., leptin, ghrelin,

adiponectin) have also been shown to modulate AMPK activity. Several mechanisms have

been proposed to elucidate the role of leptin and ghrelin in regulating appetite and modulating

AMPK activity in the hypothalamus (Andersson et al., 2004; Kola, 2008), and of adiponectin

in activating AMPK in the liver and muscle to promote fatty acid oxidation (Yamauchi et al.,

2010); however, the exact mechanism of hormone-mediated AMPK regulation is not well

understood.

There has been a significant advancement in discovering compounds that activate AMPK

indirectly or directly. The first series of activators are those that elevate intracellular AMP/ATP

or ADP/ATP ratio and indirectly activate AMPK. Examples of such compounds include

metformin (the most widely used anti-diabetic drug globally), oligomycin (ATP synthase

inhibitor) and many natural compounds (J. Kim et al., 2016). However, these compounds also

modulate several other proteins and cellular processes (e.g., inhibition of mitochondrial
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Figure 1.2: AMPK modulators Graphical representation of several direct and indirect
modulators of AMPK activity that act through specific subunits of AMPK. Black arrows
represent activators, and red bars represent inhibitors.

respiration, thereby altering cellular energy levels) and are not specific to AMPK. The second

category of activators includes AMP mimetics, such as prodrug

5-Aminoimidazole-4-carboxamide ribonucleotide (AICAR), which gets metabolised inside the

cells into ZMP (AMP analogue), and activates AMPK. AICAR/ZMP is also known to modulate

other AMP-sensitive enzymes (Višnjić et al., 2021). The third category of AMPK activators

includes the ADaM-site binding drugs, which activate AMPK through allosteric activation and

protection of αThr172 dephosphorylation from phosphatases. These compounds bind the

ADaM site (formed at the interface of α and β subunits) and are potent and specific activators

of AMPK. However, these compounds have preferential β subunit isoform specificity. A

thienopyridine compound, A769662 (developed by Abbott Laboratories), is the first member

in this category which has been shown to selectively activate β1-containing complexes

(Treebak et al., 2009). Fig 1.3 shows crystal structure of human AMPK α2β1γ1 heterotrimer

resolved with A769662 bound in the ADaM site (Garcia and Shaw, 2017). Abbott, however, has

been reported to have poor oral availability and cause several off-target effects in cells and

tissues when used at high concentrations. Next, a cyclic benzimidazole 991, developed by

Merck, is 5-10-fold more potent than A769662 and has been shown to stimulate both β1- and

β2- containing complexes (Bultot et al., 2016). It has no reported off-target effects to date.

However, 991 has poor bioavailability. The two other benzimidazole derivatives of 991

(MK-8722 and PF739, developed by Merck and Pfizer, respectively) have also been identified

as highly specific AMPK activators with improved bioavailability that can activate all 12 AMPK

complexes. They have been shown to stimulate insulin-independent glucose uptake in
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Figure 1.3: AMPK heterotrimeric complex Crystal structure of AMPK (α2β1γ1) in complex
with the activator A769662 shown in stick representation which binds at the interface of the
α kinase domain and the β-CBM. Key elements include the Thr172 phosphorylation site in
the catalytic module of the α subunit, the carbohydrate-binding module of the β subunit and
two molecules of AMP-bound in the nucleotide-binding module of the γ subunit. PDB: 4CFF
(Garcia and Shaw, 2017).

skeletal muscle with resultant improvements in glycemia in rodents and monkeys in vivo

(Aledavood et al., 2021; Feng et al., 2018). Identifying these compounds and demonstrating

their effects on AMPK activation have represented a promising approach for treating various

metabolic abnormalities.

1.3.2 Inhibitors

AMPK activation has been proven beneficial for restoring cellular energy demands. AMPK

inhibition has also been considered advantageous under certain pathophysiological contexts
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(Russell and Hardie, 2020). Therefore, specific AMPK inhibitors would be an important

research tool to study the role and function of AMPK in different physiological and pathological

states. However, the availability of small-molecule AMPK inhibitors is limited. The most widely

used inhibitor is the pyrazolopyrimidine derivative Compound C (or Dorsomorphin) (Zhou

et al., 2001). It is an ATP-competitive inhibitor which binds to the highly conserved active

site of the α subunit catalytic domain. In the cell-free assay, Compound C has been shown to

inhibit several other kinases with similar or even much greater potency than AMPK, producing

AMPK-independent cellular effects (Liu et al., 2014; Vucicevic et al., 2011).

Another recently characterised inhibitor is a 2-aminopyrimidine derivative, SBI-020696531

(SBI). It was first identified from a library screen as an ATP-competitive inhibitor of autophagy

initiator kinase ULK1, which could inhibit ULK1 signalling in glioblastoma cells (Egan et al.,

2015). However, in a cell-free screen against a selected panel of human protein kinases, it

was reported that SBI could inhibit AMPK more potently (80%) compared to ULK1 (63%) and

was more potent and selective compared to Compound C (Dite et al., 2018). In a recent study,

the effect of SBI on AMPK signalling was extensively characterised. It was shown that SBI

could dose-dependently attenuate 991-mediated ACC Ser79 phosphorylation and lipogenesis

inhibition in primary mouse hepatocytes and modestly inhibit AMPK signalling in C2C12

myotubes and adipocytes (Ahwazi et al., 2021). In addition, it could potently inhibit basal

and insulin-stimulated glucose uptake. Using an expanded protein kinase screen, it was

discovered that SBI could strongly inhibit other AMPK-related kinases, including NUAK1

and SIK2. Importantly, an in silico molecular docking analysis has revealed a gatekeeper

methionine residue near the ATP binding cleft of a panel of kinases which is crucial for binding

SBI. Mutation of this methionine to a threonine in AMPK rendered resistance to SBI both in

vitro and in cells. This study provides new insights into the identification of a more potent and

specific AMPK inhibitor and the design of an inhibitor-resistant mutant form of AMPK, which

can be utilised as a valuable research tool in the field of AMPK.

1.4 AMPKβ subunit

The β subunit is known to have a vital role in AMPK trimeric complex stabilisation. However,

apart from such a role, molecular mechanisms by which it impacts AMPK activity relative to

the α, and the γ subunits remain elusive. The β subunit exists as two isoforms: β1 and β2

(Thornton et al., 1998). Sequence analyses have shown that in humans, they are >75%

identical, with the predominant variation in the N-terminal region (Fig 1.4). The functional

significance/consequence of this variation is unknown. The β subunit is needed for assembly

of AMPK heterotrimer and is crucial for AMPK activity (Iseli et al., 2005). In support of this,

whole-body deletion of both β1 and β2 results in embryonic lethality (Quinn et al., 2010),

providing genetic evidence that at least one of the β isoforms is required for development and

survival. Muscle-specific deletion of both β1 and β2 isoforms resulted in impaired

exercise-stimulated glucose uptake and mitochondrial integrity/biogenesis, demonstrating

an obligatory role for the β subunit in skeletal muscle energy homeostasis (O’Neill et al., 2011).
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Whole body β1 KO mice displayed no distinguishable general phenotype compared to the WT.

On a low-fat or an obesity-inducing high-fat diet, β1 KO mice had reduced food intake,

reduced adiposity, and reduced total body mass. At molecular levels, β1 deficiency resulted in

tissue-specific defects in AMPKα Thr172 phosphorylation and activity. The most pronounced

effect was observed in the liver, but not in the heart and skeletal muscle, where α1 and α2

levels were significantly reduced and AMPK activity profoundly impaired (Dzamko et al.,

2010). In contrast, whole-body β2 KO mice showed impaired glucose homeostasis, which was

associated with poor AMPK activity in muscle, but not in the liver (Steinberg et al., 2010).

These observations suggest an isoform-specific role for the β subunit in different tissues.

However, it is unclear if such isoform-specific functions are attributed to their distinct

subcellular localisation or substrate specificity and recognition. A key point, as mentioned in

section 1.2, is that β subunit isoforms are differentially expressed in humans and rodents.

While β1 is the predominant isoform in the liver in rodents, in humans, it is β2 that is mainly

expressed. This should be an essential consideration while developing β subunit

isoform-specific AMPK activators.

Figure 1.4: AMPKβ subunit isoforms Sequence alignment of human β isoforms (Thornton
et al., 1998) (Uniprot ID: Q9Y478-AAKB1 and O43741-AAKB2). The black regions indicate
identical residues.

The β subunit has a crucial regulatory role, and this is attributed mainly to the presence of a

specific domain (i.e., CBM) or different posttranslational modifications (e.g., phosphorylation,

myristoylation). These characteristic features have made the β subunit an exciting topic of

study with possible physiological significance. Below is a short description of CBM,

phosphorylation sites and myristoylation site of the β subunit, the latter being one of the main

topics of my thesis.

1.4.1 Carbohydrate Binding Module (CBM)

The β subunit consists of a CBM, which is similar to the starch-binding domains of many

glycosyl hydrolase families of enzymes (Polekhina et al., 2003). As its name implies, this

domain is responsible for binding carbohydrate molecules, particularly glycogen. Specific

mutations in CBM have been shown to prevent glycogen binding in cell-free (Polekhina et
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al., 2005) and in cellular assays (Bendayan et al., 2009). AMPK has been shown to regulate

glycogen synthesis by a dual mechanism which involves phosphorylation and inhibition of

glycogen synthase, thus inhibiting glycogen synthesis in skeletal muscle following AICAR

treatment (L. Miyamoto et al., 2007). However, this inhibition is overridden by an increase in

glucose uptake as a result of AMPK activation that increases the level of glucose-6-phosphate,

which allosterically activates glycogen synthase (Hunter et al., 2011). Furthermore, α2 KO or

β2 KO mice show lower levels of glycogen in basal conditions in skeletal muscle, which implies

the positive role of AMPK in glycogen synthesis (Jørgensen et al., 2005). There are still many

unanswered questions relating AMPK and glycogen and how they regulate each other. In a

more recent in vivo study, glycogen binding was disrupted in mice via whole-body knock-in

(KI) mutation of a key glycogen binding residue in either β1 (W100A) or β2 (W98A) CBM

(Hoffman et al., 2015). β2 W98A KI mice had impaired glucose handling and exercise capacity

owing to an impaired AMPK activity compared to the WT animals, indicating that glycogen

binding is critical for AMPK activity in vivo. In addition to glycogen binding, CBM of AMPK has

also been shown to be an important region for binding small molecule activators by forming an

ADaM binding site as mentioned in section 1.3.1. It has been shown that phosphorylation of

Ser108 in the CBM stabilises the binding pocket in the ADaM site, thereby forming an interface

for binding. The precise physiological role of Ser108 phosphorylation in the CBM is not fully

understood. However, a mutation in Ser108 (S108A) has been shown to affect drug binding in

the ADaM site and thus reducing its effect on AMPK activity. Complete removal of the CBM

has been shown to reduce catalytic activity of AMPK and fully abolish AMPK activation by

small-molecule activators (e.g., A769662) (Xiao et al., 2013), demonstrating critical roles of

CBM and Ser108 in direct AMPK activation by these compounds. These findings have led

to an interesting hypothesis that there could be a possible involvement of a physiological

metabolite, (e.g., Long-chain fatty acyl-CoA esters (Pinkosky et al., 2020)), in the regulation of

AMPK, making the β subunit an important therapeutic target.

1.4.2 Phosphorylation

Phosphorylation is one of the most common and critical mechanisms for regulating the

activity/function of enzymes and proteins and is arguably the most prevalent form of

posttranslational modification. Although Thr172 in the α subunit of AMPK is the major

phosphorylation site that regulates its activity (Hawley et al., 1996), several additional

phosphorylation sites have been identified with possible physiological significance. In

addition to Thr172, Thr258 and Ser485 were identified to be phosphorylated by AMPK kinase

in the α subunit using bacterially expressed AMPK complex and mass spectrometry (Woods,

Vertommen, et al., 2003). In vivo, these sites were confirmed to be autophosphorylated but

did not show a direct effect on AMPK activation in vitro and in cells. However, in another

study, cAMP-mediated inhibition of AMPK activity was associated with reduced

phosphorylation of αThr172 and enhanced phosphorylation of Ser458, indicating a possible

involvement of multisite phosphorylation of the α subunit in AMPK activity regulation (Hurley

et al., 2006).
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While a few phosphorylation sites have been identified in the γ subunit (Puustinen et al.,

2020), several phosphorylation sites have been reported in the β subunit isoforms (Tuerk

et al., 2009). One of the most characterised autophosphorylation sites is Ser108 in both β

isoforms, which has already been discussed in section 1.4.1. In the β1 isoform, Ser24/25, Ser96,

Ser101, Thr148 and Ser182 have been additionally reported, while in the β2-isoform, Thr148

and Ser182 have been identified (Sanz et al., 2013). Among these sites, Ser24/25, Ser108 and

Thr148 are autophosphorylated by the catalytic activity of the α subunit. Kinase(s) responsible

for the phosphorylation of these residues (apart from Ser108 phosphorylation by ULK1 (Dite

et al., 2017)) are still unknown. The precise roles of these sites have not been established;

however, some of these sites are reported to have effects on subcellular localisation and

kinase activity of AMPK. Mutagenesis studies have shown that Ser24/25 and Ser182 affect

β1 localisation with alanine mutants mediating nuclear translocation of β1 but do not affect

AMPK activity. In contrast, Ser108 affects kinase activity but not its localisation (Warden et al.,

2001). Meanwhile, Thr148 is implicated in glycogen binding (Polekhina et al., 2005). It has been

shown that Thr148 phosphorylation in the β subunit isoforms abolishes glycogen binding,

affecting glycogen turnover and that this phosphorylation is associated with increased AMPK

activity (Oligschlaeger et al., 2015). This could be an important mechanism as it will dissociate

AMPK from glycogen, thereby changing its subcellular localisation. The exact physiological

roles of Thr148 or other phosphorylation sites in the β subunit are still not completely clear,

but they could have subtle effects on AMPK regulation. Collectively, a deeper understanding

of these phosphorylation sites would be interesting to uncover precise cellular functions of

AMPK.

1.4.3 Myristoylation

Myristoylation is a co/posttranslational modification of a protein that involves adding a

14-carbon saturated fatty acid, myristic acid, to the N-terminal glycine within a consensus

motif of MGNXXS/T (Martin et al., 2011). This requires prior removal of the initial methionine

residue by methionyl peptidase. The process of myristoylation is catalysed by the

N-myristoyltransferase (NMT) enzyme (Fig1.5A). There are two isoforms of NMT: NMT1 and

NMT2, and both isoforms have been extensively studied and validated as drug targets in

human cancers or in infectious diseases (Ducker et al., 2005). Myristoylation has been shown

to promote the binding of the proteins to cell membranes or change their subcellular

localisation for various biological functions. It may also influence protein-protein interaction

or regulate enzymatic activity. For instance, the activity of Src kinase, an oncogenic protein, is

proposed to be regulated by myristoylation as a knockdown of NMT1 to block myristoylation

downregulated its activity (S. Kim et al., 2017).

The β subunit of AMPK contains a myristoylation site at its N-terminal region (Gly2).

Myristoylation occurs in both β1 and β2 isoforms. Like other myristoylated proteins, this

modification has been shown to regulate the physical association of AMPK with intracellular

membranes in response to stress signals (Ali et al., 2016). It has been proposed that AMPK can
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Figure 1.5: Myristoylation of AMPK β subunit and proposed myristoyl switch hypothesis
(A) Schematic representation of the synthesis of a myristoylated protein. During protein
synthesis, the initiator methionine is cleaved by methionyl peptidase, and a myristoyl-CoA is
attached to the exposed glycine residue by N-myristoyl transferase generating a myristoylated
protein. (B) Under physiological conditions or lower intracellular AMP:ATP, the myristoyl
group interacts with the kinase domain (OFF), suppressing the phosphorylation of αThr172
and conferring AMPK at an inactive state. When AMP:ATP rises, binding of AMP releases
the myristoyl group (ON) thereby facilitating phosphorylation and activation of AMPK by
upstream kinases. Modified from Fig 5 of Oakhill et al., 2010. Created using BioRender.

undergo ligand-induced “myristoyl switch” between membrane-bound and cytoplasmic

forms (Mitchelhill et al., 1997). This allows AMPK to sense energy stress signals and mediate

proximity to its upstream regulators and downstream effectors. The myristoyl switch model

has not yet been explicitly validated; however, the importance of myristoylation has been

highlighted in several studies. Myristoylation appears to be required for maintaining AMPK at

inactive state at physiological condition (Oakhill et al., 2010). Using bacterially expressed

AMPK complexes, it has been shown that the myristoyl group binds near the interface of the

DFG motif and the catalytic loop of the kinase domain, conferring an autoinhibitory effect (Ali

et al., 2016). Under conditions that lower intracellular ATP levels and promote binding of

AMP, the myristoyl switch is triggered that facilitates membrane association and AMPK

activation. Illustration of “myristoyl switch” in response to AMP is depicted in Fig1.5B. Since

myristoylation allows AMPK to sense stress signals, it is required for AMP-mediated Thr172
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phosphorylation and is required to achieve maximum kinase activity in vitro. The importance

of myristoylation has also been addressed in AMPK association with lysosomal (Wen et al.,

2019) and mitochondrial membranes (Liang et al., 2015). Myristoylation targets AMPK to the

damaged mitochondria for selective mitophagy, and loss of myristoylation impairs this

association leading to mitochondrial defects. In Rheumatoid Arthritis (RA) T-cells, expression

of NMT1, but not NMT2, has been shown to be significantly reduced, consequently reducing

global as well as AMPK myristoylation. This indicated NMT1 to be possibly responsible for

AMPK myristoylation. Lack of AMPK myristoylation in these cells prevented AMPK

association with lysosomes, impairing LKB1-mediated AMPK activation and mTORC1

inhibition. This consequently resulted in hyperactive mTORC1 signalling leading to

inflammation (Wen et al., 2019).

These interesting studies have highlighted the critical roles of myristoylation in AMPK activity.

However, it will be essential to know the physiological relevance of this modification in cells

and at the organism level to uncover a layer of AMPK regulation by the β subunit isoforms.
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1.5 AMPK upstream regulators

AMPK activity is primarily regulated by adenine nucleotides allosterically or by reversible

phosphorylation of αThr172 as discussed in previous sections (Fig1.6). In addition, there are

secondary regulatory sites whose phosphorylation have also been shown to influence AMPK

activity (as discussed in section 1.4.2). In this section, I will briefly discuss known/proposed

kinases and phosphatases responsible for phosphorylation/dephosphorylation of key residues

in AMPK which directly impact many AMPK-mediated signalling pathways.

P

α
β

γ

P

α
β

γ
AMP/ADP

Protein phosphatases AMP/ADP

LKB1/CaMKK2

2. Allosteric1. Phosphorylation

3. Dephosphorylation protection

Figure 1.6: Regulation of AMPK: Schematic representation of AMPK regulation by adenine
nucleotides (AMP, ADP) via three mechanisms (i) enhancing phosphorylation of αThr172 by
upstream kinases (ii) allosteric activation (by AMP) (iii) protecting from dephosphorylation by
phosphatases. Created using BioRender.

1.5.1 Kinases

Previous works from several groups have shown that LKB1 and CaMKK2 are the major

upstream kinases that phosphorylate and activate AMPK. LKB1 is a tumour suppressor which

forms a trimeric complex with the two accessory subunits STE-20 related adaptor protein

(STRAD) and MO25 (Hawley et al., 2003). Loss-of-function mutations in lkb1 gene have been

associated with different forms of tumors (Jenne et al., 1998). LKB1 is a master regulator of

members of AMPK-related kinase family, including the α1 and α2 subunit isoforms of the
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AMPK (Woods, Johnstone, et al., 2003). It has been shown that LKB1 activity is not sensitive to

changes in energy levels and is constitutively active (Sakamoto et al., 2004). As for

AMP-mediated AMPK activation, this is achieved via allosteric activation and protection from

dephosphorylation by phosphatases increasing net αThr172 phosphorylation (Hunter et al.,

2011). In vitro, purified LKB1 complex directly phosphorylates AMPK on αThr172. In cells

lacking LKB1 (e.g., HeLa cells), AMPK activation in response to stimuli that increase AMP/ATP

ratio is abolished (Hawley et al., 2003), indicating LKB1 is necessary for AMP-mediated AMPK

activation. Moreover, LKB1 deletion in skeletal muscle is shown to almost completely abolish

α2 activity in response to contraction or AICAR (Sakamoto et al., 2005) and deletion of LKB1 in

adult liver has been shown to strongly reduce total AMPK activity (Shaw et al., 2005). These

studies indicate that LKB1 is the predominant upstream kinase required for AMPK activation

in different tissues.

Although LKB1 was found to be primarily responsible for activation of AMPK in a number of

cell types/tissues, significant activity of AMPK was detected in some LKB1-deficient cells,

suggesting the possible existence of alternative AMPK kinase(s). Different studies have

reported that CaMKK2 can phosphorylate AMPK. In vitro, CaMKK2 efficiently phosphorylates

AMPKα Thr172 (Hawley et al., 1995). In cells, CaMKK2 activates AMPK in response to elevated

intracellular C a2+ levels, for instance, thrombin- and T-cell antigen receptor-mediated

activation of AMPK in endothelial cells and T cells respectively stimulated by an increase in

C a2+ (Stahmann et al., 2006; Tamás et al., 2006).

In addition to adenine nucleotides and C a2+, more recent studies have identified other

kinases to directly phosphorylate AMPK on key regulatory residues upon different stimuli. For

instance, upon stimulation with insulin, Akt (also known as Protein Kinase B) phosphorylates

Ser485/Ser491 in the ST loop of the α1/α2 isoforms, subsequently attenuating LKB1-mediated

αThr172 phosphorylation in the ischemic heart in rodents (Horman et al., 2006). Agents that

elevate cellular cAMP (e.g., Forskolin) also inhibited CaMKK2-mediated AMPK activation by

enhancing phosphorylation on Ser485/Ser491 of the α isoforms by cAMP-dependent protein

kinase (Hurley et al., 2006). Moreover, in the hypothalamus, p70S6 kinase has been shown to

phosphorylate α2 subunit on Ser491, inhibiting AMPK activity in response to leptin (Dagon

et al., 2012). Interestingly, a more recent study has demonstrated that mTORC1 reciprocally

suppresses AMPK activation and signalling through directly phosphorylating α1 at Ser347 and

α2 at Ser345 (Ling et al., 2020).

1.5.2 Phosphatases

AMPK activation is essential for activating ATP-generating signalling pathways during energy-

deficit conditions. Inhibition of AMPK is equally necessary for its regulation and energy

homeostasis. In energy-replete situations (i.e., high ATP/AMP or ATP/ADP), phosphatases can

access Thr172 of the α subunit and keep AMPK inactive. When AMP/ATP or ADP/ATP becomes

higher, the binding of nucleotides to the γ subunit prevents phosphatases from accessing the α
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subunit, thereby increasing AMPK phosphorylation. Several studies have attempted to identify

phosphatases responsible for regulating AMPK; however, these studies have discrepancies and

inconsistencies. The lack of robust experimental approaches and specific pharmacological

modulators has made it challenging to elucidate specific AMPK phosphatase(s). To the best of

my knowledge, there is no consensus or validated AMPK phosphatase(s) (e.g., using genetic

models) at tissue or organismal levels.

The Ser/Thr protein phosphatases (PP) have been divided into two families: 1. The PPP family

includes the subfamilies PP1, PP2A and PP2B; 2. The metal-dependent PPM family includes

the PP2C subfamily and consists of highly conserved protein phosphatases with 17 distinct

genes in the human genome (Pang Ching et al., 1997). In humans, monomeric PP2C exists in

two isoforms (α and β), while in mice, the β isoform further has five variants (β1-β5). PP2A

exists as heterotrimers with two regulatory subunits, A and B, and one catalytic subunit, C.

Early studies showed that AMP-mediated AMPK phosphorylation was inhibited in cell-free

assays in the presence of PP1, PP2A or PP2C (Carling et al., 1987; Davies et al., 1995).

Furthermore, chronic calcium release in C2C12 cells or muscle tissues inhibited AMPK

activity via activation of PP2A, suggesting calcium-mediated AMPK regulation by PP2A (Park

et al., 2013). In rat aortic smooth muscle cells, inhibition of PP2A activity was correlated to an

increase in AMPK activity. In the aorta of high fat-fed mice, PP2A formed a complex with

AMPK inhibiting its activity suggesting regulation of AMPK by PP2A in diseases associated

with cholesterol dysregulation (Joseph et al., 2015). However, in intact hepatocytes, it was

shown that PP2C is mainly responsible for AMPK dephosphorylation, as AMPK activity was

unchanged in the presence of okadaic acid (a potent inhibitor of PP1 and PP2A), to which

PP2C is insensitive (Moore et al., 1991). Biochemical characterisation of recombinant human

PP2Cα showed that AMPK and other phosphopeptides containing identical sequences around

the regulatory phosphorylation site are excellent substrates of PP2Cα (Marley et al., 1996). In

another study using lentiviral-mediated gene silencing in HEK293 cells, PPM1E and PPM1F,

but not PPM1A/PP2Cα, were shown to contribute to AMPK dephosphorylation (Voss et al.,

2011). Meanwhile, another study by Chida et al. showed that in addition to PPM1E and

PPM1A/PP2Cα, PPM1B/PP2Cβ also contributes to AMPK dephosphorylation. Interestingly,

they have described that similar to the AMPKβ subunit, ectopically-expressed PPM1A and

PPM1B are N-myristoylated and that they require this modification to be able to

dephosphorylate their substrates (Chida et al., 2013). This implicates an additional regulatory

mechanism of AMPK by phosphatases; however, the authors did not provide evidence of

endogenous PPM1A and PPM1B to be myristoylated and co-localised with their substrates in

cells.
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1.6 AMPK downstream effectors – Phosphoproteomics approaches

AMPK controls numerous cellular functions through the regulation of target proteins by

phosphorylation. Initially, AMPK was identified to phosphorylate the two crucial enzymes in

lipid metabolism, acetyl-CoA carboxylase (ACC) and 3-hydroxy-3-methylglutaryl coenzyme

A (HMG-CoA) reductase at Ser79 and Ser871 respectively, both in cells and in vivo (Moore

et al., 1991). Phosphorylation of these proteins by AMPK inactivates their activities, thereby

inhibiting lipid synthetic pathways. After that, many efforts have been made to identify

proteins phosphorylated by AMPK directly influencing several downstream processes.

Several groups have used different techniques and methods to identify AMPK substrates in

cells/tissue models confirming AMPK to have both metabolic and non-metabolic roles. Using

a chemical genetics screen, AMPKα2 was shown to phosphorylate proteins involved in mitosis,

cytokinesis and cytoskeletal organisation (Banko et al., 2011), particularly protein phosphatase

one regulatory subunit 12C (PPP1R12C) and p21-activated protein kinase (PAK2), for mitotic

progression when cells were serum-starved or stimulated with 2-deoxyglucose. This approach

allowed the labelling of direct substrates of AMPK in HEK293 cells by replacing a gatekeeper

residue in the ATP-binding pocket of the kinase with a smaller amino acid, generating an

analogue-specific (AS) kinase. The AS kinase, but not a WT kinase, can use a modified bulky

ATP-analogue N6 (phenethyl) ATPγS as a substrate. The transferred thiophosphate is then

alkylated and recognised by a third antibody. Using the same approach and mode of AMPK

activation in U2OS cells coupled with peptide capture and tandem mass spectrometry (MS),

direct phosphorylation sites of substrates of both AMPKα1 and α2 were identified. These were

proteins involved in cell motility, adhesion and invasion, with a particular focus on RHOA

guanine nucleotide exchange factor NET1A, which, when phosphorylated by AMPK, inhibits

extracellular matrix degradation (Schaffer et al., 2015).

To identify tissue-specific AMPK substrates, a chemical genetics screen approach was applied

to the 991-treated mouse primary hepatocytes. This resulted in identifying proteins involved

in cellular processes, such as vesicle trafficking, lipid/glucose metabolism or cytoskeletal

organisation. This included GTPase-activating protein and VPS9 domain-containing protein

1 (Gapvd1), and starch-binding domain 1 (STBD1) (Ducommun et al., 2019). In another

study, using the affinity proteomics strategy, more than 50 proteins were found to be uniquely

enriched in the activator-treated mouse primary hepatocytes (AICAR+A769662), including

mitochondrial fission factor (MFF), indicating the role of AMPK in mitochondrial dynamics

(Ducommun et al., 2015). This study has made use of an antibody to isolate and identify

proteins from hepatocytes that contain an AMPK substrate recognition motif (Fig1.7), further

highlighting the critical role of AMPK in the liver.

AMPK is widely known to regulate exercise response in muscles. Two studies were conducted

to identify conserved pathways during exercise using three different exercise models – cycling

in human subjects, trade-mill running in mice and in situ contraction in rats. Global

phosphoproteomics analysis in these studies involving phosphopeptide enrichment and
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Figure 1.7: AMPK phosphorylation motif The logo motif of 64 known AMPK phosphorylation
sites from P-7 to P+7 and points of interest in the AMPK recognition motif (Hardie et al., 2016).

sequential elution from immobilised metal ion affinity chromatography (SIMAC) revealed

more than 22,000 phosphosites which were common in mice, rats and humans, with

AMPK-C a2+ being the most highly enriched signalling pathway across all three exercise

models (Nelson et al., 2019). This study revealed that AMPK phosphorylates stromal

interaction molecule 1 (STIM1) and negatively regulates store-operated calcium entry (SOCE)

which is required during exercise.

Continued interests in identifying novel AMPK substrates are growing, mainly because AMPK

is a primary target for various chronic diseases, and an in-depth understanding of the

consequences of AMPK activation/inhibition is required. Some techniques used in previous

studies were not sensitive enough to capture even highly expressed known AMPK substrates.

Some methods were less efficient due to background phosphopeptides. Therefore, a more

robust system and a thorough investigation of phosphoproteins are invaluable to further

understanding AMPK-mediated or AMPK-dependent pathways.
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1.7 AMPK and Golgi

The second part of this thesis focuses on identifying novel substrates and biological roles

of AMPK by unbiased phosphoproteomics. As described in previous sections, the role of

AMPK in classic metabolic signalling pathways is well known. It has been well validated, for

example, as an essential regulator of lipid and glucose/carbohydrate metabolism. Additionally,

there has been growing interest in AMPK regulation of pathways not conventionally classified

as metabolic, such as autophagy, cell growth, and cell migration. Interestingly, our current

phosphoproteomics screen identified several novel targets of AMPK, which are linked to

regulation of Golgi structure and function. This section will briefly discuss the Golgi apparatus,

its structure and role in different cellular processes and the current understanding of AMPK-

Golgi biology.

1.7.1 Golgi Structure and function

The Golgi complex is a central organelle in the secretory pathway which receives proteins

synthesised in the Endoplasmic Reticulum (ER), sorts, modifies, and packages them into

vesicles for transport to the destination: the plasma membrane, the endosomal/lysosomal

membrane or extracellular domain (Boncompain and Weigel, 2018). The organisation of the

Golgi structure differs among organisms. In mammals, they exist as Golgi ribbons made of flat

cisternae arranged into stacks and connected by tubular membrane bridges (Lowe, 2011). The

cisternae are highly polarised with the -cis face receiving cargo that is synthesised in the ER

and the -trans face or the Trans Golgi Network (TGN) sorting cargo for post-Golgi transport

(Gonatas, 1997). The major function of the Golgi apparatus is the correct cargo receiving and

processing, which is important for an organism’s normal development and physiology. This

involves modifying proteins by adding carbohydrates (producing glycoproteins and

proteoglycans) by glycosylation or adding phosphate by phosphorylation (Boncompain and

Weigel, 2018). Early glycosylation events are mediated by enzymes residing at the -cis

membrane, while late and terminal glycosylation enzymes are located in the -trans

membrane (Novikoff et al., 1971). Golgi apparatus has also been shown to function as a C a2+

store as several proteins responsible for C a2+ regulation (C a2+ pumps, C a2+ channels, and

C a2+ binding proteins) reside in the Golgi apparatus (Pizzo et al., 2011; Rabouille et al., 1995).

More recently, the Golgi ribbon has been shown to be a site for localisation and activation of

mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR) (independent of lysosomal pools of mTOR),

highlighting the role of Golgi stacks in pathways important in cellular homeostasis (Gosavi

et al., 2017).

1.7.2 Regulation of Golgi morphology

Golgi’s highly dynamic structure allows rapid changes, disassembly, and reassembly under

different physiological conditions. For instance, a dramatic change in its structure is observed

during cell division (Jackson, 2018) (Fig1.8). The Golgi apparatus appears as a stacked compact
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ribbon localised in the juxtanuclear position near the Microtubule Organising Centre (MTOC)

during interphase and undergoes extensive fragmentation during mitosis, which is required

for the G2/M transition of the cells (Tang and Wang, 2013). This is mediated by the small

GTPase Arf1, activated by a Guanine nucleotide exchange factor (GEF) named Golgi-specific

Brefeldin A-resistance factor 1 (GBF1). Arf1 has a dynamic association/disassociation with the

Golgi membrane and is regulated by GTP binding and hydrolysis. In the event of mitosis, the

level of active GTP-bound Arf1 decreases. This is partly because GBF1 undergoes inhibitory

phosphorylation events during mitosis, dissociating it from the Golgi membrane, thereby

making it incapable of activating Arf1 (Walton et al., 2020). This inactivation of Arf1 prevents

the recruitment of cytosolic effectors to the Golgi membrane and leads to Golgi disassembly

(Altan-Bonnet et al., 2004).

Golgi structure has also been shown to be regulated by microtubules (MT). They play an

important role in the organisation of the Golgi complex (Thyberg and Moskalewski, 1999). An

intact MT network is required for the integrity of the Golgi apparatus by localising it in the

perinuclear position. Furthermore, the Golgi complex can also directly induce nucleation of a

subset of MT (A. A. W. M. Sanders and Kaverina, 2015). This has been shown both in vitro and

in vivo (Chabin-Brion et al., 2001), indicating Golgi complex to be a microtubule-organising

organelle. Consistent with the MT-Golgi relationship, microtubule depolymerising agents (e.g.,

Nocodazole) dramatically alter Golgi structure and integrity. The cisternal stacks are separated

and dispersed along the stable MTs after depolymerising the most labile MT subpopulation

(Chabin-Brion et al., 2001). Removal of nocodazole, however, allows reassembly of MTs

and translocation of the Golgi elements along the newly polymerised microtubules, finally

reassembled as intact Golgi complex (Guizzunti and Seemann, 2016). All these studies indicate

a strong functional relationship between the structure and organisation of the Golgi complex

and microtubules.

1.7.3 Oxysterol-binding protein and Oxysterol-binding protein-related proteins

The structure of the Golgi apparatus is also regulated by different lipid modifying/transfer

proteins. The Golgi apparatus generates vesicles to transport lipid and protein cargo within a

cell. There is a constant flux of lipid molecules like ceramide, cholesterol, phosphoinositides

(PI) in the Golgi, which is maintained by several lipid modifying or binding proteins (Emr

et al., 2009). Some of the examples are Nir2, Ceramide Transfer Protein (CERT) and

Oxysterol-Binding Protein (OSBP) or oxysterol-binding protein-related proteins (ORPs).

These proteins localise in the ER-Golgi Membrane Contact Site (MCS) where they transfer

lipids (glucosylceramide, ceramide or sterols) from the ER to the trans-Golgi (Walton et al.,

2020). OSBP is a cytosolic protein that was first discovered as a protein with oxysterol-binding

activity (Taylor and Kandutsch, 1985). Oxysterols are the 27-carbon products of cholesterol

oxidation and suppressors of HMG-CoA reductase activity and of cholesterol biosynthesis in

cultured cells (Kandutsch and Chen, 1973). OSBP translocates from cytosol to the Golgi

membranes upon stimulation with 25-hydroxycholesterol (25-OHC) (Ridgway et al., 1992). A
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Figure 1.8: Golgi during mitosis Graphical representation of different phases of mitosis and
associated structural changes in the Golgi apparatus. Adapted from Persico et al., 2009. Created
using BioRender.

distinct domain mediates sterol binding in the carboxy-terminus of OSBP, namely, the

oxysterol binding domain and the Golgi targeting is mediated by the pleckstrin homology

(PH) domain in the amino-terminus (Lehto and Olkkonen, 2003). 25-OHC binding to the

sterol-binding domain induces a conformational change that exposes the PH domain, thus

translocating OSBP to the Golgi. The role of OSBP on cellular cholesterol metabolism has

been addressed in several studies (Lehto and Olkkonen, 2003; Ridgway et al., 1998; Storey

et al., 1998). Recent studies have highlighted the importance of posttranslational modification

of OSBP, particularly phosphorylation, for its subcellular localisation. For instance, OSBP is

phosphorylated by protein kinase D (PKD), a Golgi-localised Ser/Thr kinase, inhibiting

25-OHC-mediated Golgi localisation of OSBP, thereby, inducing Golgi fragmentation (Nhek

et al., 2010). Therefore, OSBP plays a significant role in Golgi regulation and cellular lipid

homeostasis.

Identification of homologues of OSBP has provided new insights into the control of lipid

metabolism. These are a family of lipid transfer proteins that are greatly conserved in all

higher eukaryotes. These proteins are known as oxysterol-binding protein-related proteins

(ORPs) or Oxysterol-binding protein like proteins (OSBPLs). In yeasts, there are seven members

in this family; in humans, 12 members have been identified. One common feature of the
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ORP family members is the lipid-binding domain or the oxysterol-binding protein-related

domain (ORD) which binds lipid ligands, oxysterols being the first ligand to be identified.

Several studies have shown that ORD can also bind to other lipid molecules like cholesterol,

phosphoinositides, phosphatidylserine (PS) or phosphatidylcholine (PC). The 12 members

have been grouped into six classes based on sequence homology and domain structure and

organisation (Fig1.9). Most of these proteins have partial cytoplasmic localisation, but mostly

they possess distinct localisation patterns (e.g., between organelles, in the nucleus, in the

MTs etc.). Different groups of ORPs, their reported subcellular localisation and intracellular

functions are summarised in the Appendix Table A.1 (Pietrangelo and Ridgway, 2018).

Figure 1.9: OSBP and related proteins Domain structure of Oxysterol binding protein (OSBP)
and different isoforms of Oxysterol binding protein-related proteins (ORPs or OSBPLs). Key
elements include the phosphatidylinositol-binding PH domain, the FFAT motif and the
oxysterol-binding domain (ORD) (Nakatsu and Kawasaki, 2021).

OSBP and OSBPL9/ORP9 (Wu et al., 2013) are present at the ER-Golgi MCS where they

interact with the ER via two phenylalanines (FF) in an acidic tract (FFAT) motif and

Vesicle-Associated Membrane Protein-Associated Protein A (VAP-A) binding (Peretti et al.,

2008). When cells are packed with cholesterol (e.g. by stimulation with exogenous oxysterols)

or depleted of cholesterol to induce de novo synthesis, OSBP and OSBPL9 associate at the
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ER-Golgi contact sites and transport the ER-derived cholesterol to the Golgi and in turn,

Golgi-derived phosphatidylinositol 4-phosphate (PI(4)P) to the ER (Mesmin et al., 2013). At

the ER, PI(4)P is degraded by PI(4)P phosphatase Sac1. Golgi then has enriched cholesterol,

which mediates recruitment of phosphatidylinositol-4-kinase (PI4K)IIα inducing an increase

in the level of PI(4)P. Increase in PI(4)P then recruits CERT to the MCS via the PH domain,

thereby transporting ceramide from the ER to the Golgi, which is used as a substrate for

sphingomyelin synthesis (Banerji et al., 2010). In this way, lipid transfer proteins at ER-Golgi

MCS, such as OSBP or OSBPL9, are required to maintain cholesterol and

sphingolipid-enriched membranes, which subsequently are required for efficient cargo

secretion. Furthermore, silencing OSBPL9 in cells has shown to result in Golgi fragmentation,

indicating this protein’s important role in maintaining Golgi integrity. Loss of Golgi structure

by silencing OSBPL9 further resulted in defective cargo trafficking from the ER to the Golgi as

demonstrated by vesicular stomatitis virus G (VSVG) transport assay (Ngo and Ridgway, 2009).

Although the exact molecular mechanism of how these proteins are regulated intracellularly is

incompletely understood, these studies demonstrate the importance of lipid

transport/sensing proteins in cholesterol homeostasis and maintenance of integrity and

positioning of organelles to which they are associated.

1.7.4 AMPK in Golgi signalling

AMPK has differential localisation dynamics; for instance, it shuttles between the nucleus and

cytoplasm in response to specific physiological stimuli. AMPK has also been shown to localise

in particular cell compartments, including endomembrane structures (Mitchelhill et al., 1997).

Such compartmentalisation could allow AMPK to regulate several substrates that localise at

distinct locations. A recent study from Miyamoto et al. developed a genetically encoded FRET-

based AMPK biosensor that can selectively monitor AMPK dynamics at individual subcellular

components (T. Miyamoto et al., 2015). This fluorescent biosensor revealed AMPK activity

at specific compartments, including lysosomes, ER, Golgi apparatus and mitochondria and

revealed that AMPK activity is higher in these endomembrane structures than in the cytosol.

AMPK’s role in mitochondrial function has been well studied, and it has been shown that it

phosphorylates MFF to promote mitochondrial fission and regulate mitophagy and biogenesis

(Herzig and Shaw, 2018). Furthermore, mitochondria-localised AMPK has been shown to

regulate exercise-induced mitophagy (Drake et al., 2021). Similarly, the lysosome is a well-

known signalling hub for AMPK and mTORC1 pathways regulating autophagy and lysosomal

biogenesis (Zhang et al., 2014). Although a few reports indicate the protective function of

AMPK against ER stress (Dong et al., 2010; H. Kim et al., 2015), studies linking AMPK and Golgi

are minimal, with limited knowledge on AMPK regulation of Golgi-specific substrates.

As discussed in section 1.7.2, the Golgi apparatus undergoes extensive fragmentation during

mitosis to allow a smooth transition of cell cycle and prevent cell cycle arrest. These cellular

activities require a balance of nutrients such as glucose and amino acids. AMPK, being an

energy sensor, has been shown to regulate several of these cellular processes, e.g., cell polarity,
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cytokinesis, and mitotic progression through phosphorylation of proteins associated with

these events (Nakano and Takashima, 2012; Vazquez-Martin et al., 2009). Under

glucose-depleted conditions, AMPK has been shown to phosphorylate GBF1 at Thr1337

(T. Miyamoto et al., 2008). Additionally, 2-deoxyglucose, Carbonyl

cyanide-p-trifluoromethoxyphenylhydrazone (FCCP), and AICAR also induced GBF1

phosphorylation in cells, indicating metabolic stress-mediated regulation of GBF1.

Phosphorylation at Thr1337 has been shown to dissociate GBF1 from the Golgi membrane,

thereby inhibiting its GEF activity to Arf1 resulting in Golgi disassembly or fragmentation

(T. Miyamoto et al., 2008). Therefore, the importance of GBF1 and its phosphorylation during

mitosis has been described. It has also been shown that AMPK activity is enhanced during

mitotic progression by measuring pThr172 AMPKα and pSer79 ACC signals in mitotic HEK293

cells and that activated AMPK interacts with GBF1 by co-immunoprecipitating endogenous

AMPK from GBF1-overexpressed HEK293 cells (Mao et al., 2013). Compound C treatment

abolished the interaction and phosphorylation of GBF1, thereby resulting in cell cycle arrest

(G2/M), indicating AMPK-mediated GBF1 phosphorylation. Although these studies claim

GBF1 phosphorylation to be dependent on AMPK during mitosis or energy-depleted

conditions, compounds utilised to activate/inhibit AMPK are not specific and could have

off-target effects. Therefore, appropriate controls are required to elucidate the AMPK-Golgi

relationship.

In another study, AMPK’s involvement in the mitotic entry in cells was further explored by

investigating α subunit isoform-specific roles in mitosis. The authors showed that α2, and not

α1 is responsible for cell cycle progression. Knockdown of α1 did not alter cell cycle whereas

α2 knockdown resulted in cell cycle arrest, effects similar to Compound C treatment (Lee

et al., 2015). Furthermore, α2 depletion delayed mitotic Golgi fragmentation in synchronised

HeLa cells. They also observed AMPK activation and pThr172α signals localisation at Golgi

during mitosis, indicating AMPK contribution to Golgi fragmentation and G2/M transition. In

addition, the authors showed that CaMKK2 is responsible for AMPK activation during mitosis

and the late G2 phase. Treatment with CaMKK-inhibitor STO-609 abolished pThr172 AMPKα

signals from Golgi and delayed mitotic Golgi fragmentation and G2/M transition. This study

presented the CaMKK2-AMPKα2 axis as a regulator of mitotic Golgi fragmentation and cell

cycle progression; however, it is still unknown what specific Golgi-associated substrates of

α2 could be involved in this process. GBF1 is one of the substrates to be phosphorylated

by AMPK during mitosis and energy depletion. Nevertheless, Golgi is a complex organelle

regulated by multiple proteins during different physiological conditions. This would suggest

that numerous Golgi-related substrates of AMPK could be involved in regulating the structure

and function of Golgi, irrespective of cell cycle states, which are not yet investigated.
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2.1 Regulation of AMPK by the β subunit myristoylation

2.1.1 Background and aim of the study

The β subunit of AMPK is a crucial component of the heterotrimeric complex because it

functions as a scaffold to stabilise the trimer and forms a binding pocket for small molecule

allosteric ligands. Notably, the β subunit is also posttranslationally modified by reversible

phosphorylation and N-terminal myristoylation. The β subunit isoforms (β1 and β2) undergo

the myristoylation at Gly2. This modification has been proposed to play a role in energy

sensing of AMPK, possibly through association with subcellular compartments such as

lysosomes, in response to increased levels of AMP or stress signals (e.g., glucose starvation)

(Liang et al., 2015; Oakhill et al., 2010). However, how this modification mechanistically

influences AMPK activity is still a question to address, and this could present a significant

challenge in understanding the overall regulation of AMPK function. This study aimed to

investigate the molecular basis of AMPK regulation by the β subunit myristoyl switch and

physiological/metabolic consequences of myristoylation deficiency in mice in vivo.

Using robust cell and animal models, we investigated the importance of β subunit

myristoylation. Using the Flp-In-mediated recombination system in the β1/2 double

knockout (DKO) human U-2 Osteosarcoma (U2OS) cells, I generated stable isogenic cell lines

that express either wild-type (WT) or myristoylation-deficient Gly2Ala mutant (G2A) β1 or β2

isoforms. We collaborated with the group of Drs. Sandra Galic and Bruce Kemp (St. Vincent’s

Institute, Melbourne) who generated mouse models with whole-body knock-in (KI) mutations

of the myristoylation site (Gly2) of the β subunit isoforms to alanine (β1 G2A KI or β1/2 G2A

double KI (DKI)). We studied the role of myristoylation in whole-body energy metabolism and

focused on metabolic regulation, specifically in the liver, using the β1 G2A KI mice. Using

mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEFs) derived from the KI mice and the stable U2OS cell lines,

I studied the effects of loss of myristoylation on cellular AMPK activity and localisation.

Results obtained using MEFs and β1 G2A KI mice make up a large part of this work and are
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available in the Appendix section as a manuscript which is under revision in Cell Reports.

Katyayanee Neopane, Natalie Kozlov, Lisa Murray-Segal, Florentina Negoita, Ashfaqul Hoque,

Luke M. McAloon, Dingyi Yu, Naomi X.Y. Ling, Matthew J. Sanders, Jonathan S. Oakhill, John

W. Scott, Kim Loh, Bruce E. Kemp, Kei Sakamoto, and Sandra Galic (2022) Loss of β1 subunit

myristoylation enhances AMPK activity with beneficial effects on metabolic health in vivo

Under revision (Cell Reports)

2.1.2 Study of AMPKβ subunit myristoylation using human U2-Osteosarcoma cell
lines

2.1.2.1 Characterisation and validation of genetically modified cell models

To study the role and regulation of AMPK by the β subunit myristoylation, robust cellular and

genetic model systems are necessary. Our group has generated β1 knock-out (KO) and β1/2

double knock-out (DKO) U2OS cell lines using CRISPR-Cas9 genome editing technology in

collaboration with Horizon Discovery (Cambridge, UK) (M. J. Sanders et al., 2022). The KO cell

lines were generated using the U2OS parental wild type (WT) cell line that expresses functional

AMPK with the Flp-In TREX system integrated (generous gift from Prof. John Rouse, University

of Dundee). This allows for Flp recombinase-mediated DNA integration at Flp recombination

target (FRT) site to generate isogenic stable cell lines expressing the gene of interest (Fig 2.1).

The β1/2 DKO Flp-In TREX cells allow for a single copy and stable reintroduction of the WT

and mutant forms of the β subunit.

To characterise and validate the β subunit KO cell lines, I initially performed a quantitative

immunoblot analysis (Fig 2.2A). Complete deletion of β1 protein in the β1 KO cells and β1/β2

in the DKO cells was validated using a β1-specific antibody which recognises the N-terminal

region of β1 isoform or pan-β1/2 antibody which recognises the conserved C-terminal region

of both isoforms. The expression of each isoform was quantified which revealed that the

expression of total α subunit in β1 KO cells was reduced by ∼ 50% compared to WT, while in

the DKO cells, total αwas undetectable (Fig 2.2B). Consistent with prior studies, this confirms

the important role of the β subunit in stabilising the AMPK trimeric complex. A modest

reduction (∼ 20%) in the expression of the γ1 subunit was observed in β1 KO, while in the DKO

cells, γ1 expression was reduced by ∼ 50%. Collectively, these data validated the respective

knockouts and confirmed critical roles for the β subunit forming stable trimeric AMPKαβγ

complexes in human U2OS cells.

Next, I assessed AMPK activity in the KO cells following treatment with A769662 and 991. I

chose saturating/maximal concentrations of these compounds (10μM 991, 100μM A769662)

based on our previous studies (Göransson et al., 2007, Bultot et al., 2016) and the dose-

response analysis performed in our group (data not shown). As described in section 1.3.1,

A769662 selectively activates β1-containing complexes while 991 activates both β1- and β2-

containing complexes. Both 991 and A769662 robustly activated AMPK in WT cells, assessed
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Figure 2.1: Flp-In recombination system Schematic representation of the Flp-In system of
gene integration to generate isogenic stable cell lines expressing the gene of interest. An
Flp-recognition site (FRT) is introduced into the genome of a cell line of choice using an FRT
expressing plasmid (1) and an expression vector containing a Hygromycin resistance gene,
and the gene of interest is integrated into the genome (2) via the Flp recombinase-mediated
DNA recombination which is expressed by the pOG44 plasmid (3), giving a Flp-In cell line
expressing the integrated gene of interest and conferring hygromycin resistance for selection.
Adapted from Invitrogen. Created using BioRender.

by phosphorylation of AMPKα Thr172, ACC Ser79, and Raptor Ser792 (Fig 2.2 C and D). As

anticipated, 991, but not A769662, elicited a robust effect on AMPK in β1 KO cells. Neither 991

nor A769662 activated AMPK in β1/2 DKO cells (Fig 2.2 E and F).

I also validated AMPK activation in U2OS cells by measuring ACC phosphorylation using a

Homogenous Time-Resolved Fluorescence (HTRF) assay to monitor dose-response in a

comprehensive way (Appendix Fig A.1A). HTRF is a sensitive and higher throughput assay

(compared to immunoblotting) combining Fluorescence Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET)

with TR measurement. TR-FRET generates a signal through fluorescence energy transfer

between the donor and the acceptor only when they are in proximity. Using the HTRF assay,

fold changes in phospho-ACC in the presence or absence of the activators were obtained for

the respective cell lines. As expected, WT cell lines showed a dose-dependent ACC

phosphorylation in response to both 991 and A769662, an effect abolished in the DKO cells

(Appendix Fig A.1B). β1 KO cells were responsive only to 991, confirming the selectivity of
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Figure 2.2: Characterisation of AMPKβ-deficient U2OS cell lines (A) Immunoblot analysis
of AMPK subunit/isoform expression in U2OS WT, β1 KO and β1/2 DKO cells and (B)
corresponding quantification normalised to tubulin and shown as relative to WT. (C)
Immunoblot analysis and (D) quantification of phosphorylation of AMPKα and its substrates
ACC and Raptor in U2OS WT and β1 KO or in (E, F) WT and β1/2 DKO cells after treatment with
10μM 991 or 100μM A769662 for 30 min. Phosphorylation levels were normalised to respective
total protein and shown as relative to WT untreated (control). Figures are representative of
three independent experiments. Error bars represent mean ± s.e.m.

A769662 towards β1 and the effect of 991 on the β2 isoform. These results further verify the KO

cell lines and the dose-dependent effects of AMPK activators on respective β subunit isoforms.

To benchmark the HTRF assay, I performed immunoblot analysis and assessed ACC

phosphorylation in parallel and confirmed that both assays provide similar data (Appendix

Fig A.1C). Therefore, the HTRF is a useful assay to monitor cellular AMPK activity in a

high-throughput manner.
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2.1.2.2 Generation of isogenic stable cell lines and study of the effect of epitope tag location

in the β subunit on AMPK

To study the functional role of β subunit isoforms, I reintroduced either β1 or β2 in the β subunit

KO cell lines using the Flp-In recombination strategy (Fig 2.1). Initially, I used a mammalian

expression vector with an N-terminal FLAG tag (N-FLAG-β1 WT or N-FLAG-β2 WT). As shown

in Fig 2.3, expression of AMPKα total, β1, and γ1 was restored upon reintroduction of β1 WT

in the β1/2 DKO cells. I further characterised the stable cell lines by assessing AMPK activity

in response to two different AMPK activators, 991 and AMP-mimetic AICAR. Immunoblot

analysis showed that phosphorylation of AMPK substrates (ACC and Raptor) was higher in

the absence of activators in the N-FLAG-β1 WT expressing cells, and no further increase was

observed after treatment with either of the activators (Fig 2.3B). HTRF assay further clarified

higher basal AMPK activity in the N-FLAG-β1 WT expressing cells and a blunted dose-response

effect of 991 (Fig 2.3C). A similar result was observed when N-FLAG-β1 WT was expressed in

β1 KO cells; however, a modest increase in ACC and Raptor phosphorylation was observed

when treated with 991, possibly via stimulation of β2 complexes (Appendix Fig A.2A and B).

I reasoned that this impaired substrate phosphorylation in response to the activators in the

N-FLAG-β1 WT expressing cells could be due to blockage of N-myristoylation (Gly2) in the

β subunit by the N-terminal epitope tag (FLAG). Based on this, I generated stable cell lines

expressing C-terminally FLAG-tagged β1 WT in the β1/2 DKO cells. As illustrated in Fig 2.3D,

stable cell lines expressing either N- or C-FLAG β1 WT had a similar level of AMPK subunit

expression. Analysis of AMPK activity and substrate phosphorylation revealed that the cell

lines expressing C-FLAG β1 WT had lower basal AMPK activity (comparable to the parental

WT cells), which increased upon treatment with 991 or A769662 (Fig 2.3E). Similar effect was

observed in stable cell lines expressing β2 isoform (Appendix Fig A.2C). These results were

further confirmed using the HTRF assay, which showed a dose-dependent increase in ACC

phosphorylation in the C-FLAG β1 WT in response to 991 (Fig 2.3F).

In summary, the tag’s location in the β subunit does not affect restoration of the AMPK subunits

in the β subunit KO cells. AMPK activity and substrate phosphorylation, however, could be

restored by C-terminal, but not N-terminal tagged β subunit, suggesting that the position of

the epitope tag in the β subunit could affect the overall cellular activity and responsiveness of

AMPK to its activators.

2.1.2.3 Loss of β subunit myristoylation results in enhanced AMPK activation in U2OS

cells

To test our hypothesis that N-terminal tagging in the β subunit could interfere with the

myristoylation (Gly2), I generated stable cell lines expressing C-terminally FLAG-tagged β1

G2A mutant. I compared expression levels of AMPK subunits by immunoblot analysis, which

confirmed that all the subunits were rescued at a comparable level in both β1 WT and β1 G2A-

expressing cell lines (Fig 2.4A). Immunoprecipitation with a FLAG antibody further confirmed
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Figure 2.3: Generation and characterisation of isogenic stable U2OS cell lines (A)
Immunoblot analysis of AMPK subunit/isoforms expression in U2OS WT, β1/2 DKO cells
and stable cell lines expressing N-FLAG β1 WT. (B) Immunoblot analysis of phosphorylation
of AMPKα and its substrates ACC and Raptor in the respective cell lines after treatment with
10μM 991 or 1mM AICAR for 30 min. (C) Dose-response curves of ACC phosphorylation in the
respective cell lines were measured by the HTRF assay after treatment with 991 for 30 min at
increasing concentrations. (D) Immunoblot analysis of AMPK subunit/isoforms expression or
(E) phosphorylation of AMPKα and its substrates in U2OS WT, β1/2 DKO cells and stable cell
lines expressing either N- or C-FLAG β1 WT after treatment with 10μM 991 or 30μM A769662
for 30 min. (F) Dose-response curves of ACC phosphorylation in the respective cell lines were
measured by the HTRF assay after treatment with 991 for 30 min at increasing concentrations.
Figures are representative of three independent experiments. Error bars represent mean ±
s.e.m.

that the binding of β1 to α and γ1 subunits is not affected by the G2A mutation (Fig 2.4B).

Next, I assessed cellular AMPK activity in β1 G2A-expressing cell lines by monitoring AMPK

substrate phosphorylation upon 991 treatment (Fig 2.4 C and D). I left β1 WT or β1 G2A
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cells untreated or treated with increasing doses of 991 for 30 min. 991 robustly increased

phosphorylation of AMPKα Thr172 and its substrates, ACC, Raptor, and ULK1 in β1 WT cells.

In contrast, phosphorylation of AMPKα and its substrates was markedly higher in untreated

β1G2A cells, with only modest increases observed upon treatment with 991. Enhanced basal

AMPK activity in G2A-expressing cells was further confirmed by the HTRF assay (Appendix

Fig A.3), where I observed only a modest increase in ACC phosphorylation in response to 991,

A769662, or AICAR. I also generated stable cell lines expressing C-terminally FLAG-tagged

β2 G2A mutant (Appendix Fig A.4A). Consistent with the findings obtained using β1G2A

cells, β2G2A cells also had increased basal phosphorylation of AMPK substrates with a very

modest change in phosphorylation with 991 or AICAR treatment (Appendix Fig A.4B). Both

immunoblotting as well as HTRF assay confirmed this observation (Appendix Fig A.4C).

Collectively, these results show that loss of myristoylation in the β subunit, irrespective of

isoforms, is associated with enhanced activity of AMPK in cells.
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Figure 2.4: Loss of β-subunit myristoylation (G2A) results in enhanced AMPK activation in
U2OS cells (A) Immunoblot analysis of AMPK subunit expression in U2OS WT, β1/2 DKO cells
and stable cell lines expressing C-FLAG β1 WT or β1 G2A in the β1/2 DKO background. (B)
Immunoprecipitation of β1 WT or β1 G2A using a FLAG antibody and immunoblot analysis of
subunit interaction. (C) Dose-dependent changes in phosphorylation of AMPK substrates in β1
WT or β1 G2A cells with increasing 991 concentrations and (D) corresponding quantification.
Phosphorylation levels were normalised to respective total protein and shown as relative to
WT untreated (control). Figures are representative of three independent experiments. *P<0.05
represents genotype difference as analysed by two-way ANOVA and Šídák’s post-hoc test. Error
bars represent mean ± s.e.m.
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2.1.3 Study of β subunit myristoylation using Mouse Embryonic Fibroblasts
(MEFs)

2.1.3.1 Characterisation of myristoylation-deficient β subunit G2A knock-in MEFs

Mouse Embryonic Fibroblasts (MEFs) serve as a valuable tool for biological research and, when

immortalised, can be easily cultured, and utilised to study specific proteins and pathways

at the endogenous level. Mouse models carrying whole-body knock-in (KI) of the β subunit

isoform-specific G2A point mutation (β1G2A KI and β2 G2A KI) were generated by the group of

Drs. Bruce Kemp and Sandra Galic (SVI, Melbourne) using CRISPR/Cas9 gene editing method.

The two strains were then inter-crossed to generate β1/2 G2A DKI mice that completely lack

myristoylation of the β subunit in tissues. Respective MEFs were isolated from each strain

and immortalised by transfection with an SV40 large T-antigen expression construct by the

Kemp/Galic group and shipped to us for my studies.

I initially performed quantitative immunoblot analysis to characterise and validate MEFs

obtained from WT and β1/2 G2A DKI mice. I used β1 KO and β2 KO MEFs as control, which

showed complete loss of β1 and β2 proteins, respectively (Fig 2.5A). I observed that expression

of β subunit isoforms was profoundly reduced (∼70% reduction of β1 and ∼80% of β2) in the

β1/2 G2A DKI compared to the WT MEFs. Since the β subunit is crucial to stabilise the

heterotrimeric AMPK complex, a reduction in its expression was associated with reduced

expression of total AMPKα (∼50%) and γ1 (∼50%) subunits (Fig 2.5B). To investigate if the

stoichiometry of heterotrimeric complex formation was compromised as a result of reduced

expression of the β subunit, I immunoprecipitated β1 from WT or β1/2 G2A DKI MEFs and

immunoblotted total AMPKα and γ1 subunits. Despite reduced expression, the relative

interaction of β1 with α and γ1 subunits was comparable between WT and G2A mutant, which

indicates that loss of myristoylation (G2A mutation) does not affect trimeric complex

formation (Fig 2.5 C and D).

2.1.3.2 Enhanced AMPK activation in myristoylation-deficient (β1/2 G2A DKI) MEFs

Next, I assessed AMPK activity and substrate phosphorylation in myristoylation-deficient β1/2

G2A DKI MEFs upon 991 treatment. I treated WT and β1/2 G2A DKI MEFs with increasing

concentrations of 991 for 30 min (Fig 2.6) or with 10μM 991 for up to 60 min (Appendix

Fig A.5) and assessed phosphorylation of AMPK substrates. I observed that the DKI MEFs

have higher basal phosphorylation of AMPKα and its substrates, which is consistent with

what I observed in U2OS cells. 991 treatment did not result in a further increase in ACC

and ULK1 phosphorylation in G2A DKI MEFs, while there was a modest increase in AMPKα

Thr172 phosphorylation and a 2-fold increase in Raptor phosphorylation (Fig 2.6 A and B).

This differential effect on substrate phosphorylation by 991 in G2A DKI MEFs could be due

to changes in the localisation of AMPK as a consequence of myristoylation-deficiency/β

G2A mutation. Enhanced basal phosphorylation of ACC and AMPKα in G2A DKI MEFs was

also observed using the HTRF assay (Fig 2.6C). The increase in ACC phosphorylation was
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Figure 2.5: Characterisation of β G2A KI MEFs(A) Immunoblot analysis of AMPK subunit
expression in WT, β1/2 G2A DKI, β1 KO, or β2 KO MEFs. (B) Quantification of expression in WT
or β1/2 G2A DKI normalised to actin and expressed as relative to WT. (C) Immunoprecipitation
of WT, β1/2 G2A DKI, or β1 KO MEFs using a β1-specific antibody and immunoblot
analysis of subunits interaction. (D) Quantification of α1 and γ1 normalised to total β1
immunoprecipitated. All data are mean ± s.e.m. from three independent experiments.

marginal with 991, A769662 or AICAR (Fig 2.6D and Appendix Fig A.6). Consistent with these

observations, the enzymatic activity of AMPKα1 was significantly higher (∼3-fold) in β1/2 G2A

DKI compared to WT MEFs (Fig 2.6E).

I also analysed MEFs from β1 G2A and β2 G2A single KI mice. I observed that each single

KI MEFs have a reduction in the expression of the corresponding β isoform. While β1 KI

MEFs showed markedly lower β1 expression but no effect on β2 level, β2 KI MEFs had a

substantial reduction in the β2 expression with no effect on β1 expression compared to the

WT MEFs (Appendix Fig A.7A), suggesting that myristoylation has a protective effect on β

subunit stability. I observed enhanced basal phosphorylation of ACC and ULK1 in β1 KI

MEFs, a phenotype similar to the DKI MEFs, while this effect was not observed in β2 KI MEFs

(Appendix Fig A.7B). In MEFs, β1 is the predominant β subunit isoform; thus, the effect caused
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Figure 2.6: Myristoylation-deficient (β1/2 G2A DKI) MEFs have an enhanced AMPK activity
(A) Immunoblot analysis and (B) respective quantification of phosphorylation of AMPK
substrates in WT or β1/2 G2A DKI MEFs after treatment with increasing concentrations
of 991 for 30 min. Phosphorylation levels were normalised to respective total protein and
shown as relative to WT untreated (control). (C) Dose-response curves of pSer79 ACC and
pThr172 AMPKα in the respective MEFs measured by the HTRF assay after treatment with 991
or (D) AICAR for 30 min at increasing concentrations. (E) AMPKα1 was immunoprecipitated
from vehicle (0.1% DMSO)- or 991 (10 μM)-treated WT or β1/2 G2A DKI MEFs, and an in
vitro AMPK activity assay was performed. * P<0.05, ** P<0.005, *** P<0.0005 as analysed by
two-way ANOVA and Šídák’s post-hoc test. All data are mean ± s.e.m. from three independent
experiments.

by non-myristoylated β2 (β2 G2A KI) is expected to be modest, if any, and can be compensated

by the myristoylated β1 isoform.
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Collectively, these results show that loss of β subunit myristoylation results in enhanced activity

of endogenous AMPK and increased substrate phosphorylation in cells.

2.1.3.3 Effect of myristoylation deficiency (G2A) on subcellular localisation of the β

subunit

The myristoylation of a protein plays a role in its subcellular localisation and/or

protein-protein interaction. Therefore, I next explored whether enhanced AMPK activity and

phosphorylation of substrates in G2A cells were due to a change in localisation of the β

subunit. I performed immunofluorescence analysis of β1 localisation in MEFs using a mouse

monoclonal β1-specific antibody. I first confirmed specificity of the antibody using β1 KO

MEFs as control in both immunoblot (Appendix Fig A.8A) and immunofluorescence assays

(Appendix Fig A.8B). As an additional control, I transfected β1 KO MEFs with a plasmid

expressing β1 WT-FLAG, stained the cells with an anti-FLAG antibody, and co-stained them

with the β1-specific antibody (Appendix Fig A.8C)). I observed co-localisation of the β1/FLAG

signal, further confirming the specificity of the β1 antibody.
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Figure 2.7: Analysis of β1 co-localisation with lysosomes by immunofluorescence (A)
Confocal images of WT or β1/2 G2A DKI MEFs left untreated or treated with 2mM AICAR
for 1 hour and stained with antibodies against LAMP1 (Green) and AMPKβ1 (Red). (B)
Quantification of Mander’s co-localisation coefficient (tM1, t=thresholded) per cell using
macro in ImageJ. Images are representative of two independent experiments. Scale bar =10μm.
**** P<0.0001 represents the genotype effect as determined by ordinary one-way ANOVA and
Šídák’s post-hoc test.
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I then used the validated antibody to visualise the localisation of endogenous β1 in WT and

β1/2 G2A DKI MEFs. Consistent with a previous study, β1 was found to be widely distributed

across the cytosol, and no apparent differences in subcellular distribution were observed

between β1 WT and G2A DKI MEFs at basal or when treated with the allosteric AMPK

activators 991 or MK-8722 (Appendix Fig A.9). A previous study reported that the myristoyl

group facilitates the association of AMPK with cellular membranes when β1 was

ectopically-expressed in HEK293 cells (Mitchelhill et al., 1997). Using liposomes, it was shown

that AMP increases membrane association of purified β1 WT by 2-fold, while loss of

myristoylation significantly reduces this association (Oakhill et al., 2010). Furthermore,

myristoylation was shown to be required for targeting AMPK to lysosomes upon glucose

starvation (Zhang et al., 2017). I used confocal microscopy imaging to determine the

co-localisation of endogenous β1 with the lysosome, a signalling hub for AMPK activation by

LKB1, in WT and β1/2 G2A DKI MEFs in the presence or absence of AICAR (Fig 2.7A). As

expected, the β1 antibody broadly stained the entire cell, and co-localisation with LAMP1 (a

lysosomal marker) was challenging to assess visually. To obtain unbiased and quantitative

results, I used a macro in ImageJ, which detects nuclei and measures co-localisation

parameters between the two channels, such as Mander’s coefficients M1 and M2, per cell. M1

is a measure of pixels of channel 1 (LAMP1) that overlap with the pixels of channel 2

(AMPKβ1) and M2 vice versa. Since β1 staining is distributed across the entire cell, I took into

account tM1 (thresholded M1 values), which shows the incidence of LAMP1 colocalised with

β1. I observed that treatment with AICAR has no discernible effects on LAMP1-AMPKβ1

co-localisation. However, a significantly increased co-localisation was observed in β1/2 G2A

DKI compared to WT MEFs (Fig 2.7B). I also noticed that G2A DKI cells had a higher number

of lysosomal speckles than WT, and they mostly existed in clusters which might have resulted

in a biased quantification.

To quantify co-localisation exclusively in the lysosomal compartments, I took advantage of

proximity ligation assay (PLA), which is a well-established method to visualise and quantify

endogenous protein-protein interaction/co-localisation in situ (Fig 2.8) (Alam, 2018). Using

primary antibodies recognising LAMP1 and β1, I quantified the number and mean intensity of

PLA dots (representing positive interaction between the proteins assessed) per cell. Consistent

with the immunofluorescence analysis, PLA showed no effect of AICAR in co-localisation while

LAMP1/β1 interaction was substantially higher in the G2A DKI MEFs (Fig 2.9). To date, there

is little information on how post-translational modifications of AMPK regulate its subcellular

localisation. These findings suggest that loss of myristoylation in the β subunit might increase

the lysosomal localisation of AMPK, thereby facilitating its activation via LKB1. However, this

increased localisation could result from increased lysosomes in the G2A DKI cells. Therefore,

clarifying the effects of loss of myristoylation on lysosomal morphology is critical to assess

quantification from these microscopic analyses.
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Figure 2.8: Proximity Ligation Assay (PLA) A schematic representation of Proximity Ligation
Assay adapted from Sigma. Created using BioRender.
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Figure 2.9: Analysis of β1 co-localisation with lysosomes by Proximity Ligation Assay (PLA)
(A) Co-localisation of β1 and LAMP1 was visualised using PLA in WT and β1/2 G2A DKI
MEFs untreated or treated with 2mM AICAR. Images are representative of two independent
experiments. (B) Signal was quantified as number or mean fluorescence intensity of red dots
per cell using ImageJ plugins. Scale bar = 10μm. ****P<0.0001 as determined by one-way
ANOVA and Šídák’s post-hoc test.

2.1.3.4 Loss of β subunit myristoylation (G2A) disrupts proximity with phosphatases

Previous studies have shown that phosphatases PPM1A/PP2Cα, PPM1B/PP2Cβ, and PPM1E

are involved in AMPK dephosphorylation. Ectopically-expressed PPM1A and PPM1B have

been reported to be myristoylated in HeLa cells (Chida et al., 2013). We sought to test if G2A

mutation in the β subunit would disrupt its proximity to these phosphatases resulting in an
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enhanced AMPK activity. Initially, to confirm myristoylation of the β subunit and the

phosphatases, I used the click chemistry technique (Fig 2.10A). Briefly, cells were labelled

with azido-myristic acid that gets incorporated into nascent myristoylated proteins.

Immunoprecipitating the target protein of interest (e.g., AMPKβ1) from the labelled lysates

results in the isolation of myristoylated and non-myristoylated β1. The use of alkyne-biotin to

form azido-alkyne complex enables the visualisation of myristoylated β1 by immunoblotting

with streptavidin. I first tested different concentrations of azido-myristic acid (0-50μM) and

varying incubation times (0-24 hours) and established a robust labeling condition (25μM for

24 hours) (Fig 2.10B). I confirmed that β1 is myristoylated in WT MEFs as shown by the

streptavidin signal, which was absent in the β1/2 G2A DKI MEFs validating the lack of

myristoylation (Fig 2.10C). The green channel shows total β1 pulled down, confirming that β1

was equally immunoprecipitated from both WT and β1/2 G2A DKI MEFs.

Figure 2.10: Evidence of β1 myristoylation in MEFs by click chemistry (A) Schematic
representation of click chemistry approach. Cells are labelled with myristic-azide followed
by β1 immunoprecipitation and reaction with biotin-alkyne to detect myristoylated β1 by
streptavidin. (B) Immunoblot showing myristoylated β1 (red channel) and total β1 (green
channel) from WT MEFs after click chemistry following labelling with 25μM myristic azide for 0-
24 hours or at a concentration of 0-50μM for 24 hours. (C) Immunoblot showing myristoylated
β1 (red channel) and total β1 (green channel) from WT, β1/2 G2A DKI, or β1 KO MEFs following
labelling with 25μM myristic azide overnight and click chemistry. Figures are representative of
2-3 independent experiments.
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Next, I confirmed specificity of myristoylation of the phosphatases PPM1A (Fig 2.11A) and

PPM1B (Fig 2.11B) by siRNA-mediated knockdown followed by click chemistry. I used the

same approach to test a non-myristoylated phosphatase PPP2C as a control. I observed

an absence of streptavidin signal, confirming the specificity of the method (Appendix Fig

A.10A). I also confirmed specificities of the PPM1A/1B/PPP2C antibodies by siRNA knockdown

followed by immunoblot analysis (Appendix Fig A.10B and C).

Figure 2.11: Evidence of myristoylation of PPM1A and PPM1B by click chemistry (A)
Immunoblot showing myristoylated PPM1A (red channel) and total PPM1A (green channel)
from WT MEFs after click chemistry following overnight labelling with 25μM myristic azide. (C)
Immunoblot showing myristoylated PPM1B (green channel) and total PPM1B (red channel)
from WT MEFs after click chemistry following overnight labelling with 25μM myristic azide.
Figures are representative of two independent experiments.
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Next, I investigated whether β1 localises in close proximity with PPM1A/PPM1B using PLA.

As shown in Fig 2.12, PLA revealed a cluster of signals (red dots) in WT MEFs indicating the

proximity of β1 with PPM1A (Fig 2.12A) and PPM1B (Fig 2.12B). In contrast, the number

of dots and the mean fluorescent intensity were significantly reduced in the β1/2 G2A DKI

and completely absent in the β1 KO MEFs indicating that G2A mutation in the β subunit

disrupts interaction/proximity between β1 and phosphatases. I verified the specificity of the

observed signal by siRNA-mediated knockdown of PPM1B (Appendix Fig A.11A) in WT MEFs

which resulted in a loss of PLA signal (Appendix Fig A.11B). Furthermore, the interaction

between AMPKβ1 and PPP2C was not observed using PLA (Appendix Fig A.11C), indicating

the interaction of β1 is specific to PPM1A and PPM1B. These results are consistent with the

study by Chida et al., 2013, where they showed that ectopic expression of non-myristoylated

forms of PPM1A and PPM1B resulted in a blunted dephosphorylation of AMPKα Thr172 in

HeLa cells.

Collectively, these results indicate that the AMPKβ subunit localises in proximity with PPM1A

and PPM1B and that loss of myristoylation (G2A) disrupts this proximity resulting in an

enhanced AMPK activity.
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Figure 2.12: G2A mutation disrupts the proximity of β1 and phosphatases in MEFs
Interaction/proximity of (A) β1 and PPM1A and (B) β1 and PPM1B were visualised using
proximity ligation assay in β1 KO, WT and β1/2 G2A DKI MEFs. Signal was quantified as mean
fluorescence intensity (relative to WT) or number of red dots per cell using ImageJ plugins.
Scale bar = 10μm. ****P<0.0001 as determined by unpaired t-test. All data are mean ± s.e.m.
from three independent experiments.
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I applied the same approach in U2OS cells to ensure that the loss of PLA signal in β1/2 G2A

DKI MEFs is not a result of lower β1 expression. I have shown that U2OS stable cell lines

expressing either β1 WT or G2A have similar levels of expression of all the AMPK subunits

(Fig 2.4 A and B). I first verified myristoylation in the β1 WT expressing cells by myristic azido

labelling and FLAG immunoprecipitation followed by click chemistry (Fig 2.13A). β1 WT cells

had a strong streptavidin signal indicating myristoylated β1, while the signal was completely

absent in the β1 G2A cells confirming the absence of myristoylation (Fig 2.13B). PLA showed

consistent observation indicating an interaction between β1 and PPM1A (Fig 2.14A) and β1

and PPM1B (Fig 2.14B) in β1 WT cells, while a significant reduction in PLA signal (number of

dots or mean intensity) was observed in β1 G2A cells, indicating that the interaction/proximity

is lost in myristoylation-deficient β1-expressing U2OS cells.

Figure 2.13: Evidence of β1 myristoylation in U2OS cells by click chemistry (A) Schematic
illustration of click chemistry approach in U2OS stable cell lines. (B) Immunoblot showing
myristoylated β1 (red channel) and total β1 (green channel) in U2OS stable cells expressing β1
WT or β1 G2A after click chemistry following overnight labelling with myristic azide and FLAG
immunoprecipitation. Figures are representative of two independent experiments.

Taken together, I showed that the loss of β subunit myristoylation results in disruption of

proximity between β1 and PPM1A/1B and an enhanced AMPK activity and substrate

phosphorylation in two different cell types.
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Figure 2.14: G2A mutation disrupts the proximity of β1 and phosphatases in U2OS cells
Interaction/proximity of (A) β1 and PPM1A and (B) β1 and PPM1B were visualised using
proximity ligation assay in U2OS β1/2 DKO cells or U2OS stable cell lines expressing β1 WT
or β1 G2A. Signal was quantified as mean fluorescence intensity (relative to WT) or number
of red dots per cell using ImageJ plugins. Scale bar = 10μm. ****P<0.0001 as determined by
unpaired t-test. All data are mean ± s.e.m. from two independent experiments.
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2.1.3.5 Physiological consequences of the loss of β1 myristoylation

To investigate the physiological consequences of the genetic loss of β1 myristoylation on

peripheral and whole-body metabolism, as well as AMPK signalling, CRISPR-Cas9-generated

AMPKβ1 (Glycine2-to-Alanine (G2A)) (β1 G2A KI) mice were analysed. I would like to

acknowledge Natalie Kozlov and Dr. Sandra Galic from the St. Vincent Institute, Melbourne,

for performing the in vivo experiments and analyses described in this section.

Initially, the expression of AMPK subunits was investigated in multiple tissues isolated from

either WT or β1 G2A KI mice that were either ad-libitum fed or fasted for 16 hours. In rodents,

the β1 isoform is predominantly expressed in the liver. Consistent with my results using the

MEFs, the absence of β1 myristoylation resulted in ∼50% reduction in the expression of β1

subunit in the liver and consequently ∼40% reduction in α and ∼70% reduction in the γ1

subunits (Fig 2.15A) in both fed and fasted states. The decline in β1 isoform was, however,

accompanied by a 2-fold increase in β2 expression, which is possibly due to an upregulation

of Prkab2 gene expression as shown by qPCR analyses (Appendix Fig A.12A). Meanwhile,

there were no changes in the mRNA expression of α or β1, indicating that the reduction of

expression of these subunits is independent of changes in gene expression and is possibly a

result of an increased posttranslational turnover. In skeletal muscle, β1 expression is negligible

and consistent with this; loss of myristoylation in β1 had no substantial effect on AMPKα or β

expression in this tissue (Appendix Fig A.12B).
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Figure 2.15: Effect of loss of β1 myristoylation in hepatic AMPK signalling (A) Immunoblot
analysis of expression of AMPK subunits and respective quantification in primary hepatocytes
isolated from ad-libitum fed and fasted WT or β1 G2A KI mice. Expression was normalised to
actin and expressed as relative to WT. (B) Immunoblot analysis of phosphorylation of AMPKα
Thr172 and Ser79/Ser212 ACC in primary hepatocytes isolated from WT or β1 G2A KI mice
and treated with 0.25mM AICAR or (C) 10μM A769662 for up to 90 min. Phosphorylation levels
were normalised to respective total protein and shown as relative to WT at 0 min (control).
* P<0.05, ** P<0.01, *** P<0.001, **** P<0.0001 represent genotype differences. # P<0.05, ##
P<0.01, ### P<0.001, #### P<0.0001 represent treatment effects as determined by two-way
ANOVA and Šídák’s post-hoc test. All data are mean ± s.e.m.

It has been shown that myristoylation of the β subunit is required for AMP-mediated AMPKα

Thr172 phosphorylation. To investigate the effects of loss of β1 myristoylation on AMPK

signalling in the liver in response to changes in intracellular AMP levels, primary hepatocytes

were isolated from either WT or β1 G2A KI mice and were treated with AICAR. A significantly

higher basal ACC Ser79/Ser212 phosphorylation was observed in the β1 G2A KI hepatocytes

(Fig 2.15B). Prolonged stimulation with AICAR tended to negatively regulate ACC

phosphorylation in the WT hepatocytes, possibly resulting from undesirable off-target effects.

However, ACC phosphorylation was maintained for a more extended period in the β1 G2A KI
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hepatocytes. Treatment with the β1-selective AMPK activator A769662 also showed elevated

basal ACC phosphorylation and only a modest increase following treatment in the β1 G2A KI

hepatocytes compared to the WT (Fig 2.15C). Taken together, these results are consistent with

the findings obtained from U2OS and MEF cell models in that the absence of β1

myristoylation results in an enhanced AMPK activity and substrate phosphorylation,

indicating a crucial role of β subunit myristoylation in regulating AMPK activity.

Next, to examine the consequences of enhanced hepatic AMPK activity and increased ACC

phosphorylation in the β1 G2A KI mice, fat content was analysed in the liver of WT and KI mice

fed with a chow diet or an obesity-inducing high-fat diet (HFD). No apparent morphological

differences were observed in Hematoxylin/Eosin (H/E) staining of livers from chow-fed WT or

KI mice, and the staining of Oil Red O (ORO) was consistent (Fig 2.16A). However, following

a high-fat diet, livers from the β1 G2A KI mice had significantly smaller lipid droplets (Fig

2.16B). Moreover, liver triglyceride content was considerably lower in the chow- or HFD-fed KI

mice under both fed and fasted conditions compared to the WT (Fig 2.16 C and D). It was also

observed that primary hepatocytes isolated from the KI mice had reduced de novo triglyceride

synthesis at basal or when induced with insulin (Fig 2.16E). This decreased lipogenesis was

likely due to an increased ACC phosphorylation in the liver of KI mice which consequently

resulted in the suppression of its activity. A769662, however, had a similar lipid-lowering effect

in both genotypes, which is consistent with the previous observation that AMPK allosteric

activators result in only modest increases in ACC phosphorylation in the β1 G2A cells.

Collectively, these results suggest an essential role of AMPKβ1 myristoylation in AMPK

signalling because the loss of β1 myristoylation maintains liver AMPK in an active state,

thereby preventing HFD-induced hepatic lipid accumulation by suppressing ACC activity.
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Figure 2.16: Effect of Loss of AMPKβ1 myristoylation in hepatic lipid metabolism (A)
Haematoxylin and Eosin (H/E, top panel) and Oil Red O (ORO, bottom panel) staining of
ad libitum fed β1 G2A mice and WT littermate controls on chow-diet or (B) on a high-fat
diet (HFD). Shown are representative images from n = 6 mice per condition. Scale bar =50
μm for H/E and 20 μm for ORO. (C) Triglyceride content in the liver from ad libitum fed
and 16 hour fasted β1 G2A and WT mice on chow diet (n = 8-11) and (D) HFD (n = 7-10).
(E) Triglyceride synthesis (n = 6) in β1 G2A and WT primary hepatocytes in response to the
respective treatments. * P<0.05, ** P<0.01, *** P<0.001, **** P<0.0001 represent genotype
differences. # P<0.05, ## P<0.01, ### P<0.001, #### P<0.0001 represent treatment effects as
determined by two-way ANOVA and Šídák’s post-hoc test. All data are mean ± s.e.m.
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2.1.3.6 Effect of loss of β1 myristoylation on global downstream signalling of AMPK

I demonstrated elevated cellular AMPK activity in U2OS β1 G2A- or β2 G2A-expressing cell

lines and β1/2 G2A DKI MEFs by monitoring phosphorylation of known AMPK substrates (ACC,

Raptor, and ULK1). However, whether this increased AMPK activity affects the phosphorylation

of its substrates globally or only a subset of limited/selected substrates is unknown. To

address this, we performed an unbiased phosphoproteomics analysis utilising MEFs (WT,

β1/2 G2A DKI, as well as AMPKα1/2 DKO) to investigate the global effect of G2A mutation on

AMPK-mediated substrate phosphorylation profile (Fig 2.17A). I would like to acknowledge

Jeppe K. Larsen and Atul Deshmukh from the University of Copenhagen for phosphopeptide

enrichment, mass spectrometry and bioinformatics analyses.

Figure 2.17: Phosphoproteomics analysis to identify novel AMPK substrates (A) A summary
of the phosphoproteomics workflow. (B) Validation of AMPK activation following treatment
with vehicle (DMSO (-)) or 10μM 991 (+) for 30 min by immunoblotting.

Efficacy of AMPK activation with 991 in cells was validated by immunoblot analysis (2.17B).

We observed that more than 200 phosphopeptides were robustly upregulated with 991 in

WT (Fig 2.18A), which was lacking in the AMPKα1/2 DKO MEFs, indicating phosphorylation

of these proteins to be AMPK-specific/dependent (Fig 2.18B). We observed that in the WT

MEFs, the majority of enriched peptides contained an AMPK substrate motif (LXRXXS*/T*)

(Fig 2.18C). Interestingly, we observed more than 1000 phosphopeptides uniquely enriched in

the β1/2 G2A DKI MEFs at basal conditions compared to the WT cells (Fig 2.18D). However,

the majority of enriched peptides did not contain the AMPK substrate motif, and thus, an

in-depth bioinformatics analysis would be needed to identify uniquely enriched peptides and

associated cellular pathways and functions. In the meantime, we identified novel substrates

of AMPK (from 991-treated WT MEFs) and, therefore, focused on detailed characterisation of

these proteins and associated biological processes to investigate new roles of AMPK.
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Figure 2.18: Phosphoproteomics analysis. (A) Volcano plots showing phosphosites
upregulated (right) or downregulated (left) with 991 in WT or (B) AMPK DKO MEFs. (C)
Sequence logo for phosphosites upregulated with 991 in WT MEFs. (D) Volcano plot showing
phosphosites in β1/2 G2A DKI MEFs at basal (DMSO-treated) condition compared to WT
MEFs. Volcano plots are depicted with the fold change of each phosphosite and the BH-
adjusted p value was calculated by performing a student’s t-test and a permutation test.
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2.2 Investigation of novel substrates and biological roles of AMPK

2.2.1 Background and aim of the study

Protein phosphorylation is an important modulator of different cellular processes. Therefore,

kinases have emerged as potential therapeutic targets for several diseases. As discussed in

section 1.6, AMPK has been shown to regulate a plethora of metabolic processes by

phosphorylation of key targets involved. The role of AMPK in classic metabolic processes is

very well known, and it has been well validated as an essential regulator of lipid and glucose

metabolism. However, there are growing interests in AMPK-controlled pathways that are not

conventionally classified as metabolic, for instance, autophagy, cell growth, and cell

migration, which link AMPK to many pathological conditions, e.g., cancer or neurological

disorders. Current studies come with limitations and inadequate screening; meanwhile,

AMPK can have diverse new roles in different biological mechanisms that remain

unaddressed.

We aimed to identify novel substrates of AMPK that control different cellular processes. This

will provide insights on previously unknown biological functions of AMPK, which would be

necessary to broaden its therapeutic potential and off-target effects. We performed an

unbiased Mass Spectrometry (MS)-based phosphoproteomics profiling using MEFs. For

activation of AMPK, I treated cells with 10μM 991 for 30 min. This was followed by protein

precipitation, protease digestion, T iO2 phosphopeptide enrichment, Liquid Chromatography

(LC)-MS-based detection of phosphopeptides, and bioinformatics analyses. Following

phosphopeptide identification, I then biochemically validated proteins corresponding to the

identified peptides that were significantly phosphorylated in 991-treated WT MEFs, as AMPK

substrates. Using this approach, I discovered novel targets of AMPK that control different

cellular processes, including Endoplasmic Reticulum (ER)/Golgi function and/or protein

trafficking mechanisms.

2.2.2 Global phosphoproteomics profiling of novel AMPK substrates

We observed more than 400 phosphopeptides significantly regulated by 991 (205 sites

upregulated and 212 sites downregulated) in WT MEFs. In contrast, only 34 sites were

regulated in the AMPKα1/α2 DKO MEFs (10 downregulated and 24 upregulated) (Fig 2.18). A

total number of 11,615 unique phosphosites (localisation probability ≥ 0.75) and 3179

proteins were quantified (Fig 2.19A). A majority of phosphosites predicted were serine

(88.5%), followed by threonine (11.4%) and tyrosine (0.2%), which is consistent with a

previous study indicating that AMPK mostly prefers serine residue for phosphorylation

(Hardie et al., 2016). Kinase perturbation plot of scores calculated from the coordinated

change of substrates shows AMPK to be the most regulated kinase in the 991- compared to

vehicle-treated WT cells providing additional support for the specificity of 991 towards AMPK

(Fig 2.19B). Next, using a machine learning approach that takes into account the
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Figure 2.19: Prediction of AMPK substrates (A) Quantification of the total number of proteins,
phosphopeptides and phosphosites identified (left), and a total number of phosphorylated
residues (serine, threonine or tyrosine) quantified (right). (B) Kinase perturbation analysis to
identify the most regulated kinase by 991. (C) Machine learning to predict AMPK substrates
based on dynamic profile and motif sequence. (D) Residues surrounding the top 10 predicted
AMPK substrates. (E) Bar graph of phosphorylation levels of known and novel sites regulated
by 991 in WT and AMPK DKO MEFs.

kinase-substrate motif score and phosphoproteomics dynamics (Fig 2.19C), we identified

phosphosites directly phosphorylated by AMPK that were ranked based on the prediction
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score (Fig 2.19D). An exhaustive list of predicted substrates and their scores is listed in the

Appendix A.4. We identified several previously validated AMPK substrates, including ACC,

Raptor, MFF, and TBC1D1, as high-scoring substrates showing the robustness of our method.

In addition, we identified several novel AMPK substrate candidates, e.g., PPP12R1A, OSBPL9,

and CRTC3 significantly phosphorylated with 991 in WT while the effect of 991 on these

proteins in the AMPK DKO cells was insignificant (Fig 2.19E). PPP12R1A or MYPT1, a myosin

phosphatase, has been shown to regulate cell adhesion through phosphorylation by a

member of AMPK-related kinases, NUAK1 (Zagorska et al., 2010). CRTC3 has been shown to

be phosphorylated by another member of AMPK-related kinases, salt-inducible kinases (SIKs)

and is known to regulate inflammatory pathways and metabolic processes (Darling and

Cohen, 2021, Clark et al., 2012). I investigated whether these proteins are phosphorylated by

AMPK by immunoblotting with phospho-specific (site-specific) antibodies. However, my

results were not of sufficient quality (i.e., sensitivity) to validate these proteins as promising

AMPK substrates (Appendix Fig A.16). Oxysterol-binding protein like 9 (OSBPL9), on the

other hand, has been identified in a previous phosphoproteomics study from our group using

primary hepatocytes (Ducommun et al., 2015), which triggered our interest in pursuing this

protein in more detail. OSBPL9 has been reported to be localised in the ER/Golgi

compartments and to regulate cholesterol trafficking between these organelles (Ngo and

Ridgway, 2009). Collectively, our unbiased phosphoproteomics screen has identified potential

substrates of AMPK that are involved in various biological processes such as regulation of cell

migration and adhesion, gene transcription, and cholesterol trafficking, expanding the realm

of the AMPK pathway.

2.2.3 OSBPL9 is a novel AMPK substrate phosphorylated at Thr335

OSBPL9 was identified in our phosphoproteomics screen as one of the high-scoring substrates

of AMPK (Fig 2.19D). To further validate AMPK-mediated phosphorylation of endogenous

OSBPL9, I initially undertook a biochemical method using a commercial AMPK substrate

phospho-motif antibody raised against a degenerate peptide library containing fixed leucine

and arginine residues at the -5 and -3 positions N-terminal to the phospho-acceptor (Ser/Thr)

residue. By immunoprecipitating vehicle- or 991-treated cell lysates using this antibody and

immunoblotting OSBPL9, I confirmed that OSBPL9 is indeed phosphorylated in an AMPK-

dependent manner at an endogenous level in both MEFs (Fig 2.20A) and U2OS cells (Fig 2.20B).

Next, I transiently expressed FLAG-tagged OSBPL9 in U2OS WT and AMPK DKO cells, followed

by immunoprecipitation using a FLAG antibody. Immunoblotting of the immunoprecipitates

with the AMPK substrate phospho-motif antibody showed that 991 robustly phosphorylates

OSBPL9 in WT but not in the AMPK DKO cells (Fig 2.20C).

To investigate the regulation of OSBPL9 by AMPK, I explored potential site(s) in OSBPL9

catalysed by AMPK. I initially utilised a web-based bioinformatics tool called SCANSITE, which

analyses short protein sequence motifs recognised by signalling proteins or phosphorylated

by kinases using in silico prediction (Obenauer et al., 2003). Scansite at a medium stringency
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Figure 2.20: Validation of OSBPL9 as an AMPK substrate WT or AMPK DKO (A) MEFs
or (B) U2OS cells treated with vehicle (DMSO (-)) or 10μM 991 (+) for 30 min were lysed
and immunoprecipitated using a FLAG antibody and subjected to immunoblotting. (C)
U2OS cells (WT or AMPK DKO) transiently transfected with FLAG-OSBPL9 were treated with
vehicle (DMSO (-)) or 10μM 991 (+) and lysates immunoprecipitated using AMPK substrate
phospho-motif antibody and subjected to immunoblotting. Figures are representative of two
independent experiments.

scanning predicted three residues (Ser326, Thr335, and Ser348) in human OSBPL9 to be

potential AMPK phosphorylation sites. We generated FLAG-tagged single and multiple alanine

mutants of these residues and transiently expressed the mutants and WT OSBPL9 in U2OS
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cells. Following treatment with vehicle or 991, lysates were subjected to immunoprecipitation

with a FLAG antibody followed by immunoblotting with the AMPK substrate phospho-motif

antibody. As shown in Fig 2.21A, I observed that mutations of either of the serine residues

(Ser326 or Ser348) to alanine had no difference in OSBPL9 phosphorylation signal compared to

WT. In contrast, mutation of Thr335 abolished 991- or MK-8722-stimulated phosphorylation

of OSBPL9, an effect which was absent in the AMPK DKO cells (Appendix Fig A.17A). This

suggests that Thr335 on OSBPL9 is a newly identified AMPK-regulated residue. I performed

an alignment of OSBPL9 protein sequences from different organisms and found that Thr335 is

conserved among multiple species (Fig 2.21B).
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Next, we custom-generated a site-specific phospho Thr335 OSBPL9 antibody. The specificity

of the antibody was assessed by transient expression of FLAG-tagged OSBPL9 WT or T335A

in U2OS cells, followed by immunoprecipitation/immunoblotting analysis. WT OSBPL9-

expressing cells showed a strong pThr335 OSBPL9 signal with 991 treatment, while the signal

was abolished in the T335A expressing cells confirming the specificity of the antibody (Fig

2.21C). Additionally, α1β1γ1 complex (activated with 991) phosphorylated purified human

OSBPL9 WT (expressed in bacteria) but not T335A mutant (Appendix Fig A.17B). To determine

if the antibody recognises phosphorylated OSBPL9 at endogenous levels, I treated MEFs (WT

or AMPK DKO) with vehicle or 991 and immunoblotted the lysates with pThr335 OSBPL9

antibody. I observed that 991 promoted phosphorylation of endogenous OSBPL9 by ∼4 fold

in WT MEFs (Fig 2.21D) as well as in U2OS cells (Appendix Fig A.17C) while the effect was

completely absent in the respective AMPK DKO cells, providing compelling evidence that

OSBPL9 is a novel AMPK substrate phosphorylated at Thr335.
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Figure 2.21: AMPK phosphorylates OSBPL9 at Thr335 (A) U2OS WT cells transiently
transfected with FLAG-OSBPL9 WT or respective mutants were treated with vehicle (DMSO
(-)) or 10μM 991 (+) for 30 min and lysates immunoprecipitated using a FLAG antibody
and subjected to immunoblotting. (B) OSBPL9 sequences from multiple organisms were
aligned using Clustal Omega. The conserved Thr335 is highlighted in red. OSBPL9 UniProt
ID for human: Q96SU4; mouse: A2A8Z1; rat: F1LRE5; orangutan: Q5R9W4; chimpanzee:
A0A2R8ZJR9; western clawed frog: Q0IJ05; zebrafish: A0A2R8Q9E0; dog: A0A8C0N047. (C)
U2OS WT cells transiently transfected with FLAG-OSBPL9 WT or FLAG-OSBPL9 T335A were
treated with vehicle (DMSO (-)) or 10μM 991 (+) and lysates immunoprecipitated using a
FLAG antibody and subjected to immunoblotting using phospho-specific pThr335 OSBPL9
antibody. (D) Phosphorylation of endogenous OSBPL9 (pThr335 OSBPL9) was assessed in
MEFs (WT and AMPK DKO) treated with vehicle (DMSO) or 10μM 991 by immunoblot analysis
and respective quantification. Data are mean ± s.e.m. from 2-3 independent experiments.
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2.2.4 OSBPL9 knockdown results in Golgi dispersal/fragmentation in cells

I attempted to investigate the potential physiological relevance of OSBPL9 phosphorylation in

cells. OSBPL9 has been reported to regulate Golgi structure and function (Ngo and Ridgway,

2009). Knockdown experiments in CHO cells resulted in Golgi fragmentation, inhibition of

protein transport from the ER and accumulation of cholesterol in the lysosomal/endosomal

compartments, indicating a role of OSBPL9 in maintaining Golgi integrity and early secretory

pathway (Ngo and Ridgway, 2009). To follow up on these observations and replicate the

findings in different cell types, I used U2OS cells and transfected them with either control

siRNA oligos or oligos targeting OSBPL9 and stained Golgi apparatus with a Golgi marker

Vicia Villosa (VVL), which recognises N-acetylgalactosamine of Golgi-resident proteins.

Successful knockdown of OSBPL9 was confirmed by immunoblotting (Fig 2.22A). Confocal

images showed that the Golgi apparatus appeared compact and perinuclear in cells

transfected with control siRNA oligos. In contrast, the knockdown of OSBPL9 resulted in a

dispersed or fragmented Golgi structure (Fig 2.22B). Quantification of the number of Golgi

fragments per cell using ImageJ plugins further demonstrated a significant effect on Golgi

structure upon silencing OSBPL9. These results confirm that OSBPL9 plays a role in

maintaining Golgi integrity/structure.

2.2.5 AMPK activation results in Golgi dispersal/fragmentation in cells

Effect of OSBPL9 knockdown on Golgi structure and our finding of OSBPL9 as an AMPK

substrate strongly suggests that AMPK may play a role in Golgi signalling/function. To explore

this possibility, I first examined the effect of AMPK activation on Golgi morphology. I treated

U2OS WT cells with 10μM 991 for multiple time points (up to 30 min) and stained them with

the Golgi marker VVL. I observed that within 5 min of 991 treatment, a small proportion of

cells appeared to have fragmented Golgi (Fig 2.23A upper panel), which is as early as the onset

of other downstream AMPK signalling pathways such as ACC phosphorylation (Fig 2.23A

lower panel). To demonstrate this as an AMPK-dependent effect, I utilised AMPKα1/2 DKO

(AMPK DKO) cells. In WT U2OS cells, AMPK activation with 991 resulted in a fragmented Golgi

phenotype, an effect which was abolished in the AMPK DKO cells (Fig 2.23B). Quantification

of Golgi particles showed a significant effect of 991 on Golgi structure. I also assessed Golgi

structure in MEFs, where I observed a similar effect of 991 on Golgi fragmentation in WT

but not in the AMPK DKO cells (Fig 2.23C). In addition, 991-mediated Golgi fragmentation

was observed in multiple cell lines such as HEPG2, HK-1 and primary rat cortical neurons

(Appendix Fig A.18), suggesting that this is not a cell type-specific effect and that AMPK is

involved in maintaining Golgi integrity and regulating Golgi signalling in different cell types.

Taken together, we showed from an unbiased phosphoproteomics screen using MEFs that

AMPK regulates more than 400 phosphosites on several proteins and biochemically validated

OSBPL9 as a novel AMPK substrate which plays a critical role in maintaining Golgi integrity.

Proteins phosphorylated by AMPK from our screen are known to be involved in a variety of
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Figure 2.22: OSBPL9 knockdown results in Golgi fragmentation (A) U2OS WT cells were left
untransfected or transfected with non-targeting siRNA oligos (Ctr) or siRNA oligos targeting
OSBPL9 and lysates subjected to immunoblotting. (B) Confocal images of U2OS WT cells
transfected with non-targeting siRNA oligos (Ctr) or siRNA oligos targeting OSBPL9 and stained
with Golgi marker Vicia Villosa (Red) and nuclear marker Hoechst (Blue). The number of
Golgi particles per cell was quantified using ImageJ plugins. ****p<0.0001, as represented by
unpaired t-test. Scale bar = 10μm. Images are representative of 2-3 experiments.

cellular processes, such as cell migration, gene transcription, Golgi signalling and

protein/cholesterol trafficking, which strongly indicates the involvement of AMPK in

regulating these pathways and potential link to pathologies associated to these mechanisms.
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Figure 2.23: AMPK activation results in Golgi fragmentation (A) U2OS WT cells were treated
with 10μM 991 for indicated time points and stained with Golgi marker Vicia Villosa (Red) and
nuclear marker Hoechst (Blue). Immunoblot below confirms AMPK stimulation by 991. (B)
U2OS cells (WT or AMPK DKO) or (C) MEFs (WT or AMPK DKO) were treated with vehicle
(DMSO) or 10μM 991 for 30 min and stained as in A. The number of Golgi particles per cell
was quantified using ImageJ plugins. **** p<0.0001, as represented by unpaired t-test. Scale
bar = 10μm. Images are representative of 2-3 experiments.
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2.2.6 SH3 domain-binding protein 4 (SH3BP4) is a novel AMPK substrate
phosphorylated at Ser19

In addition to proteins regulating ER/Golgi function and structure, our analysis scored many

targets as AMPK substrates known to have a wide range of biological functions. SH3BP4 was

identified as a low-scoring target of AMPK in a previous study (Schaffer et al., 2015). Analysis

of its sequence revealed it contained the consensus AMPK recognition motif. Although it has

not been shown to be directly linked to Golgi structure, SH3BP4 is involved in endocytosis,

indicating its role in membrane trafficking (Burckhardt et al., 2021). Furthermore, SH3BP4 has

been shown to regulate mTORC1 signalling by binding to and negatively regulating Rag

GTPases under amino acid starvation, indicating its role in metabolic signalling (Y.-M. Kim

et al., 2012). Based on this knowledge, I wondered if AMPK phosphorylates SH3BP4,

consequently regulating these processes.

Using similar approach to validate OSBPL9 as an AMPK substrate, I first confirmed in U2OS

cells that endogenous SH3BP4 is phosphorylated by 991 using the AMPK substrate

phospho-motif antibody (Fig 2.24A). AMPK-dependence was confirmed as evidenced by the

loss of phosphorylation signal in the AMPK DKO cells. Based on the SCANSITE prediction,

Ser19 is a potential AMPK-phosphorylated site on SH3BP4. We generated a plasmid

expressing S19A mutant SH3BP4 and observed that phosphorylation was lost when cells were

transfected with this mutant, confirming that AMPK phosphorylates SH3BP4 at Ser19 (Fig

2.24B). We generated an antibody specific to the phosphorylated Ser19 (pSer19 SH3BP4) for

further validation. Following confirmation of the specificity of the antibody (Fig 2.24C), I

analysed vehicle (DMSO)- or 991-treated MEFs and observed that SH3BP4 is phosphorylated

by AMPK at Ser19 at an endogenous level (Fig 2.24D). Taken together, these results show that

AMPK phosphorylates SH3BP4, a protein known to have a role in endocytosis and amino

acid-mediated mTORC1 signalling, further widening the therapeutic potential of AMPK.

However, AMPK-mediated regulation of these processes in relation to SH3BP4 needs further

investigation.
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Figure 2.24: SH3BP4 is a novel AMPK substrate phosphorylated at Ser19 (A) Endogenous
SH3BP4 was immunoprecipitated from U2OS cells (WT or AMPK DKO) treated with vehicle
(DMSO (-)) or 10μM 991 (+) and subjected to immunoblotting with AMPK substrate phospho-
motif antibody. (B) U2OS WT cells transiently expressing FLAG-SH3BP4 WT or S19A were
treated with vehicle (DMSO (-)) or 10μM 991 (+) for 30 min, and lysates immunoprecipitated
using a FLAG antibody and subjected to immunoblotting. (C) The specificity of the pSer19
SH3BP4 antibody was confirmed in U2OS WT cells transiently transfected with FLAG-SH3BP4
WT or S19A and subjected to immunoprecipitation/immunoblotting. (D) Phosphorylation of
endogenous SH3BP4 (pSer19 SH3BP4) was assessed in MEFs (WT and AMPK DKO), treated
with vehicle (DMSO (-)) or 10μM 991 (+) by immunoblotting. Images are representative of two
experiments.
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The therapeutic potential of AMPK has sparked interest in investigating and discovering novel

mechanisms of AMPK regulation. Complexities in understanding AMPK function and

signalling have increased with the identification of several posttranslational modifications in

the α and β subunits (Ovens et al., 2021). The significant modification prevalent in AMPK

subunits is reversible phosphorylation. Multisite phosphorylation, including the critical

Thr172 phosphorylation, has been identified in the α subunit with possible physiological

significance and involvement in regulating AMPK activity. In the β subunit, phosphorylation

of Ser108 in the Carbohydrate Binding Module (CBM) has gained major attention regarding

regulation by ADaM-site-specific allosteric activators, suggesting the presence of possible

natural ligand(s) capable of activating AMPK via this site (Xiao et al., 2013, M. J. Sanders et al.,

2022). The β subunit provides another level of AMPK regulation via a lipid modification in

which a myristate is added to the N-terminus Gly2 (myristoylation). Previous studies have

proposed that under metabolically stressed conditions (e.g., glucose starvation),

myristoylation regulates AMPK association to intracellular membranes, facilitating AMPK

proximity to upstream regulators, thereby suggesting its requirement for AMP-mediated

phosphorylation of Thr172α (Oakhill et al., 2010). These observations led to a hypothesis for a

possible “myristoyl switch” that allows AMPK to sense stress signals influencing its activation

and signalling (Ali et al., 2016). Therefore, myristoylation is a crucial mechanism with a

potentially important role in regulating AMPK activity and its downstream signalling. Efforts

have been made to elucidate the mechanism of β subunit myristoylation-mediated AMPK

regulation, for instance, on AMPK localisation and activity (Oakhill et al., 2010, Mitchelhill

et al., 1997). However, previous studies have primarily relied on cellular overexpression or in

vitro recombinant proteins which are less reliable in unlocking the significance of the

myristoyl group at the endogenous level. In this study, we utilised two different genetic

models to investigate the function of β subunit myristoylation. Using a complete genetic

knockout model of human U2OS cells (β1/β2 DKO), I generated stable cell lines expressing

either β1 WT or G2A. Complete knockout of the β subunit isoforms prevented any influence

from endogenous proteins. In addition, we utilised a mouse model carrying

CRISPR-Cas9-generated Gly2-Ala knock-in, enabling disruption of myristoylation of the
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endogenous β subunit. MEFs isolated from these mice served as a powerful tool to study the

functionality of βmyristoylation at the endogenous level.

My findings using two genetic models: human U2OS and MEFs, showed that the loss of

myristoylation of the AMPKβ subunit leads to enhanced basal AMPK activity and downstream

substrate phosphorylation. In MEFs from the β1/2 G2A DKI and primary hepatocytes from

the β1 G2A KI mice, expression of the β1 subunit was reduced by ∼2 fold, correlated to a

reduction of α and γ1 subunits. This reduction was independent of changes in gene

expression as qPCR analysis showed no differences in mRNA levels (Appendix Fig A.12A). One

hypothesis for a reduced expression is compromised stability due to loss of myristoylation.

This is in line with a study where the loss of myristoylation of Cardiolipin and phosphatidic

acid-binding protein (CLPAPB) was shown to be more unstable than the WT form of the

protein (Maeda et al., 2018), indicating the importance of N-myristoylation in protein stability.

Myristoylation of several other proteins has been shown to contribute to protein structural

and thermostability (e.g., cAMP-dependent protein kinase (Zheng et al., 1993), and

picornavirus capsid protein (VP4) (Chow et al., 1987). However, despite reduced expression, I

have shown that the relative interaction of the β subunit with the α and γ1 subunits is not

affected by the G2A mutation indicating that the heterotrimeric complex formation is intact.

N-terminal glycine is recognised for proteasomal degradation by Cullin-RING E3 ligases,

CUL2ZYG11B and CUL2ZER1, and this degradation is protected by N-myristoylation as loss of

myristoyltransferases (NMT1/2) resulted in destabilisation of the protein (Timms et al., 2019).

However, the presence of alanine in position 2 increased protein stability in that study,

indicating that in the context of AMPK, other ubiquitin systems could have resulted in the β

subunit degradation due to the loss of the myristoyl group. Specific ubiquitin ligases have

been reported to mediate AMPK ubiquitination and subsequent degradation; e.g., Cidea has

been shown to interact with the β subunit leading to AMPK degradation in brown adipose

tissues (Qi et al., 2008). Also, cancer-specific MAGE-A3/6-TRIM28 ubiquitin ligase has been

shown to ubiquitinate and degrade AMPKα1 in several tumour cell lines (Pineda et al., 2015).

Despite reduced expression of AMPK subunits in the β1/2 G2A DKI MEFs or primary

hepatocytes from β1 G2A KI mice, AMPK activity was substantially enhanced at the basal

condition as observed by phosphorylation of AMPKα Thr172 or substrates of AMPK. Higher

basal AMPK activity was consistent in stable U2OS cell lines expressing β1 G2A. However,

reduced subunit expression was not observed in this case as we selected clones with

comparable expression levels of β1 (Fig 2.4). It has been previously reported using in vitro

AMPK preparations that loss of β subunit myristoylation increases AMPK activity at basal

conditions correlated with increased Thr172α phosphorylation suggesting that myristoylation

plays an autoinhibitory role in AMPK regulation (Oakhill et al., 2010). However, maximal

activation of AMPK by AMP or glucose deprivation in COS7 cells expressing β1 G2A could not

be achieved, indicating a binary role of this modification and its requirement to initiate AMPK

signalling in response to stress signals. Myristoyl group has been predicted to bind at the

interface of the DFG motif and the catalytic loop suppressing Thr172α phosphorylation.

Therefore, one possible explanation for an increased AMPK activity is that the absence of
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myristoylation could mimic the conformation whereby the myristoyl group releases out of the

pocket, relieving autoinhibition and activating AMPK. Treatment with ADaM-site activators

(991 or A769662) or AMP-mimetic AICAR only modestly increased phosphorylation. This

could be because the basal phosphorylation levels were close to saturating levels, and

treatments with AMPK activators were ineffective in inducing a further increase. However, the

hypothesis of “myristoyl switch” has not been explicitly validated, and therefore detailed

structural studies that could resolve myristoylation are needed to examine the precise

mechanism.

Another essential aspect of β subunit myristoylation is its role in regulating AMPK

intra/subcellular localisation. Using fluorescently-tagged AMPKβ subunits, it has been shown

that G2A mutant β1 attains a diffused localisation pattern in contrast to a particulate

extranuclear distribution of the WT form (Mitchelhill et al., 1997). Furthermore, the

importance of myristoylation has been depicted in the context of AMPK localisation to

different subcellular compartments such as mitochondria and lysosomes to regulate

mitophagy (Liang et al., 2015) and autophagy (Finlay, 2019), respectively. This indicates that

myristoylation keeps AMPK membrane-bound and close to upstream regulators like kinases

and phosphatases. Loss of myristoylation could change AMPK localisation, thereby releasing

it from membrane-bound to cytosolic form. I attempted to investigate endogenous β1

localisation by imaging MEFs using a β1-specific antibody. I observed no visual differences in

β1 distribution between WT or β1/2 G2A DKI MEFs under basal or allosteric activators-treated

conditions using confocal microscopy (Appendix Fig A.9). Since lysosomes are proposed as

the activation hub for AMPK, I investigated co-localisation between β1 and LAMP1 using two

approaches (immunofluorescence and PLA), followed by quantitative analyses. I used AICAR

to mimic an increase in intracellular AMP levels, which has been shown to facilitate AMPK

membrane binding. I observed no apparent effect of AICAR on co-localisation, while G2A DKI

cells showed a significantly higher co-localisation, as demonstrated by Mander’s

co-localisation coefficient and the number and mean intensity of PLA signal. It should be

noted that G2A DKI cells seemed to have a higher number of lysosomes appearing mostly in

clusters which could have biased our automatic quantification. Loss of β1 myristoylation may

have direct effects on lysosomal morphology and regulation. These cells have enhanced

cellular AMPK activity, which could have resulted in increased lysosomal biogenesis, thereby

resulting in increased values of co-localisation parameters in our analyses. Detailed

knowledge of the chronic effect of β1 subunit G2A mutation on lysosomes is needed to

normalise the quantification and have a more precise interpretation of the lysosomal

localisation of AMPK. Here, we only assessed AMPK localisation in lysosomes; however, future

studies should utilise additional organelle-specific markers (e.g., ER, mitochondria) for

assessing co-localisation using high-resolution microscopy techniques to explore AMPK

subcellular localisation with time kinetics. Genetically encoded FRET-based AMPK biosensors

have been developed recently to selectively monitor AMPK dynamics at individual subcellular

components (T. Miyamoto et al., 2015). Such tools could potentially be used to distinguish

localisation differences between AMPKβ1 WT and G2A mutant.
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Our findings suggest that the myristoyl group regulates AMPK activity. Since the myristoyl

group has been suggested to facilitate the localisation of AMPK, I attempted to investigate the

effect of loss of myristoylation on AMPK localisation/interaction with its upstream regulators.

Although the identity of primary AMPK-kinases (LKB1 and CaMKK2) has been well

established, the identity of AMPK-phosphatase(s) remains elusive. In cell-free assays,

recombinant preparations of PP1, PP2A and PPM1A were shown to dephosphorylate AMPKα

Thr172 (Carling et al., 1987; Davies et al., 1995). In HeLa cells, RNAi-knockdown of PPM1A/B

and 1E resulted in inhibition of AMPKα dephosphorylation (Chida et al., 2013), while in

HEK293 cells, depletion of PPM1E, but not PPPM1A increased AMPKα Thr172

phosphorylation (Voss et al., 2011). Ectopically expressed PPM1A and PPM1B were shown to

be myristoylated at Gly2, and overexpression of WT but not G2A PPM1A/B decreased AMPKα

phosphorylation (Chida et al., 2013). To extend this observation, I showed that endogenous

PPM1A and PPM1B are myristoylated. I also showed that phosphatases PPM1A and 1B remain

in proximity with AMPKβ1 in WT cells (both MEFs and U2OS) and that this proximity is lost in

the G2A cells. These results suggest that myristoylation of β1 and PPM1A/1B play a key role in

maintaining proximity, contributing partly to lowering the AMPKα Thr172 phosphorylation

level and keeping AMPK at a lower activity state. It should be noted that it is unlikely that

AMPK dephosphorylation is entirely regulated by PPM1A or/and PPM1B, at least in MEFs and

U2OS cells. I observed that knocking down either PPM1A or PPM1B or a combination of both

did not result in any discernible changes in phosphorylation of AMPKα or its substrates in

MEFs (Appendix Fig A.13) or in U2OS cells (data not shown), suggesting that other

phosphatases might play a compensatory role in regulating AMPK in the absence of these

phosphatases.

At the whole-body level, we observed a substantial effect on adiposity and liver lipid

metabolism in β1 myristoylation-deficient mice. We found that β1 G2A KI mice had reduced

HFD-induced obesity. Since β1 is the predominant isoform in the liver of rodents, we

observed reduced fat accumulation in the liver of the β1 G2A KI mice. This was correlated to

an increased ACC phosphorylation in primary hepatocytes, which leads to reduced lipid

synthesis. These findings are consistent with previous mouse models where liver-specific

AMPK activation protected them from diet-induced obesity and liver steatosis (Garcia et al.,

2019).

An important consideration of the current study is the mutation of glycine residue to alanine.

Even though stable cell lines expressing myristoylation-deficient β1G2A and mouse models

carrying endogenous non-myristoylated (G2A) β1 are the best possible working models to

study myristoylation, certain artefacts may be associated with alanine mutations. This has

been reported in the context of some specific proteins, e.g., alanine mutation resulted in

structural changes in deubiquitinating enzymes (Morrow et al., 2018) and collagen proteins

(Roder, 2022). I tried to address this possibility by modulating N-myristoyltransferases

(NMTs), either by knocking them down by the siRNA method or by chemically inhibiting their

activities, as an alternative to G2A mutation. In MEFs, I could not detect NMT2 protein by

immunoblotting (data not shown); therefore, I knocked down NMT1 and observed a modest
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increase in ACC and Raptor phosphorylation which was correlated with an increase in Thr172

AMPKα phosphorylation (Appendix Fig A.14A). However, the increase in AMPK activity upon

NMT1 knockdown was not as substantial as in β1 G2A mutant cells. This is possibly because

the siRNA approach did not entirely abolish NMT1 expression or, although undetectable by

immunoblot, NMT2 might have played a compensatory role as β1 myristoylation was only

50% reduced after NMT1 knockdown (Appendix Fig A.14B). In addition, I chemically

inhibited NMTs with an NMT1/2 inhibitor (IMP-1088) (Kallemeijn et al., 2019), which

abolished AMPKβ1 myristoylation at a concentration of 1μM (Appendix Fig A.15A). Treating

WT MEFs with IMP-1088 resulted in a robust increase in ACC phosphorylation and a modest

increase in Raptor phosphorylation which was again correlated to an increased Thr172

AMPKα phosphorylation (Appendix Fig A.15B). These results show that inhibiting or

knocking down NMT1 and NMT2 reduces β1 myristoylation, which results in an enhanced

AMPK activity in MEFs, indicating that the phenotype is not an artefact from the G2A

mutation. However, inhibiting NMT1 and NMT2 is not an ideal approach because at least

0.5% of eukaryotic proteins are myristoylated (Hayashi and Titani, 2010), and their activities

could be compromised as a result of global loss of myristoyltransferases.

To investigate the effect of β1 G2A mutation on global substrate phosphorylation, we

performed an unbiased phosphoproteomics analysis using MEFs; however, most

phosphoproteins in the G2A dataset did not contain an AMPK substrate consensus motif, and

therefore an in-depth bioinformatics analysis is required. We intriguingly identified more

than 400 phosphoproteins regulated in WT compared to AMPK DKO MEFs in the presence of

991. Out of 200 proteins upregulated (increased phosphorylation) by 991 in WT MEFs, I

validated OSBPL9 as a new AMPK substrate using multiple methods. AMPK phospho-motif

antibody has been previously used to identify and validate AMPK-mediated phosphorylation

of substrates that have consensus AMPK substrate motif [L-X-R-X-X-*S/*T] (Ducommun et al.,

2015). I used the same method to confirm the 991-mediated phosphorylation of OSBPL9 in

both U2OS cells and MEFs. OSBPL9 is one of the top ten hits in our phosphoproteomics

screen, including known targets, e.g., ACC and Raptor. OSBPL9 was also identified in a

previous AMPK screen in hepatocytes by our group (Ducommun et al., 2015), but it has never

been further validated as an AMPK-specific/-dependent substrate. Since a mechanistic

understanding of signalling pathways requires analysis of phosphorylation sites of proteins

involved, we were interested in identifying AMPK-dependent phosphosites on OSBPL9.

Mass-spectrometry (MS) analysis revealed Ser216 as an enriched site; however,

bioinformatics prediction by scansite suggested that using their algorithm, this residue does

not fully meet the criteria for AMPK substrate consensus motif, while three other residues,

Ser326, Thr335, and Ser348 were predicted to be phosphorylated by AMPK. Mutagenesis and

cellular assays confirmed Thr335 to be phosphorylated by AMPK. This is an interesting

finding because AMPK has been known to favour serine over threonine (Dale et al., 1995). To

date, only a handful of substrates have been fully validated (e.g. using site-specific

phospho-antibody) to be phosphorylated at a threonine residue by AMPK at the endogenous

level, including Golgi-specific brefeldin A resistant guanine nucleotide exchange factor 1
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(GBF1) (T. Miyamoto et al., 2008). Consistent with the previous study (Ngo and Ridgway,

2009), I confirmed using our cell model that OSBPL9 plays a role in maintaining Golgi

structure as its knockdown in cells resulted in a significant loss of Golgi integrity. The

physiological significance of OSBPL9 phosphorylation by AMPK is unknown. One of the

consequences of this event could be the loss of Golgi structure as AMPK activation by 991 also

resulted in significant dispersal of the Golgi apparatus in both U2OS cells and MEFs. In

addition to OSBPL9, our screen revealed at least 24 proteins (991-upregulated) to be involved

in ER/Golgi regulation (Appendix table A.3). This is based on published studies and predicted

functions of the identified proteins. I wanted to examine whether AMPK regulates one or

more of these proteins because the morphology of Golgi has also been shown to depend on

different ER/Golgi-resident proteins. Based on the consensus AMPK substrate motif, I

selected Conserved Oligomeric Golgi complex 3 (COG3) and Transport protein particle

complex 10 (TRAPPC10). I analysed their phosphorylation following AMPK activation using

immunoprecipitation/immunoblotting with the AMPK substrate phospho-motif antibody.

COG and TRAPP proteins have been shown to have crucial importance in various stages of the

secretory pathway and different cellular processes (Bailey Blackburn et al., 2016, Yamasaki

et al., 2009, Zhao et al., 2017). In addition, I analysed phosphorylation of the General vesicular

transport factor p115. Although it was not present in our list, p115 contains the consensus

substrate motif for AMPK and has been extensively studied in Golgi morphology and

signalling context. Additionally, it is regulated by phosphorylation at Ser942 in the C-terminal

domain by a casein kinase II-like enzyme, which regulates its localisation and association

with the Golgi membranes (Sohda et al. 1998). I found that P115 and COG3 were robustly

phosphorylated in both MEFs and U2OS cells following 991 treatment (Appendix FigA.20).

TRAPPC10 phosphorylation was evident in U2OS cells while it could not be observed in MEFs,

possibly indicating a cell type-specific effect. In both cell types, I analysed GBF1, a known

AMPK substrate involved in Golgi signalling (T. Miyamoto et al., 2008), and confirmed its

phosphorylation using our method, which validates our approach. These results indicate that

Golgi fragmentation by 991 could be a direct consequence of AMPK activation via

phosphorylation of OSBPL9 and/or other proteins identified here.

Many studies have linked Golgi with the Endoplasmic Reticulum (ER) suggesting the two

organelles are functionally related (Presley, 1997; Wang et al., 2020). ER-stress inducers such

as thapsigargin have been shown to induce Golgi fragmentation (Ireland et al., 2020). To test

whether 991 resulted in Golgi fragmentation via ER stress, I looked at the expression of BiP

and phosphorylation of Eukaryotic Initiation Factor eIF2α, markers of ER stress, following

991 treatment in U2OS cells. 991 did not result in ER stress as evidenced by insignificant

changes in BiP expression and eIF2α phosphorylation (Appendix Fig A.19A). This is in line

with a previous study that showed AMPK attenuates, but not increases, hypoxia-induced ER

stress in neonatal rat cardiomyocytes (Terai et al., 2005).

It is well known that the Golgi apparatus is a complex organelle whose structure is dynamic

but tightly regulated. The Golgi morphology is maintained by the actin and tubulin

cytoskeleton (Thyberg and Moskalewski, 1999). Microtubules are essential for the
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characteristic juxtanuclear orientation of the Golgi apparatus and for maintaining the

organisation of Golgi cisternae. Interestingly, our phosphoproteomics screen revealed several

proteins that are phosphorylated upon 991 treatment to be involved in

microtubule/cytoskeletal organisation (Appendix table A.2). I speculated if AMPK activation

results in disruption or changes in microtubules leading to Golgi fragmentation. Nevertheless,

treatment of U2OS cells with 991 did not result in any discernible changes in microtubule

morphology, as evidenced by β-tubulin staining. At the same time, Nocodazole, a known

tubulin-depolymerising agent (Gerlitz et al., 2013), caused complete depolymerisation of

tubulin (Appendix Fig A.19B). These findings suggest that AMPK activation causes Golgi

fragmentation independent of microtubule disorganisation. This is in line with a study that

showed AMPK regulates microtubule polymerisation by phosphorylating CLIP-170 (Nakano

et al., 2010). However, another study showed that AMPK activation phosphorylates MAP4

leading to microtubule destabilisation (Fassett et al., 2013). Further studies are needed to

interpret the role of microtubules/tubulin in AMPK-mediated Golgi fragmentation, for

instance, using microtubule modulators with different modes of action (e.g., taxol, colcemid,

etc.), which have been shown to induce Golgi fragmentation (Thyberg and Moskalewski, 1999)

or by investigating AMPK effects on tyrosination of tubulin as Golgi complex and tubulin

tyrosination are functionally linked (Skoufias et al., 1990).

In addition to Golgi-linked proteins, I analysed an additional protein called SH3 domain-

binding protein 4 (SH3BP4), which has been addressed in studies linking to a variety of

biological mechanisms (Fig 2.24). SH3BP4 has been shown to negatively regulate amino

acid-mediated mTORC1 activation by binding to the Rag GTPase complex during amino acid

starvation (Y.-M. Kim et al., 2012). A recent study showed that SH3BP4 promotes endocytosis

of neuropilin-1 and α5-integrin and modulates cell-matrix interactions. This process is shown

to be regulated by Akt, which phosphorylates SH3BP4 at Ser246 and promotes binding to

14-3-3 adapter protein. This excludes it from clathrin-coated pits inhibiting endocytosis,

thereby linking SH3BP4 at the interface of signalling and membrane trafficking (Burckhardt

et al., 2021). It is unknown whether AMPK-mediated phosphorylation of SH3BP4 at Ser19

would impact these mechanisms; therefore, future studies are needed to clarify the role of

AMPK in SH3BP4-regulated cellular processes.
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This work provides novel insights into the mechanism of AMPK regulation via β subunit

myristoylation. Loss of myristoylation in the β subunit results in an enhanced cellular AMPK

activity, characterised by an increase in basal phosphorylation of Thr172 AMPKα and its

downstream substrates. We showed that this phenotype is partially due to disrupted

interaction between phosphatases and AMPK. Immunofluorescence and PLA revealed an

increased colocalisation between β1 and lysosomes in myristoylation-deficient (β1/2 G2A)

MEFs. However, further investigation is needed to clarify AMPK localisation in different

sub-cellular compartments using high-resolution imaging techniques. Interestingly, in mice,
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genetic/constitutive loss of β1 myristoylation was metabolically beneficial at whole-body

levels. We showed that β1 G2A mice were protected from HFD-induced obesity and aberrant

hepatic lipid accumulation in the liver. The beneficial effects of β1-mediated AMPK activation

on liver lipid metabolism are intriguing and provide a promising approach for therapeutic

applications. In line with this, direct activation of AMPK through the ADaM site by PXL770, an

orally bioavailable β1-selective AMPK activator, was demonstrated to inhibit de novo

lipogenesis in rodents and is currently in clinical development for non-alcoholic

steatohepatitis treatment (Gluais-Dagorn et al., 2022). Future studies using mice with

mutation (G2A) in the β2 isoform will clarify if β2-specific AMPK activation leads to metabolic

benefits with respect to other tissues, e.g., skeletal muscle and adipose, where β2 is

predominantly expressed.

Although we extensively characterised phosphorylation of known AMPK substrates (ACC,

Raptor, and ULK1), it is unknown whether loss of β1 myristoylation affects global substrate

phosphorylation. We attempted to address this using MS-based phosphoproteomics;

however, this aspect needs further in-depth analysis. It would also be interesting to identify

tissue-specific substrate phosphorylation (e.g., identifying upregulated proteins from

hepatocytes of β1 G2A KI mice). Our phosphoproteomics screen detected >200 proteins in WT

MEFs in response to 991, which were specifically regulated by AMPK. Interestingly, a large

proportion of the proteins were involved in Golgi/ER regulation. In addition, I showed that

pharmacological activation of AMPK induces Golgi fragmentation in multiple cell types. I

validated OSBPL9 which is known to regulate Golgi structure/function and cholesterol

trafficking as a novel AMPK substrate. These findings link AMPK to Golgi signalling, which

opens up new avenues for investigation and therapeutic potential of AMPK. Future studies

should use relevant cell models to study the physiological/pathological relevance of

AMPK-mediated OSBPL9 phosphorylation. Even though it is well known that AMPK favours

serine to threonine, we have identified Thr335 on OSBPL9 to be phosphorylated by AMPK. It

would be of great interest to explore what physiological implication this phosphorylation has,

for instance, by using KI cell and mouse models (carrying T335A point mutation) and

monitoring changes in different mechanisms that OSBPL9 is known to be involved (e.g., Golgi

structure, cholesterol trafficking, protein glycosylation, and ER-Golgi transport). Golgi

fragmentation is extensively studied in the context of neurological disorders where it is

correlated to abnormal protein accumulation or impairment of protein trafficking (Joshi et al.,

2014, Rendón et al., 2013). To address the mechanism and downstream implications of

AMPK-induced Golgi fragmentation, an appropriate model, e.g., neuronal cell lines, could be

used to investigate if AMPK is linked to specific neuronal pathologies via modulation of Golgi

structure.

Overall, this study expands our understanding of the regulation and novel biological roles of

AMPK. This will advance future studies to elucidate the significance of AMPK in the treatment

of metabolic as well as non-metabolic disorders.
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5.1 Antibodies and reagents

R=Rabbit; M=Mouse; S=Sheep; WB= Western blot; IP= Immunoprecipitation; IF=

Immunofluorescence

Table 5.1: List of primary antibodies used in the study

S.N. Primary antibodies Species Applications Supplier
1 pS79 ACC (#3661) R WB

Cell Signaling Technology

2 ACC (#3676) R WB
3 pS792 Raptor (#2083) R WB
4 Raptor (#2280) R WB
5 pT172 AMPKα (#2535) R WB
6 AMPKα (#2532) R WB
7 pS555 ULK1 (#5869) R WB
8 ULK1 (#6439) R WB
9 AMPKα1 (#2795) R WB

10 AMPKβ1 (#12063) R WB
11 AMPKβ2 (#4148) R WB
12 AMPKβ1/2 (#4150) R WB
13 phospho-AMPK substrate motif (#5759) R WB, IP
14 SH3BP4 (#55935) R WB
15 BiP (#3183) R WB
16 pS51 eIF2α (#9721) R WB
17 Total eIF2α (#9722) R WB
18 Vinculin (#4650) R WB
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S.N. Primary antibodies Species Applications Supplier
19 AMPKβ1 (#27201) M IP, IF Signalway
20 PPM1A (#ab14824) M WB Abcam
21 PPM1A (#12961-1-AP) R WB, IP, IF

Proteintech22 PPM1B (#13193-1-AP) R WB, IP, IF
23 PPP2CA (#13482-1-AP) R WB, IP, IF
24 MYPT1 (#22117-1-AP) R WB, IP

Proteintech
25 P115 (#13509-1-AP) R WB
26 COG3 (#11130-1-AP) R WB
27 GBF1 (#25183-1-AP) R WB
28 OSBPL9 (#11879-1-AP) R WB
29 pT335 OSBPL9 (YZ#7882) R WB Yenzym antibodies
30 pS909 MYPT1 S WB Custom made (Dundee)
31 NMT1/2 (#ab186123) R WB Abcam
32 FLAG (#F7425) M WB, IF

Sigma/Merck
33 Tubulin (#T6074) M WB
34 GAPDH (#G8795) M WB
35 β-Actin (#A2228) M WB
36 AMPKα2 (#07-363) R WB
37 GM130 ((#610822) M IF BD Biosciences
38 β-tubulin Cy3 (#C4585) M IF Sigma
39 LAMP1 (#ab24170) R IF Abcam

Table 5.2: List of secondary antibodies used in the study.

S.N. Secondary antibodies and dyes Applications Supplier
1 Vicia Villosa Biotinylated (#B-1235-2) IF Vector Lab
2 Streptavidin AF680 (#S21378) WB, IF

Invitrogen

Streptavidin AF488 (#S11223) IF
Streptavidin AF790 (#S11378) WB

3 Hoechst IF
4 Rabbit IgG AF680 (#A21109) WB
5 Mouse IgG AF680 (#A21057) WB
6 Rabbit IgG AF790 (#A27041) WB
7 Mouse IgG AF800 (#A32720) WB

Rabbit IgG FITC (#ab6717) IF
Abcam8 Mouse IgG AF 647 (#ab150115) IF

9 Rabbit IgG AF647 (#ab150083) IF
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siRNA oligonucleotides ON-TARGETplus SMARTPool targeting mouse PPM1A (L-040052-00-

0010), mouse PPM1B (L-040053-00-0010), mouse PPP2CA (L-040657-00-0005), mouse PPP2CB

(L-041905-00-0005), mouse NMT1 (L-062260-01-0010), and human OSBPL9 (#L-009912-00-

0010) were obtained from horizon discovery. Scrambled/negative control siRNA (#SIC005)

was obtained from Sigma. For Golgi imaging, CellLight™ Golgi-RFP, BacMam (#C10593) was

obtained from Invitrogen. AMPK activator 991 (#1219739-36-3) was obtained from Spirochem,

MK-8722 (#1394371-71) from Glixx Laboratories, AICAR (#2627-69-2) from Apollo Scientific,

and A769662 (#S2697) from Selleckchem. Thapsigargin (#T9033) and Nocodazole (#31430-18-9

487928) were obtained from Sigma and NMT1/2 inhibitor IMP-1088 (#25366) from Cayman

chemical. Cell culture reagents were purchased from Invitrogen.

5.2 Cell culture

U-2 Osteosarcoma (U2OS) Flp-In T-Rex cells were kind gifts from John Rouse (MRC PPU,

University of Dundee). The KO cell lines (U2OS AMPKα1/α2 DKO, β1 KO, β2KO and β1/2 DKO)

were generated by Horizon discovery using the CRISPR-Cas9 approach. Cells were maintained

in DMEM-high glucose, Glutamax (Thermo Fischer, #10566016) supplemented with 10% Fetal

Bovine Serum, 1% Penicillin/Streptomycin and 1% Sodium Pyruvate. To maintain the FlpIn

sites, cells were maintained in 10μg/ml Blasticidin (Thermo Fischer, #A1113903) and 100μg/ml

Zeocin (Thermo Fischer, #R25001).

Mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEFs) were isolated from homozygous WT, β1-G2A KI or

β1/β2-G2A DKI embryos at days 12–13 post coitum. The head and internal organs were

removed, and the remaining embryo body was minced and trypsinised. After adding DMEM

supplemented with 10% FBS and 1% penicillin-streptomycin, cells were centrifuged (500 g, 5

min, 4 °C) and the medium replaced. The cell suspension was passed through a 40-μm cell

strainer and plated in 10-cm dishes. Cells were cultured in DMEM supplemented with 10%

FBS and 1% penicillin-streptomycin and passaged at 1:2 or 1:4 when confluent. MEFs were

immortalised by transfection with an SV40 prominent T-antigen expression construct using

Fugene HD transfection reagent (Promega) and were maintained in DMEM-high glucose,

Glutamax supplemented with 10% Fetal Bovine Serum and 1% Penicillin/Streptomycin.

5.3 Transient transfection

Transient transfections were carried out using FUGENE HD transfection reagent (E231A,

Promega). Briefly, cells were plated in 10-cm dishes a day before transfection. The next

day, the transfection complex was prepared by adding DNA in a serum-free medium and

FUGENE transfection reagent (1:3.5 DNA: FUGENE ratio). The mixture was incubated for 10

minutes at room temperature. Cells were washed and incubated with fresh complete DMEM.

A transfection complex was added to each plate. 24h post-transfection, old media were

replaced with fresh complete DMEM. Cells were treated and harvested 48h post-transfection
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for analysis.

5.4 Plasmids

Plasmids encoding human OSBPL9 ((NM_148908), SH3BP4 (NM_014521), COG3

(NM_031431), P115 (NM_003715) and GBF1 (NM_004193) were purchased from OriGene. All

plasmid constructs and mutagenesis for these plasmids were generated using standard

molecular biology techniques by the cloning team at MRCPPU Reagents and Services

(https://mrcppureagents.dundee.ac.uk). For AMPK β subunit expression in stable U2OS cell

lines, human FLAG-β1 or -β2 were cloned into a pcDNA5-FRT vector under the CMV

promoter. Site-directed mutagenesis was carried out according to the QuikChange method

(Stratagene) using KOD polymerase (Novagen). Sequences were verified utilising the BigDyeR

Terminator 3.1 kit on a 3500XL Genetic analyser (ABI-Invitrogen).

5.5 siRNA knockdown

siRNA knockdown was performed using Lipofectamine RNAiMAX transfection reagent

(#133778075, Invitrogen). Briefly, cells were seeded in a 6-well plate (for immunoblotting) and

μ-slide 8-well chamber (#80826, ibidi) (for immunofluorescence) a day before transfection.

The next day indicated siRNAs were introduced into cells per the manufacturer’s instructions.

Cells were subjected to treatment and analysis 48 hours post-transfection.

5.6 Stable cell line generation

Stable cell lines were generated using the FlpIn DNA recombination system. Briefly, 1M β1/2

DKO U2OS cells (containing FRT site) were plated in a 10cm dish in a medium containing

selection of antibiotics. On the day of transfection, cells were washed once with PBS, and

cDNA constructs encoding FLAG-AMPK β1 WT or β1 S108A mutant were transfected along

with pOG44 (1:9) using FUGENE HD transfection reagent (Promega #E2311). 24h

post-transfection, the medium was replaced with fresh medium without additional

antibiotics. 48h post-transfection, cells were trypsinised and divided into two 20cm culture

dishes containing fresh medium. 24h later, cells were cultured in a medium containing

200μg/ml of Hygromycin B (Thermo Fischer, #10687010). The medium was replaced every 2-3

days until resistant colonies appeared. Single colonies were isolated using cloning rings

(Sigma, #C1059) and were expanded and maintained in a selection medium containing

200μg/ml of Hygromycin B.
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5.7 Homogenous Time-Resolved Fluorescence (HTRF) Assay

Dose-dependent cellular AMPK activation was monitored by FRET-based HTRF assay using

phospho-ACC (Ser79) cellular kit (Cisbio, #64ACCPET) and phospho-AMPK (Thr172) cellular

kit (Cisbio, #64MPKPET). Briefly, cells were seeded in a 96-well plate at a density of 5x104 cells

per well a day before treatment. The next day, cells were treated with an increasing

concentration of AMPK activator diluted in serum-free medium (50μl per well, 12

concentrations) for a required period. Post-treatment, cells were lysed in 50μl per well of

phospho-total protein lysis buffer 1 (Cisbio, #64KL1DF) containing 1:100 phospho and total

protein blocking reagent (Cisbio, #64KB1ACC) and left shaken at room temperature for 30min.

D2-antibodies and Cryptate-antibodies were diluted (1:40) in the detection buffer. In a

384-well plate, 16μl lysate and 4μl antibodies solution were added per well. The plate was

wrapped with a plastic seal and incubated at room temperature, protected from light. The

next day, FRET was measured using a Spectramax microplate reader (Molecular Devices)

according to the manufacturer’s protocol.

5.8 Immunoblotting

Cells were homogenised in lysis buffer (50mM Tris-HCl Ph 7.5, 1mM EDTA, 1mM EGTA,

0.27M Sucrose, 1% Triton X-100, 20mM Glycerol-2-phosphate disodium, 50mM NaF, 5mM

Na2P2O7.10H20) containing protease and phosphatase inhibitors. For immunoblotting,

20 μg protein was resolved using Bolt 4-12%, Bis-Tris mini protein gels (#NW04125BOX,

Thermo Fisher Scientific). Protein gels were transferred onto nitrocellulose membranes

(#926-31092, LI-COR Biosciences) and incubated in primary antibody diluted in Tris-buffered

saline/0.1% Tween 20 containing 5% BSA overnight at 4 °C. After 1-hour incubation with

secondary antibody at room temperature; membranes were scanned using Odyssey CLx

Infrared Scanner. The volume densities of the protein signals were quantified using Image

Studio™ software (LI-COR Biosciences).

5.9 Immunoprecipitation

For endogenous proteins, 5μl of the primary antibody was coupled to 5μl of packed Protein G

Sepharose beads (17-0618-01, GE Healthcare). 500μg protein lysate was added to the beads-

antibody conjugate. For FLAG-tagged proteins, 200μg protein lysate was added to 10μl of

packed ANTI-FLAG® M2 Affinity Gel (A2220, Millipore), and the tubes were incubated on

a vibrating shaker (Vibramax) at 4 °C overnight. The beads/immune complex were washed

three times with cold lysis buffer, resuspended in 25μl of 1x Laemmli sample buffer containing

1 mM DTT, and boiled at 95 °C for 5 min. The eluted proteins were separated by SDS-PAGE

followed by immunoblotting.
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5.10 AMPK activity assay

For the AMPK activity assay, AMPKa1 (custom-made antibody) (ref) was immunoprecipitated

overnight at 4 °C from 250μg of MEF cell lysates pre-conjugated to Protein-G Sepharose beads.

The immunoprecipitants were subjected to in vitro kinases assay as previously described in

detail (Scott et al., 2008).

5.11 Click chemistry

To assess the myristoylation of AMPKβ1 or PP1MA/B, click chemistry was performed using

Click-IT myristic acid, azide (12-azidododecanoic acid) kit (C10268, Thermo Fisher Scientific).

Briefly, 1 x 106 cells were plated in a 10-cm dish and experiments were performed when cells

were 80% confluent. Cells were washed with PBS, and a complete fresh medium containing

indicated concentrations of myristic acid-azide was added and incubated at 37 °C for

indicated time points. Cells were lysed, and AMPKβ1 or PPM1A/B were immunoprecipitated

from cell lysates (500 μg) as described. The immunoprecipitants were subjected to click

chemistry reaction using 40 μM biotin-alkyne solution, and proteins were subjected to

methanol: chloroform precipitation following the manufacturer’s protocol. The dried protein

precipitates were resolubilised in Laemmli sample buffer, separated by SDS-PAGE and

subjected to immunoblotting as described. The myristoylated proteins were detected using

Streptavidin Alexa Fluor conjugates.

5.12 Immunofluorescence

For immunofluorescence, 3 x 104 cells were plated per well in a μ-Slide 8 well (Ibidi). Cells

were incubated with an AMPK activator (10 μM 991) or vehicle for 1 hour, washed with PBS,

and fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde for 15 min at room temperature under a fume hood. Cells

were then washed 3x with PBS-TritonX 0.01%. Cells were permeabilised and blocked with

PBS-Saponin 0.1% containing 5% BSA for 1 hour at room temperature. The solution was

aspirated and the primary antibody diluted in PBS- TritonX 0.01% was added to the cells

and incubated in the dark at 4 °C overnight. The next day, cells were washed 3x with PBS-

TritonX 0.01%, 5 min each. Secondary antibody diluted in PBS- TritonX 0.01% was added

to the cells and incubated for 45 min at room temperature in the dark. Cells were washed

3x with PBS- TritonX 0.01%, 5 min each. To stain nuclei, Hoechst 33258 (#62249, Invitrogen)

diluted 1:5000 in PBS was added to the cells and incubated for 5 min at room temperature

in the dark. Cells were washed 3x with PBS and mounted in 100μl Fluoromount G mounting

medium (#00-4958-02, Invitrogen) per well. Image acquisition was made on the SP8 confocal

microscope (Leica) using the same settings for each condition.
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5.13 Proximity Ligation Assay

Proximity ligation assay was carried out using Duolink In Situ Red Starter Kit Mouse/Rabbit

(DUO92101, Sigma-Aldrich) following the manufacturer’s instructions. Briefly, 2.5 x 104 cells

per well were seeded in a μ-slide angiogenesis chamber (#81506, Ibidi). 24 hours later, cells

were fixed in 4% Paraformaldehyde for 15min at room temperature. Cells were washed 3x

with PBS-TritonX-100 (0.01%), permeabilised and blocked with PBS-Saponin 0.1% containing

5% BSA for 1 hour at room temperature. Required primary antibodies diluted in Duolink

antibody dilution buffer (1:100 AMPKβ1 (#27201, Signalway Antibody), 1:250 PPM1A (#12961-

1, Proteintech Group), 1:250 PPM1B (#13193-1, Proteintech Group), 1:250 PPP2C (#13482-1-AP,

Proteintech Group), 1:250 LAMP1 (#ab24170, Abcam)) were added to cells and incubated at

4 °C overnight protected from light. The next day, cells were washed 3x with PBS-TritonX, 5

min per wash. Proximity Ligation Assay probes (Rabbit Plus and Mouse Minus) diluted in

antibody dilution buffer were added and incubated at 37 °C for 1 hour, protected from light.

Cells were washed 2x with PBS-TritonX, 5 min each wash. 15μl ligation mix was added to each

well and incubated at 37 °C for 30 min, followed by a washing step. 15μl amplification mixture

was added to each well and incubated at 37 °C for 100 min, protected from light. Cells were

washed 2x with PBS-TritonX, 5 min each wash. 15 ul mounting medium containing DAPI was

added to each well. Image acquisition was made on Leica SP8 confocal microscope using the

same settings for each condition.

5.14 Image processing and quantification

Image processing and analysis were done using ImageJ/Fiji using the Common Tools Plugin

(BIOP, EPFL) as described previously (Schmit et al., 2019). For quantification of mean intensity

and number of dots per cell in PLA experiments or number of Golgi particles, an ImageJ

script was used to define the Hoechst-stained nucleus as Region of Interest (ROI) in each

cell, and required parameters from the Red channel were measured for each ROI (cell). An

ImageJ macro was used for colocalisation analysis, automatically detecting each nucleus and

measuring colocalisation between the two channels. The macro is deposited in the Appendix

section A.3.2.

5.15 Phosphoproteomics analysis

Protein digestion and phosphoenrichment were performed by the EasyPhos method as

previously described (Robles et al., 2017). Tryptic peptides were separated on an in-house

packed 50 cm column (inner diameter 75 μm, 1.8 μm C18 beads, Dr. Maisch GmbH) using an

Easy nano-flow high-performance-LC (HPLC) system. The HPLC system was coupled via a

nanoelectrospray ion source to a Q Exactive™ HFX Hybrid Quadrupole-Orbitrap™ Mass

Spectrometer (Thermo Fischer Scientific, Germany). Mass spectra were generated by the

data-dependent acquisition (DDA) with automatic switching between MS and MS/MS.
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Precursor ions were picked using the top-10 method. Tandem spectra were generated using

high collision dissociation (HCD). MS spectra were acquired in the Orbitrap analyser. Raw

mass spectra files were processed in MaxQuant v 1.6.0.1. MS/MS spectra were searched

against the decoy UniProt-mouse database (December 2017 release) with forward and reverse

sequences. The search included variable modification of serine (S), threonine (T) and tyrosine

(Y). The S/T/Y output file from MaxQuant was imported into Perseus software. The rest of the

bioinformatics analyses were performed in R studio v.4.1.2. The prediction of AMPK

substrates was performed on the sites upregulated with 991 in the WT MEFs. Individual Log2

intensities from 991-treated samples were subtracted from the mean of control-treated

samples (delta score). Delta Log2 intensities were z-score transformed. The kinase-substrate

prediction analysis was done by first scoring the kinase-substrate relationship (Mouse

PhosphoSitePlus annotation), followed by a machine learning approach based on adaptive

sampling (PhosR package). Volcano plots were plotted with ggplot (tidyverse).
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6 Glossary

25-OHC 25-hydroxycholesterol 18, 19

ACC acetyl-CoA carboxylase 15, 25,

53

ADaM Allosteric Drug and Metabolite 2, 4, 8

ADP adenosine diphosphate 1–3, 12

AICAR 5-Aminoimidazole-4-carboxamide ribonucleotide 4, 8, 13

AID Auto-Inhibitory Domain 2, 3

AMP adenosine monophosphate 1–5, 10,

12, 13

AMPK AMP-activated Protein Kinase vii, xv,

1–13, 24

ATP adenosine triphosphate 1, 3, 6,

10, 13

CaMKK2 calcium/calmodulin-dependent protein kinase kinase 2 2, 12, 13

CBM Carbohydrate Binding Module 2, 3, 5, 7,

8, 63

CBS Cystathionine Beta Synthase 2, 3

CERT Ceramide Transfer Protein 18

CRTC3 CREB Regulated Transcription Coactivator 3 53

CTD C-Terminal Domain 2, 3

DKO double knock-out 24

ER Endoplasmic Reticulum 17, 51,

68

FCCP Carbonyl cyanide-p-trifluoromethoxyphenylhydrazone 22
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FFAT two phenylalanines (FF) in an acidic tract 20

FRET Fluorescence Resonance Energy Transfer 25

FRT Flp recombination target 24

G2A Glycine2-to-Alanine 45

H/E Hematoxylin/Eosin 47, 48

HMG-CoA 3-hydroxy-3-methylglutaryl coenzyme A 15, 18

HTRF Homogenous Time-Resolved Fluorescence 25, 26

KI knock-in 8

KO knock-out 7, 8, 24

LAMP1 Lysosomal Associated Membrane Protein 1 36, 65

LC Liquid Chromatography 51

LKB1 Liver kinase B1 2, 12, 13

MCS Membrane Contact Site 18, 20

MFF Mitochondrial Fission Factor 21, 53

MS Mass Spectrometry 51

mTOR mammalian target of rapamycin 17

MYPT1 Myosin phosphatase-targeting subunit 1 53

NMT N-myristoyltransferase 9

NMTs N-myristoyltransferases 66

ORD oxysterol-binding protein-related domain 20

ORO Oil Red O 47

ORPs oxysterol-binding protein-related proteins 18, 19

OSBP Oxysterol-Binding Protein 18–20

OSBPL9 Oxysterol-binding protein like 9 53

OSBPLs Oxysterol-binding protein like proteins 19

PC phosphatidylcholine 20

PH pleckstrin homology 19

PI phosphoinositides 18

PI(4)P phosphatidylinositol 4-phosphate 21

PKD protein kinase D 19

PPP12R1A Protein phosphatase 1 regulatory subunit 12A 53

PS phosphatidylserine 20

RA Rheumatoid Arthritis 11
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SBI SBI-020696531 6

SID Sequence Interacting Domain 2, 3

SIKs salt-inducible kinases 53

SOCE store-operated calcium entry 16

STIM1 stromal interaction molecule 1 16

STRAD STE-20 related adaptor protein 12

TBC1D1 TBC1 domain family member 1 53

TGN Trans Golgi Network 17

TR-FRET Time-resolved-Fluorescence resonance energy transfer 25

VAP-A Vesicle-Associated Membrane Protein-Associated Protein A 20

VSVG vesicular stomatitis virus G 21

VVL Vicia Villosa 58

WT wild type 8, 24
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A.1 Appendix Figures

Figure A.1: Characterisation of U2OS cells (A) Schematic representation of HTRF assay. (B)
Dose-response curves showing Ser79 ACC phosphorylation in U2OS WT, β1 KO and β1/2 DKO
cells in response to increasing doses of 991 and A769662 represented as fold activation (value
at 0μM set to 1). Graphs are representative of three independent experiments and error bars
represent mean ± s.e.m. (C) Lysates from HTRF assay were subjected to immunoblot analysis
to determine phosphorylation of ACC, Raptor, and AMPKα.
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Figure A.2: Characterisation of stable U2OS cell lines expressing β1 or β2 isoforms
Immunoblots showing (A) expression of AMPK subunits and (B) phosphorylation of AMPKα
and its substrates (ACC and Raptor)in response to 991 or A769662 in U2OS WT, β1 KO cells
or stable cells expressing N-FLAG-β1 WT in β1 KO background. (C) Immunoblots showing
phosphorylation of AMPK substrates in U2OS WT, β1/2 DKO cells or stable cells expressing
N-FLAG or C-FLAG-β2 WT in β1/2 DKO background in response to 991 or A769662.
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Figure A.3: Enhanced AMPK activity in β1 G2A U2OS cells by HTRF assay HTRF results
showing dose-response curves of ACC or AMPKα phosphorylation in stable U2OS cell lines
expressing C-terminally FLAG tagged β1 WT or G2A in response to increasing doses of 991,
A769662 or AICAR. Values are shown as FRET ratio 665nm/620nm. Error bars represent mean
± s.e.m. from three independent experiments.
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Figure A.4: Characterisation of U2OS β2 G2A stable cell lines (A) Immunoblots showing
expression of AMPK subunits or (B) phosphorylation of AMPK substrates in U2OS WT, β1/2
DKO cells or stable cells expressing C-FLAG-β2 WT or β2 G2A in β1/2 DKO background.
(C) HTRF results showing dose-response curves of ACC or AMPKα phosphorylation in the
respective stable cell lines in response to increasing doses of 991. Values are shown as FRET
ratio 665nm/620nm. Error bars represent mean ± s.e.m. from three independent experiments.
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Figure A.5: 991 kinetics in MEFs Immunoblots and respective quantification showing
phosphorylation of AMPK substrates in WT or β1/2 G2A DKI MEFs in response to 10μM 991
for different time points (upto 60min). * P<0.1, ** P<0.01, **** P<0.0001 represents genotype
differences measured by two-way ANOVA and Šídák’s post-hoc test.
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Figure A.6: AMPK signalling in MEFs in response to A769662 and AICAR Immunoblots
showing phosphorylation of AMPK substrates in MEF cells in response to 30μM A769662 or
2mM AICAR for 30 minutes.

Figure A.7: AMPK signalling in MEFs single G2A KI (A) Immunoblots and respective
quantification showing AMPK subunit/isoforms expression in MEFs (WT, β1/2 G2A DKI,
β1 G2A KI, β2 G2A KI and α1/2 DKO). (B) Immunoblots showing phosphorylaton of AMPK
substrates in respective MEFs.
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Figure A.8: Validation of AMPKβ1-specific antibody (A) Specificity of the β1 antibody was
validated by immunoblot analysis in MEFs (β1 KO as control). (B) Immunofluorescence
images of β1 KO and β2 KO MEFs or β1 KO MEFs transfected with a plasmid expressing β1
WT-FLAG and stained with β1-specific antibody (Green) or nuclear marker Hoechst (Blue).
(C) Immunofluorescence images of β1 KO MEFs transfected with a plasmid expressing β1
WT-FLAG stained with β1-specific antibody (Green) and co-stained with FLAG antibody (Red)
and nuclear marker Hoechst (Blue). Scale bar = 10μm.

Figure A.9: Localisation of β1 in MEFs Immunofluorescence images of WT or β1/2 G2A DKI
MEFs treated with vehicle (DMSO), 10μM 991 or 10μM MK-8722 and stained with β1-specific
antibody (Green) or nuclear marker Hoechst (Blue). Scale bar = 10μm.
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Figure A.10: Validation of phosphatase antibodies (A) Click chemistry showing myristoylation
of β1 and absence of myrisotylation in a control phosphatase PPP2C as indicated by
streptavidin blot (red channel). (B) WT MEFs were left untransfected or transfected with
scrambled siRNA oligos (Ctr) or siRNA oligos targeting PPM1A or PPM1B or both PPM1A
and PPM1B and subjetced to immunoblot analysis. (C) WT MEFs were left untransfected or
transfected with scrambled siRNA oligos (Ctr) or siRNA oligos targeting PPP2C and subjected
to immunoblot analysis.
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Figure A.11: Proximity Ligation Assay (A) Validation of PPM1B antibody in
immunofluorescence using WT MEFs transfected with either scrambled siRNA oligos
(Ctr si) or siRNA oligos targeting PPM1B and stained for PPM1B (Green) and nucleus
(Blue). (B) Interaction/proximity of β1 and PPM1B was visualised using PLA in WT MEFs
transfected with either scrambled siRNA oligos (Ctr si) or siRNA oligos targeting PPM1B. (C)
Interaction/proximity of β1 and PPP2C was visualised using PLA in WT MEFs. Images are
representative of two independent experiments. Signal was quantified as mean fluorescence
intensity (relative to WT) or number of red dots per cell using ImageJ plugins. Scale bar =
10μm. ****P<0.0001 as determined by unpaired t-test. All data are mean ± s.e.m.

Figure A.12: Characterisation of in vivo model (A) mRNA expression analysis of AMPK α
and β subunits in livers of ad lbitum fed β1 G2A and WT mice. (B) Tibialis anterior muscle
was isolated from ad libitum fed or 16h fasted mice (male age-matched 20-24-week-old β1-
G2A and WT) (n = 4-8) for immunoblot analysis and subsequent quantification. ** P<0.01
represents genotype differences measured by unpaired t-test.
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Figure A.13: Effect of knockdown of phosphatases on AMPK signalling WT MEFs were either
left untransfeted or transfected with siRNA oligos as mentioned and subjected to immunoblot
analysis and subsequent quantification. Results are representative of three independent
experiments. All data are mean ± s.e.m.

Figure A.14: Effect of NMT1 knockdown on AMPK signalling (A) WT MEFs were either left
untransfeted or transfected with control siRNA oligos (Ctr) or targeting NMT1 and subjected
to immunoblot analysis and subsequent quantification. Results are representative of three
independent experiments. All data are mean ± s.e.m. (B) β1 myristoylation was asessed by
click chemistry in WT MEFs after siRNA knockdown of NMT1. * P<0.1, *** P<0.001 represent
genotype differences measured by unpaired t-test.
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Figure A.15: Effect of NMT1/2 chemical inhibition on AMPK signalling (A) β1 myristoylation
was asessed by click chemistry in WT MEFs after treatment with different doses of NMT1/2
inhibitor IMP-1088. (B) WT MEFs were either left untreated or treated with 1μM IMP-1088
for 16h and subjected to immunoblot analysis and subsequent quantification. Results are
representative of three independent experiments. All data are mean ± s.e.m. * P<0.1, ** P<0.01
represent genotype differences measured by unpaired t-test.

Figure A.16: Investigating CRTC3 and MYPT1 as AMPK substrates (A) U2OS WT cells
transfected with FLAG-CRTC3 WT or left untransfected were treated with vehicle (-) or 991 (+)
and subjected to immunoblot analysis. (B) MEFs treated with vehicle (DMSO) or 991 were
subjected to immunoblot analysis.
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Figure A.17: OSPBL9 is a novel AMPK substrate (A) U2OS cells (WT or AMPK DKO) transiently
expressing FLAG-tagged OSBPL9 WT or T335A were either left untreated or treated with AMPK
activators MK-8722 or 991 (10μM for 30min), subjected to FLAG-immunoprecipitation and
immunoblot analysis. (B) Kinase reaction using bacterially-expressed recombinant OSBPL9
(WT or T335A) and AMPK complex (α1β1γ1) pre-activated with 1μM 991 and assessment
of phosphorylation of OSBPL9 Thr335 by immunoblot analysis. (C) Endogenous OSBPL9
phosphorylation (pThr335) in U2OS cells following treatment with vehicle (DMSO) or 10μM
991 was assessed by immunoblot analysis using phospho-specific antibody.
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Figure A.18: AMPK activation induces Golgi fragmentation in multiple cell types
Immunofluorescence images of HEPG2, Human Kidney (HK-1) cells and primary rat cortical
neurons following treatment with vehicle (DMSO) or 10μM 991 for 30min and stained with
Golgi marker Vicia Villosa (Red) and nuclear marker Hoechst (Blue). Scale bar = 10μm.
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Figure A.19: AMPK-induced Golgi fragmentation is not due to ER stress or microtubule
disruption (A) U2OS WT cells were treated with either vehicle (DMSO), 10μM 991 or
2μM Thapsigargin for 1h or 5h and subjected to immunoblot analysis and subsequent
quantification of ER stress markers. All data are mean ± s.e.m. from two independent
experiments. (B) Immunofluorescence images of U2OS WT cells treated with either vehicle
(DMSO), 10μM 991 or 10μM Nocodazole for 30min and stained with Golgi marker (Red),
β-tubulin (Green) and Hoechst (Blue). Scale bar = 10μm. Images are representative of
three independent experiments. *** P<0.001, **** P<0.0001 represent treatment differences
measured by ordinary one-way ANOVA.

Figure A.20: Biochemical Validation of AMPK substrates WT or AMPK DKO (A) MEFs or
(B) U2OS cells were treated with vehicle (DMSO) or 10μM 991 for 30min and lysates were
immunoprecipitated using phospho-AMPK motif antibody and subjected to immunoblot
analysis.
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A.2 Appendix tables

Table A.1: Oxysterol-Binding protein and its isoforms

S.N. ORP Isoforms Tissue expression Characterised Localisation Reported Functions
1. OSBP Ubiquitous Golgi-ER Catalyses sterol and PI(4)P transfer between ER-Golgi
2.

ORP1
ORP1L Brain, Lung ER-Late Endosome Cholesterol efflux and endosomal positioning
ORP1S Heart, Skeletal muscle, macrophages Nucleus Sterol transfer from PM to lipid droplet

3. ORP2 Ubiquitous ER-Lipid droplets Endocytosis, PM-ER sterol transport
4. ORP3 Kidney, Thymus, macrophages Not well-defined Actin dynamics
5.

ORP4
ORP4L Brain, heart, skeletal muscle Vimentin

Ca2+ homeostasis, silencing causes apoptosisORP4M Vimentin
ORP4S Brain, heart Vimentin

6. ORP5 Heart, brain, liver, lung, kidney ER-Mitochondria PS transport to mitochondria
7. ORP6 Brain, skeletal muscle ER-Late Endosome Cholesterol efflux from endosomes
8. ORP7 Gastrointestinal tract Not well-defined Promotes proteosomal degradation of Golgi snare GS28
9. ORP8 Macrophages, spleen, kidney, liver ER-Mitochondria PS transport to mitochondria
10.

ORP9
ORP9L Brain, heart, kidney, liver ER-Golgi Golgi organisation and PI(4)P trafficking
ORP9S Liver ER Growth inhibition (dominant negative)

11.
ORP10

ORP10L Microtubules Negative regulator of hepatic lipid biosynthesis and apoB-100 secretion
ORP10S Nucleus

12. ORP11 Ovary, testis, brain, liver, kidney Golgi-Early Endosome Cellular triglyceride storage

Table A.2: 991-phosphorylated proteins from the phosphoproteomics screen involved in
cytoskeleton/microtubule organisation

S.N. Protein AMPK motif present? Previously identified?
1 specc1l - CytospinA Yes Yes
2 Dst - Dystonin Yes Yes
3 Gas2l - GAS2 like protein 1 No Yes
4 Hsbp1 - Heat shock protein beta1 No Yes
5 kif3a - Kinesin like protein KIF3A Yes Yes
6 map7d1 - MAP7 domain containing protein 1 Yes Yes
7 map4 - Microtubule associated protein 4 Yes Yes
8 map9 - microtubule associated protein 9 Yes No
9 mast4 - Microtubule associated serine/threonine Yes Yes

10 Palld - palladin Yes Yes
11 Arhgap28 - Rho GTPase activating protein 28 Yes No
12 Slain2 - SLAIN motif containing protien 2 Yes Yes
13 Svil - Supervillin Yes Yes
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Table A.3: 991-phosphorylated proteins from the phosphoproteomics screen involved in
ER/Golgi regulation

S.N. Protein AMPK motif present? Previously identified?
1 C2cd2l - Phospholipid transfer protein C2CD2L Yes Yes
2 Spag9 - C Jun amino terminal kinase interacting protein 4 Yes Yes
3 COG3 - Conserved oligomeric Golgi complex subunit 3 Yes No
4 cdk16 - Cyclin-dependent kinase 16 No Yes
5 Dync1i2 - ytoplasmic dynein 1 intermediate chain 2 No Yes
6 Dennd4c - DENN domain-containing protein 4C Yes Yes
7 Rnf139 - E3 ubiquitin-protein ligase RNF139 No No
8 Gapvd1 - GTPase activating protein and VPS9 domain containing protein 1 Yes Yes
9 Itsn2 - Intersectin 2 Yes Yes

10 Pgrmc1 - Membrane-associated progesterone receptor component 1 No Yes
11 OSBPL8 - Oxysterol-binding protein-related protein 8 No No
12 Pi4kb - hosphatidylinositol 4-kinase beta Yes Yes
13 Dopey1 - Protein Dopey 1 Yes No
14 Rer1 - Protein RER1 No No
15 Rab11fip1 - Rab11 family-interacting protein 1 Yes Yes
16 Rabsn - Rabenosyn Yes No
17 Ralbp1 - RalBP1-associated Eps domain- containing protein 2 Yes Yes
18 SH3BP4 - SH3 domain-binding protein 4 Yes Yes
19 Snx17 - Sorting nexin-17 Yes Yes
20 Tjap1 - Tight junction-associated protein 1 No Yes
21 Trappc10 - Trafficking protein particle complex subunit 10 Yes No
22 Trappc12 - Trafficking protein particle complex subunit 12 No Yes
23 Tmcc1 - Transmembrane and coiled-coil domains protein 1 Yes Yes
24 OSBPL9 - Oxysterol-binding protein-related protein 9 Yes Yes
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Table A.4: Complete list of 991-phosphorylated proteins in WT MEFs

S.N. Site score -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5
1 PPP1R12A;S909; 0.99 L G R S A S Y S Y L E
2 MFF;S146; 0.93 L V R N D S I P V L R
4 NUMA1;S1835; 0.86 L R A T S S T Q S L A
5 TBC1D1;S231; 0.86 M R K S F S Q P G L R
6 ACACA;S79; 0.85 M R S S M S G L H L V
7 RPTOR;S722; 0.84 L R S V S S Y G N I R
8 CRTC3;S329; 0.82 L Q S S R S N P S I Q
9 OSBPL9;S216; 0.80 L T H S S S G N S L K
10 TNS1;S623; 0.80 L F R S Q S F P D V E
11 DCUN1D4;S11; 0.79 K R R P A S G D D L S
12 PHACTR4;S430; 0.79 K R R P A S G D D L S
13 DNMT1;S22; 0.79 L G R T R S L P I T I
14 TAGLN2;S163; 0.78 P R R S K S D S D T L
15 CRTC2;S612; 0.78 N P R N F S D N Q L Q
16 ZNF609;S1057; 0.78 C S R H G S G P N I I
17 SMCR8;S488; 0.78 L T K A P S L T D L V
18 MID1;S92; 0.78 L S K S D S Q A S L T
19 SEC16A;S1377; 0.77 Q K A S V S G P N S P
20 LNP;S411; 0.77 L R S T H S L P S R R
21 WNK1;S2118; 0.77 V L R A D S V P N L E
22 ARHGAP35;S770; 0.77 L N L V S S T A S I K
23 RIF1;S387; 0.76 S R G S A S P G L S P
24 MAP4;S901; 0.76 L A T T V S A P D L K
25 TRIM28;S473; 0.76 M K R S R S G E G E V
26 SREK1IP1;S97; 0.75 K R S Y S S A T E E D
27 CRTC2;S612; 0.74 C S R H G S G P N I I
28 GM8797;S57; 0.74 D G R T L S D Y N I Q
29 SRRM1;S760; 0.74 R S V S G S P E P A A
30 SCRIB;S1457; 0.74 R L R M Q S P E L P A
31 MID1;S96; 0.74 V S G P N S P S E T R
32 MYADM;S22; 0.74 S T T V G S A R A L T
33 RBBP6;S1665; 0.74 S S P S V S P S R S H
34 IQCE;S65; 0.74 L V R S P S N I S V Q
35 DLG5;S1231; 0.73 S Q G S N S L P S S A
36 SLC4A7;S263; 0.72 L A S P Q S A P G N L
37 DOCK7;S30; 0.72 G Q Y S G S P Q L L K
38 DOPEY1;S1261; 0.72 R Q R S H S S I Q F S
39 DCAF10;S96; 0.72 S Q A K L S P S S S P
40 NUMA1;S1838; 0.71 T S S T Q S L A R L G
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41 ZFML;S1571; 0.70 L K I S P S P E L N L
42 COG3;S533; 0.70 L R K S G S T D S L N
43 PGRMC2;S98; 0.70 K K R D F S L E Q L R
44 SLC12A2;S75; 0.69 L G P T P S Q S R F Q
45 AHNAK;S4648; 0.69 G A F D G S V P K I E
46 SNX17;S437; 0.69 L S S K L S A V S L R
47 HS1BP3;S3; 0.69 _ _ _ M Q S P A V L R
48 STIM2;S299; 0.68 L T E T K S M I F S P
49 ULK1;S622; 0.67 P P I L G S P T K A G
50 CASC3;S115; 0.67 K V E L K S E A N D A
51 MLLT4;S1780; 0.66 R Q R L F S Q G Q D V
52 KIF5B;S945; 0.66 V R G G G S F V Q N N
53 LARP4;S395; 0.66 G D G P L S R S S S R
54 MCPH1;S383; 0.66 F K S D Q S P P S T I
55 SIN3A;S941; 0.66 R D K S D S P A I Q L
56 FSD1;S296; 0.65 K G R T A S P V N S P
57 TANC1;S455; 0.64 G T P L L S P S S S T
58 URB1;S17; 0.64 P S S A A S P A G T V
59 TCOF1;S593; 0.64 S A S L S S P A L A K
60 TRP53BP2;S485; 0.64 L R K N Q S S E D I L
61 INCENP;S211; 0.64 S V T V N S L K A T P
62 MAST4;S2325; 0.64 M I K S D S L P S F R
63 BMP2K;S1012; 0.63 R R D S Q S S N E F L
64 ULK1;S614; 0.63 D F L Q R S P L P P I
65 CSNK1E;S405; 0.63 S R L A A S Q T S V P
66 COBLL1;S352; 0.62 M V R T G S L Q L S S
67 PNPLA2;S374; 0.62 V R N N L S L G D A L
68 RIPK1;S254; 0.62 E Y P D Q S P V L Q R
69 EPB41L2;S630; 0.62 L K H Q A S I S E L K
70 SNX17;S440; 0.62 K L S A V S L R G I G
71 SMCR8;S497; 0.62 L T V P L S P H V V R
72 NOP14;S96; 0.62 Y N S N I S P E E K M
73 SLC4A8;S210; 0.62 T V S P Q S A T N L E
74 SRSF4;S297; 0.61 P S R H D S K S R S R
75 SLC9A1;S606; 0.61 I P S A V S T V S M Q
76 G3BP2;T227; 0.60 E E K S A T P P P A E
77 MFF;S124; 0.60 L V R N D S I V T P S
78 SLC9A1;S603; 0.60 M G K I P S A V S T V
79 AGPAT9;S68; 0.60 L K N S A S V G I I Q
80 SKA3;S324; 0.60 S K P N S S S T D L E
81 ZAK;S649; 0.60 L S R N F S S L N L S
82 MAGOHB;S62; 0.59 T S K I G S L I D V N
83 TAF6;S653; 0.59 Q E A G D S P P P A P
84 ZFYVE19;S280; 0.59 Y H L P D S D E D E E
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85 CNKSR3;S142; 0.59 R K G S E S P N S F L
86 TAX1BP3;S61; 0.59 Y V T R V S E G G P A
87 SLC9A1;S609; 0.59 A V S T V S M Q N I H
88 CD2AP;S580; 0.58 D G K R N S V D E L R
89 CIC;S2284; 0.58 Q S L A T S P R A I L
90 SLC4A7;S238; 0.58 I P L V R S F A D I G
91 SH3BP4;S278; 0.57 P E Q F Q S R E D F R
92 FARP2;S389; 0.57 P K Q S V S F T D G L
93 SLC9A1;S609; 0.57 A V S T V S M Q N I H
94 CSNK1E;S408; 0.57 A A S Q T S V P F D H
95 CDK17;S59; 0.57 M P R N G S R L D I V
96 IRS2;T517; 0.56 S H R S N T P E S I A
97 BCL9L;T933; 0.56 H L K S P T L S Q V H
98 RPRD2;S309; 0.56 E D M E L S D V E D D
99 SRRM1;S758; 0.55 S S R S V S G S P E P
100 G3BP2;S225; 0.55 E L E E K S A T P P P
101 WDR4;S440; 0.55 S P F P G S P E Q T K
102 COG3;S536; 0.55 S G S T D S L N P R P
103 SRRM2;S356; 0.55 S R R E I S S S P T S
104 DPYSL2;S542; 0.54 S G F S L S G A Q I D
105 MAP1B;S1422; 0.54 G R R S E S P F E G K
106 STIM1;S512; 0.54 Q L G L G S Q R L V E
107 BRPF1;T141; 0.54 K E N T E T P A A T P
108 DMRTA1;S468; 0.54 M I R E P S H L P S K
109 CCDC88A;S1636; 0.54 K S L S V S S D F L G
110 ARHGAP23;S166; 0.54 P G A L V S P R L E R
111 SRSF4;S291; 0.54 K A K S H S P S R H D
112 SLC4A4;S248; 0.54 N L T S S S L N D I S
113 SLC9A1;S606; 0.53 I P S A V S T V S M Q
114 NES;S839; 0.52 K V S Q V S L E S L E
115 STAU1;S307; 0.52 T F F E P S P G D E N
116 ERCC5;S384; 0.52 D A G S I S P R T C A
117 RANBP2;S1101; 0.52 T F S F G S K N T L T
118 NME1;S120; 0.52 N I I H G S D S V K S
119 MAP1B;S1420; 0.51 V L G R R S E S P F E
120 TPR;S2149; 0.51 A E A I H S P Q V A G
121 CAMSAP2;T440; 0.51 S A Q S S T P N R G I
122 CLSPN;S1265; 0.51 V F H T L S P T K A E
123 MARCKS;T79; 0.51 S G S A A T P A A A E
124 OSBPL9;S219; 0.51 S S S G N S L K R P D
125 SRRM2;S679; 0.51 L R R S L S G S S P C
126 DENND5A;T1055; 0.50 E R P C R T P P L Q Q
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127 BCL9L;T933; 0.50 H L K S P T L S Q V H
128 KIDINS220;S1583; 0.50 L N R T P S T V T L N
129 SLC39A10;S593; 0.50 E A Q Q E S P P K N Y
130 WDR24;S594; 0.50 Q D K A D S P H V S G
131 NA;S44; 0.50 L K G S R S S E L L G
132 BCL9L;S21; 0.49 R E A P G S P P L S P
133 HSP90AA1;S231; 0.49 R D K E V S D D E A E
134 TANC1;T451; 0.49 Q D L P G T P L L S P
135 SLC4A4;T245; 0.49 T H R N L T S S S L N
136 WDR24;S598; 0.49 D S P H V S G N E A D
137 NFIB;S294; 0.49 Y P S P N S P A A G S
138 SRRM1;S756; 0.49 V S S S R S V S G S P
139 LARP4B;S655; 0.48 N T P P K S P Q _ _ _
140 ARID1A;S697; 0.48 G I R G P S P S P V G
141 SRRM1;S760; 0.48 R S V S G S P E P A A
142 FMNL3;T95; 0.48 L D P N V T R K K F R
143 GUCY1B2;S731; 0.48 D G K E A S T P R N Q
144 PKP2;S188; 0.48 P R Y A R S E I L G L
145 NFIB;S264; 0.47 Q R S L S S P P S S K
146 SNX7;S8; 0.47 G E R L A S G S S E L
147 ZNF768;S36; 0.47 P A G N T S E N E E G
148 SRRM1;S878; 0.47 R K E T E S E A E D D
149 FKBP1A;S9; 0.46 Q V E T I S P G D G R
150 AHNAK;T3094; 0.46 G S K V Q T P E V D V
151 GSE1;S826; 0.45 M L R E R S P S P P A
152 BRPF1;T145; 0.45 E T P A A T P K S G K
153 GSE1;S828; 0.45 R E R S P S P P A V Q
154 PPFIA1;S238; 0.45 T N G K R S S D G S L
155 UHRF1BP1L;S952; 0.44 L F K S A S D T N L Q
156 TNC;S1485; 0.44 E P Q E I S L P S P E
157 DENND4C;S987; 0.44 I V K V P S G L F D T
158 CARHSP1;S31; 0.43 R T R D R S P S P L R
159 ARHGDIA;S47; 0.42 D K D D E S L R K Y K
160 PHIP;S659; 0.42 Q D L R R S G E A G V
161 SIPA1L1;S1544; 0.41 F H A L S S P Q S P F
162 CDC20;T59; 0.41 R T P G R T P G K S S
163 DDX59;S150; 0.41 S L R P S S P Q R V A
164 ABI1;S183; 0.40 T Q K P P S P P V S G
165 ELMSAN1;S988; 0.40 P N A P G S A G I Q T
166 LMOD1;S507; 0.40 G S P K P S P Q P S P
167 CDC20;T55; 0.40 H S A G R T P G R T P
168 PDZD8;S960; 0.39 D L V E P S P K H T P
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169 CALD1;S490; 0.39 E W L T K S P D G N K
170 NPM1;T198; 0.38 K S V R D T P A K N A
171 POLA2;T130; 0.38 S S T P E T P L T K R
172 HIST1H1B;S18; 0.37 A P V E K S P A K K K
173 SRRM2;S677; 0.37 K S L R R S L S G S S
174 CHAF1B;S417; 0.37 T H Q G S S P G S R S
175 TOM1;S486; 0.35 L P N L A S P S A E G
176 DTL;S675; 0.34 K A E N S S P R S P S
177 DTL;S678; 0.34 N S S P R S P S S Q T
178 LMOD1;S511; 0.33 P S P Q P S P K P A P
179 SRRM2;S1281; 0.33 S R E R S S S A S P E
180 FOXM1;S329; 0.33 P L E P G S P Q S P E
181 SPIRE1;S267; 0.33 F L P I S S T P Q P E
182 CAST;S121; 0.32 A S P V Q S T P S K P
183 MSH6;S14; 0.32 S F F P K S P A L G D
184 NOL8;S888; 0.32 S R F L E S D S E D E
185 EZH2;T377; 0.32 N S R C Q T P I K M K
186 SRRM2;S1284; 0.32 R S S S A S P E L K D
187 AHNAK;S5059; 0.32 E G P H L S L K G P G
188 XRN2;S499; 0.32 R K A E D S D S E P E
189 SETD1A;S481; 0.31 A S P A R S G S P A P
190 MATR3;T740; 0.30 K N E E N T E P G A E
191 OSBP;S380; 0.30 T G S N I S G A S S D
192 RNF139;T667; 0.29 E F N D D T D _ _ _ _
193 SRRM2;S682; 0.28 S L S G S S P C P K Q
194 CMTR1;S50; 0.28 S A T S L S G S D S E
195 ATRX;S626; 0.28 P R E E I S D H E N N
196 COBLL1;T272; 0.28 A S A P A T P L V S K
197 PDLIM7;T251; 0.27 H S Q P A T P T P L Q
198 CBX3;S93; 0.27 G T K R K S L S D S E
199 FRS2;T227; 0.27 N A E S N T P K E E P
200 IWS1;S306; 0.26 R K G L H S S D S E E
201 SLC9A1;S697; 0.26 A H K L D S P T L S R
202 SAFB;S626; 0.26 K R S V V S F D K V K
203 LMOD1;S503; 0.26 A L A K G S P K P S P
204 SAFB;S623; 0.26 S R E K R S V V S F D
205 MARCKSL1;S22; 0.25 E A A G A S P A K A N
206 RPLP2;S105; 0.25 E E S E E S D D D M G
207 NUFIP2;T88; 0.24 Q Q H Q E T P K K K T
208 TOX4;T176; 0.23 D R L S T T P S P T N
209 TOM1;S496; 0.23 G P P R P S P G T A P
210 ULK1;S718; 0.23 S G S T D S L Q E K P
211 ATRX;S644; 0.19 S D L R R S P R V K T
212 MARCKSL1;T14; 0.17 P R G D V T A E E A A
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A.3 ImageJ macro for quantification

A.3.1 Quantification of PLA signal or number of Golgi particles per cell

Macro to calculate PLA spots/intensity and Golgi particles per cell

1 #@ImagePlus imp
2 import ij.*;
3 import ij.process .*;
4 import ij.gui.*;
5 import java.awt.*;
6 import ij.plugin .*;
7 import ij.plugin.frame.RoiManager
8 import ij.measure.ResultsTable
9

10 nuc_ch = 1;
11 spot_ch = 2;
12 IJ.run("Set Measurements ...", "area mean shape display redirect=None decimal =3");
13

14 def rt = ResultsTable.getResultsTable ()
15 if ( rt == null) rt = new ResultsTable ()
16

17 RoiManager rm = RoiManager.getRoiManager ();
18 rm.reset()
19

20 // ImagePlus imp = IJ.getImage ()
21 image_name = imp.getTitle ()
22 def imp_win = WindowManager.getCurrentWindow ()
23 IJ.run(imp , "Select None", "");
24

25 nuc_imp = new Duplicator ().run(imp , nuc_ch , nuc_ch , 2, 2, 2, 2)
26 //IJ.setRawThreshold(nuc_imp , 20, 255, null)
27 Prefs.blackBackground = true
28 IJ.run(nuc_imp , "Convert to Mask", "")
29 IJ.run(nuc_imp , "Fill Holes", "");
30 IJ.run(nuc_imp , "Median ...", "radius =2");
31 IJ.run(nuc_imp , "Watershed", "slice");
32 nuc_imp.setTitle("nuc")
33 nuc_imp.show()
34

35 voronoi_imp = nuc_imp.duplicate ()
36 IJ.run(voronoi_imp , "Voronoi", "");
37 IJ.setRawThreshold(voronoi_imp , 1, 255, null)
38 IJ.run(voronoi_imp , "Convert to Mask", "")
39 IJ.run(voronoi_imp , "Invert", "");
40 voronoi_imp.setTitle("voronoi")
41

42 voronoi_imp.show()
43

44 // So here we have cell approximation
45 IJ.run(voronoi_imp , "Analyze Particles ...", "size=5-Infinity add");
46 def cell_rois = rm.getRoisAsArray ()
47 rm.reset();
48

49 spot_imp = new Duplicator ().run(imp , spot_ch , spot_ch , 1, 1, 1, 1)
50 //IJ.setRawThreshold(spot_imp , 20, 255, null)
51 Prefs.blackBackground = true;
52 IJ.setAutoThreshold(spot_imp , "MaxEntropy dark");
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53 IJ.run(spot_imp , "Convert to Mask", "method=MaxEntropy background=Dark only black
");

54 //IJ.run(spot_imp , "Convert to Mask", "")
55 spot_imp.setTitle(image_name+"_spot")
56 spot_imp.show()
57

58 def allrois
59 cell_rois.eachWithIndex{ roi , idx ->
60

61 roi.setName("cell"+idx+"-")
62 rm.addRoi(roi);
63 spot_imp.setRoi(roi)
64

65 IJ.run(spot_imp , "Analyze Particles ...", "size=0-Infinity add");
66 temp_rois = rm.getRoisAsArray ()
67

68 if (temp_rois != null){
69

70 temp_rois.eachWithIndex{ subroi , subidx ->
71 if (subroi !=roi) subroi.setName("cell"+idx+"-spot"+subidx)
72 }
73

74 allrois = [allrois , temp_rois ]. flatten ()
75 }
76 rm.reset();
77 }
78

79 allrois.each{ rm.addRoi(it) }
80 rm. runCommand("Measure")
81

82 return
83

84 IJ.run("Close All", "");
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A.3.2 Quantification of colocalisation between two channels

Macro to measure colocalisation between two channels per cell

1 // Before you start , put DAPI , fluorescence 1 and fluorescence 2 images for the
analysis in separate folders.

2

3 dir2=getDirectory("save folder for DAPI");
4 dir3=getDirectory("save folder for fluor 1");
5 dir4=getDirectory("save folder for fluor 2");
6 dir5=getDirectory("temp folder");
7

8 list2=getFileList(dir2);
9 list3=getFileList(dir3);

10 list4=getFileList(dir4);
11

12 for (i = 0; i < list2.length; i++) {
13 open(dir2+list2[i]);
14 name=getTitle ();
15 run("8-bit");
16

17 run("Convert to Mask", "method=Huang background=Dark only black");
18

19 run("Set Scale ...", "distance =0 known =0 unit=pixel");
20

21 run("Analyze Particles ...", "size =5000 - Infinity clear include add slice");
22

23 close ();
24

25 open(dir2+list2[i]);
26 rename("DAPI");
27 run("8-bit");
28 //open(dir3+list3[i]);
29 run("Bio -Formats Importer", "open=["+dir3+list3[i]+"] autoscale color_mode=

Default rois_import =[ROI manager] view=Hyperstack stack_order=XYCZT");
30 rename("delete");
31 run("Stack to RGB");
32 run("8-bit");
33 rename("C1");
34 selectWindow("delete");
35 close ();
36 //run("8-bit");
37 run("Subtract Background ...", "rolling =5 sliding");
38 //open(dir4+list4[i]);
39 run("Bio -Formats Importer", "open=["+dir4+list4[i]+"] autoscale color_mode=

Default rois_import =[ROI manager] view=Hyperstack stack_order=XYCZT");
40 rename("delete");
41 run("Stack to RGB");
42 run("8-bit");
43 rename("C2");
44 selectWindow("delete");
45 close ();
46 //run("8-bit");
47 run("Subtract Background ...", "rolling =5 sliding");
48

49 run("Images to Stack");
50

51 count=roiManager("count");
52 n=0;
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53

54 for (a = 0; a < count; a++) {
55 roiManager("select", n);
56 run("Enlarge ...", "enlarge =70 pixel");
57

58 run("Duplicate ...", "duplicate");
59

60 n=n+1;
61 saveAs("Tiff", dir5+name+"_cell_"+n);
62 close ();
63

64 }
65

66 run("Close All");
67 roiManager("reset");
68 call("java.lang.System.gc");
69

70 }
71

72

73 list5=getFileList(dir5);
74

75 for (b = 0; b < list5.length; b++) {
76 open(dir5+list5[b]);
77 run("Select None");
78 name3=getTitle ();
79

80 IJ.log("");
81 IJ.log(name3);
82

83 run("Stack to Images");
84

85 run("Coloc 2", "channel_1=C1 channel_2=C2 roi_or_mask=<None >
threshold_regression=Costes display_images_in_result
li_histogram_channel_1 li_histogram_channel_2 li_icq spearman ’
s_rank_correlation manders ’_correlation kendall ’s_tau_rank_correlation
2d_intensity_histogram costes ’_significance_test psf=3
costes_randomisations =10");

86 run("Close All");
87 call("java.lang.System.gc");
88

89 }
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A.4 Personal contributions

For the first part of my thesis (β subunit myristoylation), I performed all the experiments in

U2OS cells and MEFs. I generated results for all the main figures (except Figures 2.15 and 2.16)

and all the Appendix Figures (except Appendix Figures A.9 and A.12).

For the second part of my thesis (novel AMPK substrates), I performed all the cellular and

biochemical experiments, including validation of AMPK substrates and microscopy

experiments. I generated results for all the main figures (except Figures 2.18 and 2.19) and all

the Appendix Figures.

I contributed to the design, planning and execution of the experiments and interpretation and

analysis of the results. Prof. Kei Sakamoto conceived the project and supervised me, assisted

by Dr. Matthew Sanders for the first part and Dr. Andreas Wiederkehr for the second part.

Individual contributions:

• Dr. Bruce E. Kemp and Dr. Sandra Galic generated the G2A KI mice.

• Natalie Kozlov and Dr. Sandra Galic performed in vivo experiments and AMPK signalling

in hepatocytes in Figures 2.15 and 2.16.

• Dr. Florentina Negoita performed imaging of β1 in Appendix A.9.

• Jeppe K. Larsen and Dr. Atul Deshmukh performed phosphoproteomics analysis in

Figures 2.18 and 2.19.

• Dr. Maria Deak performed molecular cloning and mutagenesis of AMPKβ subunits to

generate stable U2OS cell lines and rest of the cloning and mutagenesis were performed

at MRCPPU, Dundee.

• Romain Guiet (BIOP, EPFL) assisted with the generation of macro for Golgi count and Dr.

Sandra Galic/Gavin Tjin (SVI, Melbourne) assisted with the colocalisation quantification.
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SUMMARY 41 

The AMP-activated protein kinase (AMPK) is a master regulator of cellular energy 42 

homeostasis and a therapeutic target for metabolic diseases. The co/post-translational N-43 
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myristoylation of glycine-2 (Gly2) of the AMPK β-subunit has been suggested to regulate the 44 

distribution of the kinase between the cytosol and membranes through a “myristoyl-switch” 45 

mechanism. However, the relevance of AMPK myristoylation for metabolic signaling in cells 46 

and in vivo is unknown. Here, we generated knock-in mice with a Gly2-to-alanine point 47 

mutation of the AMPK β1 subunit (β1-G2A). We demonstrate that non-myristoylated AMPK 48 

β1 has reduced stability but is associated with increased kinase activity and phosphorylation of 49 

the Thr172 activation site in the AMPK α-subunit. Using proximity ligation assays, we show 50 

that loss of β1 myristoylation impedes the co-localization of the phosphatase PPM1A/B with 51 

AMPK in cells. Mice carrying the β1-G2A mutation have reduced adiposity, hepatic lipid 52 

accumulation and insulin resistance. These results show that AMPK β1-subunit myristoylation 53 

may be an alternative strategy for activating AMPK and improving metabolic health. 54 

 55 

KEYWORDS 56 

Signal transduction, AMPK, phosphatase, myristoylation 57 
 58 

INTRODUCTION 59 

The AMP-activated protein kinase (AMPK) is a cellular energy sensor that is activated by low 60 

energy conditions and phosphorylates a wide range of substrates, including key metabolic 61 

proteins and transcription factors, in order to restore energy homeostasis (Hardie et al., 2012). 62 

In response to cellular energy deficit signaled by an increase in the AMP/ATP ratio, AMPK 63 

redirects metabolism away from ATP-consuming processes and promotes ATP-generating 64 

pathways, allowing the cell to match its activity with the available energy supply. For example, 65 

AMPK phosphorylation and inhibition of HMG-CoA reductase and acetyl-CoA carboxylase 66 

(ACC) suppresses the energy-consuming reactions of cholesterol and fatty acid synthesis, 67 

respectively (Carling et al., 1987; Sim and Hardie, 1988). Concomitant with reduced fatty acid 68 

synthesis, AMPK-mediated reduction of intracellular malonyl-CoA levels, the product of the 69 

ACC-catalyzed reaction, reduces malonyl-CoA inhibition of mitochondrial carnitine palmitoyl 70 

transferase-1 and stimulation of ATP generation through fatty acid β-oxidation. Additionally, 71 

AMPK regulates the activity of a multitude of metabolic and non-metabolic substrates, 72 

including key proteins involved in glucose metabolism, protein synthesis, mitochondrial 73 

biogenesis, autophagy and cell proliferation. Studies using genetic and pharmacologic 74 

modulation of AMPK activity in vivo have also demonstrated a pivotal role for AMPK as a key 75 

regulator of whole-body energy metabolism linking AMPK activation to improved exercise 76 

capacity and glucose disposal, and suppression of obesity, hepatic steatosis and inflammation 77 
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(Gluais-Dagorn et al., 2021; Narkar et al., 2008; Smith et al., 2016). These findings highlight 78 

AMPK’s potential as a pharmacological target for metabolic diseases, including type 2 79 

diabetes, cardiovascular disease and obesity and emphasize the need for a better understanding 80 

of the structural, molecular and physiological determinants of AMPK action. 81 

AMPK is a heterotrimeric complex consisting of a catalytic α subunit and two regulatory 82 

subunits, β and γ, each with different isoforms (α1, α2, β1, β2, γ1, γ2, γ3) and encoded by 83 

separate genes (Hardie, 2011; Steinberg and Kemp, 2009). The α subunit contains the catalytic 84 

domain that is under physiological conditions activated by phosphorylation of Thr172 by 85 

upstream kinases, including liver kinase B1 (LKB1) and calcium-calmodulin-dependent kinase 86 

kinase-2 (CaMKK2) (Hardie, 2011; Steinberg and Kemp, 2009). Conversely, AMPK is 87 

inactivated by Thr172 dephosphorylation by protein phosphatases, including members of the 88 

metal-dependent protein phosphatase (PPM) family, protein phosphatase 2A (PP2A) and 89 

protein phosphatase PPM1A/B (also known as PP2Cα/β) (Chida et al., 2013; Davies et al., 90 

1995; Sanders et al., 2007; Steinberg et al., 2006). AMPK is also allosterically activated, which 91 

is mediated by binding of AMP to three nucleotide-binding sites of the γ subunit. Furthermore, 92 

binding of AMP and ADP helps maintain AMPK activity by protecting Thr172 from 93 

dephosphorylation  (Davies et al., 1995; Sanders et al., 2007; Xiao et al., 2011). The C-terminal 94 

sequence of the β-subunit functions to anchor α- and γ-subunits for assembly of the AMPK 95 

heterotrimer core, while a central carbohydrate-binding module (CBM) permits AMPK 96 

association with glycogen (Hoffman et al., 2020; Polekhina et al., 2003). The β subunit also 97 

undergoes N-terminal myristoylation of Gly2, which occurs in both, the β1 and β2 isoforms 98 

(Mitchelhill et al., 1997; Oakhill et al., 2010; Warden et al., 2001). This modification facilitates 99 

AMPK association with intracellular membranes in response to AMP and nutrient stress, 100 

suggesting that similar to other myristoylated proteins, AMPK may undergo a ligand-induced 101 

“myristoyl switch” between membrane-bound and cytoplasmic forms (Oakhill et al., 2010; 102 

Warden et al., 2001). Such a mechanism may allow AMPK to effectively sense and transduce 103 

energy stress signals, by enabling interaction with membrane-bound signaling proteins. While 104 

an AMPK myristoyl switch hypothesis has not been unequivocally validated, several 105 

subsequent studies confirmed the importance of the myristoyl group for AMPK association 106 

with lysosomal (Wen et al., 2019; Zhang et al., 2013) and mitochondrial  (Liang et al., 2015) 107 

membranes and phosphorylation by kinases, including LKB1 (Zhang et al., 2013) and Unc-51-108 

like kinase 1 (ULK1) (Dite et al., 2017). 109 

Despite indications that myristoylation is an important component of AMPK function, the role 110 

of β-subunit myristoylation at the whole organism level remains unknown. In the current study 111 
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we generated mice with whole-body alanine knock-in mutations of the myristoylation site Gly2 112 

of the β-subunit and focused on investigating the importance of β1-isoform myristoylation for 113 

metabolic signaling in vivo. We found that loss of myristoylation prevented the co-localization 114 

of PP2Cα/β to AMPK and resulted in increased basal phosphorylation of α-Thr172 and AMPK 115 

substrates in cells. Furthermore, these changes were associated with reduced adiposity, hepatic 116 

lipid accumulation and protection from high-fat diet-induced insulin resistance, overall 117 

demonstrating that disruption of AMPK myristoylation has striking beneficial effects on 118 

metabolic health.  119 

 120 

RESULTS 121 

Ablation of AMPK β Gly-2 myristoylation enhances cellular AMPK activity. 122 

To investigate the role of AMPK β-subunit myristoylation in the regulation of endogenous 123 

AMPK function, we used CRISPR/Cas9 gene targeting to generate two whole-body knock-in 124 

(KI) mouse lines on a C57BL/6 background carrying β-glycine-2 to alanine (G2A) point 125 

mutations of the β1 (Fig. S1A) and β2 (Fig. S1B) subunits, respectively. We inter-crossed these 126 

strains to generate AMPK β1/β2-G2A double knock-in (DKI) mice, which were subsequently 127 

used for the isolation of β1/β2-G2A DKI mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEFs). To verify that 128 

myristoylation of endogenous AMPK β1, the predominant β isoform in MEFs, was detectable 129 

in wild-type (WT), but absent in β1/β2-G2A DKI MEFs, we took a click chemistry approach 130 

(Kim et al., 2017). The MEFs were treated with increasing doses of azido-myristic acid (5 - 50 131 

M) for up to 24 hours followed by immunoprecipitation and visualization of myristoylated 132 

AMPK β1 by immunoblotting (Fig. S2A and B). We observed that AMPK β1 was most 133 

robustly myristoylated (>50%) when cells were incubated with azido-myristic acid at ≥ 25 M 134 

for 24 hours. Under this condition, we confirmed myristoylation of β1 was only detectable in 135 

WT, but not in β1/β2-G2A DKI MEFs (Fig. 1A).  136 

Analysis of AMPK subunit/isoform expression in AMPK β1/β2-G2A DKI MEFs revealed that 137 

α, β1 and β2 subunit protein levels were reduced by ~50, 75 and 90%, respectively, indicating 138 

a protective effect of β-subunit myristoylation on AMPK protein stability (Fig. 1B). To 139 

determine whether the stoichiometry of AMPK heterotrimer formation was retained in the G2A 140 

mutant, we immunoprecipitated AMPK β1 from β1/β2-G2A DKI MEF lysates and analyzed 141 

the presence of AMPK subunits in the pull-down. We confirmed that relative interaction of β1 142 

with α and  subunits was comparable between WT and G2A mutant (Fig. S2C). To investigate 143 

the effect of AMPK β myristoylation on AMPK activity and signaling in cells, we left WT and 144 
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β1/β2-G2A DKI MEFs untreated or treated with increasing doses of the specific allosteric 145 

AMPK activator 991 (Bultot et al., 2016; Xiao et al., 2013) for 1 hour. 991 robustly increased 146 

phosphorylation of AMPK substrates including ACC, Raptor and ULK1 in WT MEFs (Fig. 147 

1C). In contrast, phosphorylation of AMPK α and its substrates was markedly higher in 148 

untreated β1/β2-G2A DKI compared to WT cells, with only modest changes in the 149 

phosphorylation of AMPK  and its substrates with 991 treatment (Fig. 1C) Consistent with 150 

these observations, AMPK 1 activity in the untreated/basal condition was ~3-fold higher in 151 

β1/β2-G2A DKI compared to WT MEFs (Fig. S2D). We also analyzed MEFs derived from 152 

AMPK β1-G2A single KI mice and observed enhanced phosphorylation of ACC and ULK1 in 153 

the untreated/basal state (Fig. 1D). Collectively, we have shown that loss of AMPK β 154 

myristoylation is associated with enhanced Thr172 phosphorylation and activity of endogenous 155 

AMPK in cells. 156 

 157 

Blocking AMPK β Gly-2 myristoylation disrupts co-localization with PPM1A/B  158 

To investigate whether the altered signaling of the non-myristoylated AMPK β-G2A mutant 159 

was associated with changes in subcellular localization, we performed immunofluorescence 160 

analysis of AMPK β1 localization in β1/β2-G2A DKI MEFs after having confirmed specificity 161 

of the AMPK β1 antibody using β1 KO MEFs. Consistent with our previous study (Warden et 162 

al., 2001), we found that β1 was widely distributed across the cytosol with some peripheral 163 

membrane staining (Fig. S3). However, we did not observe any apparent differences in β1 164 

subcellular distribution between WT and β1/β2-G2A DKI MEFs (Fig. S3). Furthermore, 165 

AMPK activation using treatment with 991 or another allosteric activator MK-8722 did not 166 

provoke any detectable changes in β1 localization (Fig. S3), suggesting that the observed effect 167 

of the G2A mutation on AMPK signaling in response to allosteric activation was likely 168 

independent of effects on subcellular distribution. 169 

We next hypothesized that enhanced AMPK -Thr172 phosphorylation coupled with increased 170 

cellular AMPK activity observed in β1/β2-G2A DKI MEFs was due to disrupted co-171 

localization with AMPK phosphatases. It has been previously reported that PPM1A and 172 

PPM1B are myristoylated in HeLa cells (Chida et al., 2013). To verify that PPM1A and 173 

PPM1B are also myristoylated in MEFs, we performed a click chemistry analysis in WT MEFs 174 

transfected with siRNA targeting PPM1A or PPM1B or siRNA with a nonsense/scrambled 175 

sequence as control. We detected myristoylated PPM1A and PPM1B in non-transfected and 176 
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control siRNA-transfected MEFs in the presence of myristic acids (Fig. 2A). In contrast, 177 

myristoylation of PPM1A and PPM1B was ablated in cells transfected with siRNA targeting 178 

PPM1A or PPM1B (Fig. 2A).  179 

We next examined whether AMPK β1 and PPM1A/PPM1B co-localize in cells. We took 180 

advantage of the proximity ligation assay which permits visualization and quantification of 181 

protein-protein interactions in situ at endogenous protein levels (Alam, 2018). As shown in 182 

Fig. 2B, under fluorescence microscopy we observed a cluster of signals (dots) enriched in WT 183 

MEFs, indicating proximity of AMPK β1 and PPM1A/PPM1B. Specificity of this interaction 184 

was verified, as depletion of PPM1B by siRNA (Fig. S4A) resulted in ablation of the 185 

signals/dots (Fig. S4B). The number of dots, as well as the mean intensity of the fluorescence 186 

signal was significantly reduced in AMPK β1/β2-DKI and absent in AMPK β1 KO MEFs (Fig. 187 

2B). This is consistent with a previous study where ectopic expression of non-myristoylated 188 

G2A mutants of PPM1A or PPM1B was associated with blunted dephosphorylation of AMPK 189 

-Thr172 in Hela cells (Chida et al., 2013). Taken together, we show that ablation of AMPK 190 

myristoylation results in a significant reduction of AMPK-phosphatase interactions, possibly 191 

contributing to enhanced AMPK phosphorylation and activity. 192 

 193 

Blocking AMPK β1 Gly2 myristoylation protects from high-fat diet-induced hepatic 194 

steatosis. 195 

To determine the effect of disrupted AMPK myristoylation in an in vivo setting, we focused on 196 

investigating the specific role of β1 myristoylation in metabolic regulation using β1-G2A KI 197 

mice. We first investigated AMPK subunit expression and signaling in various metabolically 198 

relevant tissues isolated from male β1-G2A KI and WT littermates that were either fed ad 199 

libitum or fasted for 16 hours. In liver, a tissue with predominant expression of the β1 isoform 200 

in rodents (Wu et al., 2013), we found that, consistent with our findings in MEFs, blocking β1 201 

myristoylation resulted in a reduced abundance (~50%) of the β1 subunit in both the fed and 202 

fasted state (Fig. 3A and 3B). This was accompanied by a ~ 2-fold increase in β2 (Fig. 3A and 203 

3C) and a drop in total AMPK α (~40%, Fig. 3A and 3D) and AMPK 1 (~70%, Fig. 3A), the 204 

predominant γ subunit in rodent liver (Wu et al., 2013). qPCR analyses confirmed that the 205 

increase in β2 levels was at least in part due to an upregulation of Prkab2 gene expression, 206 

whereas the reduction in β1 and α subunit abundance was independent of changes in mRNA 207 

expression (Fig. 3E) indicative of increased posttranslational turnover.  208 
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Despite decreased AMPK α protein levels, livers from β1-G2A KI mice had overall elevated 209 

ACC phosphorylation (Fig. 3A and 3F) reflecting increased cellular AMPK activity. To 210 

investigate this further, we measured kinase activity of AMPK complexes using AMPK α 211 

immunoprecipitated from β1-G2A KI and WT liver homogenates and accounted for the 212 

difference in AMPK abundance by normalizing activity to the amount of α subunit recovered. 213 

We found an overall genotype effect on AMPK specific activity (P<0.0001) with a 2.3-fold 214 

increase in homogenates from β1-G2A mice compared to WT in the fasted state (Fig. 3G). 215 

This finding correlated with an overall increase in AMPK α-Thr172 phosphorylation (genotype 216 

effect P<0.027) (Fig. 3H), suggesting that β1 myristoylation in vivo has an inhibitory effect on 217 

Thr172 phosphorylation and AMPK activity.  218 

Consistent with negligible expression levels of AMPK β1 in skeletal muscle (Wu et al., 2013), 219 

blocking β1 myristoylation had no measurable effects on AMPK α- and β-subunit expression 220 

or AMPK α-Thr172 and ACC Ser212 phosphorylation in this tissue (Fig. S5A-S5E). Similarly, 221 

we did not observe any significant differences in AMPK expression and signaling in β1-G2A 222 

KI and WT subcutaneous white fat (Fig. S6A-S6F), likely due to the predominant expression 223 

of AMPK β2 in differentiated adipocytes (Katwan et al., 2019). In contrast, β1-G2A KI brown 224 

adipose tissue showed many of the changes in AMPK biology observed in liver, albeit to a 225 

lesser degree, including reduced AMPK β1- and α-subunit expression and increased ACC 226 

phosphorylation indicative of an overall increase in AMPK activity (Fig. S6G-S6L). These 227 

results suggest that the metabolic effect of the β1-G2A mutation in vivo may be predominantly 228 

a consequence of altered signaling in liver and brown adipose tissue. 229 

Myristoylation of the AMPK β-subunit has previously been suggested to be a prerequisite for 230 

AMP-induced stimulation of α-Thr172 phosphorylation (Oakhill et al., 2010). To investigate 231 

the effect of the β1-G2A mutation on AMPK signaling in a system that allows for greater 232 

control of intracellular AMP levels, we isolated primary hepatocytes from AMPK β1-G2A and 233 

WT mice and analyzed ACC phosphorylation as a readout of cellular AMPK activity in 234 

response to 5-Aminoimidazole-4-carboxamide ribonucleotide (AICAR), a pro-drug for the 235 

AMP analog ZMP. β1-G2A hepatocytes showed significantly increased basal and similar 236 

levels of AICAR-stimulated ACC phosphorylation (Fig. 3I and 3J). Furthermore, ACC 237 

phosphorylation was maintained for a longer period in β1-G2A cells (Fig. 3I and 3J) and 238 

correlated with prolonged α-Thr172 phosphorylation (Fig. S7A). A similar pattern of elevated 239 

basal and comparable maximal ACC phosphorylation was observed in hepatocytes treated with 240 

the β1-selective AMPK activator A769662 (Scott et al., 2008) (Fig. S7B and S7C).  241 
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To assess the consequences of increased ACC phosphorylation in β1-G2A liver for hepatic 242 

lipid accumulation in vivo, we analyzed fat content in liver tissue from β1-G2A mice and WT 243 

controls fed a chow or obesity-inducing high-fat diet (HFD). There was no difference in the 244 

overall area of Oil Red O lipid stain in livers from chow-fed AMPK β1-G2A and WT mice and 245 

no apparent morphological difference as assessed by Haematoxylin/Eosin (H/E) staining (Fig. 246 

S7D and S7E). However, after 12 weeks of high-fat feeding, livers from β1-G2A mice had 247 

significantly smaller lipid droplets (Fig. 3K and S7E) and reduced fat content as assessed by 248 

nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) analysis of liver biopsies (Fig. S7F). Furthermore, 249 

quantification of liver triglyceride content revealed decreased levels in β1-G2A livers from 250 

chow-fed (Fig. 3L) and HFD-fed mice (Fig. 3M) across all conditions examined. In 251 

comparison, there were only minor differences in liver glycogen content between genotypes 252 

(Fig. S7G and S7H) indicating a predominant effect of the β1-G2A mutation on lipid 253 

metabolism. 254 

Hepatic lipid content in the postprandial state (Timlin and Parks, 2005) and under conditions 255 

of hyperglycemia and hyperinsulinemia in obesity (Eissing et al., 2013; Lewis et al., 2002; 256 

Smith et al., 2020) is substantially impacted by increased rates of fatty acid esterification and 257 

de novo lipogenesis, while lipid removal through oxidation and VLDL export is less affected 258 

(Lewis et al., 2002; Postic and Girard, 2008). In contrast, liver fatty acid catabolism is increased 259 

with fasting to generate ketone bodies as the major energy supply for the brain in times of 260 

energy deprivation (Kersten et al., 1999), with adipose tissue lipolysis as the main source of 261 

fatty acids used in this process. To investigate whether the reduced liver lipid content in β1-262 

G2A may have been indirectly impacted by altered AMPK signaling and inhibited triglyceride 263 

lipolysis in adipose tissue, we assessed phosphorylation of hormone-sensitive lipase (HSL) 264 

Ser565, an AMPK phosphorylation site previously reported to have inhibitory effects on 265 

lipolysis (Garton and Yeaman, 1990; Watt et al., 2006). We found no measurable difference in 266 

HSL Ser565 phosphorylation in subcutaneous white fat during the ad libitum or fasted states 267 

(Fig. S7I), consistent with our previous observation that blocking AMPK β1 myristoylation 268 

had no significant impact on AMPK signaling in this tissue. We next analyzed the capacity for 269 

de novo triglyceride synthesis by measuring rates of 3H-acetate incorporation in primary 270 

hepatocytes isolated from β1-G2A and WT mice. We found that β1-G2A cells had reduced 271 

basal and insulin-induced de novo triglyceride synthesis, while the lipid-lowering effect of 272 

A769662 was not significantly different between genotypes (Fig. 3N). The decreased lipogenic 273 

capacity of β1-G2A hepatocytes was likely due to increased suppression of ACC activity and 274 
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not gene expression differences as qPCR analyses of β1-G2A livers showed either no change 275 

or a possibly compensatory increase in a number of lipogenic genes examined (Fig. S7J). We 276 

also assessed effects on fatty acid catabolism by measuring the conversion of 14C-palmitate to 277 

acid-soluble metabolites. We found a modest increase in basal oxidation rates in β1-G2A 278 

hepatocytes (Fig 3O), while treatment with A769662 had no significant additional effect on 279 

oxidation in G2A cells. 280 

Collectively, these results indicate that deletion of β1 myristoylation maintains AMPK in an 281 

active state, altering lipid metabolism in hepatocytes and preventing hepatic lipid accumulation 282 

during high-fat feeding.  283 

 284 

AMPK β1-G2A KI mice have reduced adiposity and improved insulin sensitivity on HFD. 285 

To investigate the effect of non-myristoylated AMPK β1 on whole-body metabolism, we 286 

measured body mass and adiposity of male β1-G2A mice and age-matched WT controls fed a 287 

chow or HFD over a period of 12 weeks. There was no significant difference in body weight 288 

progression in chow-fed mice, however β1-G2A mice were partially protected from body 289 

weight gain during high-fat feeding (Fig. 4A). This was not attributable to differences in lean 290 

mass (Fig. 4B) but was instead due to a significant reduction in total body fat mass, which was 291 

to a smaller degree also detectable in chow-fed animals (Fig. 4C).  Epididymal visceral fat 292 

pads dissected from age-matched β1-G2A mice and WT littermates at the end of the 12-week 293 

feeding period were significantly smaller in β1-G2A animals in both, chow- and HFD-fed 294 

conditions (Fig. 4D). We also observed a shift to significantly smaller lipid droplets in 295 

adipocytes from inguinal subcutaneous adipose tissue from β1-G2A animals in both, chow- 296 

and HFD-fed conditions (Fig. 4E and 4F). To investigate whether browning of subcutaneous 297 

fat deposits contributed to the lean phenotype of β1-G2A mice, we performed 298 

immunohistochemical analysis of UCP1 expression in inguinal fat tissue of chow- and HFD-299 

fed β1-G2A and WT control mice. We did not observe any detectable UCP1-associated signal 300 

in any of the tissue sections examined (Fig. S8A). Similarly, immunoblot analysis revealed 301 

only a spurious UCP1 signal in tissues from chow-fed animals independent of genotype (Fig. 302 

S8B), suggesting that that loss of β1 myristoylation does not result in increased thermogenic 303 

capacity in subcutaneous tissue. A recent study using mice with widespread expression of a 304 

gain-of-function AMPK mutant (1-D316A) showed that chronic AMPK activation protects 305 

from diet-induced obesity, likely by promoting a UCP1-independent increase in the oxygen 306 

consumption rate in white adipose tissue due to increased mitochondrial content and expression 307 
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of skeletal muscle-associated genes (Pollard et al., 2019). To assess whether a similar 308 

mechanism may contribute to the obesity-resistant phenotype of β1-G2A mice, we analyzed 309 

the mRNA expression of genes involved in UCP1-independent thermogenesis in inguinal fat 310 

from HFD-fed β1-G2A and WT control mice. There were no significant differences in the 311 

transcription of any of the genes examined (Fig. S8C). Similarly, protein levels of 312 

mitochondrial electron-transport-chain proteins in inguinal fat of chow- and HFD-fed mice 313 

were comparable between genotypes (Fig. S8D). Taken together these results suggest that the 314 

reduced adiposity of β1-G2A mice is independent of functional changes within white adipose 315 

tissue. 316 

We have shown that in addition to effects in the liver, non-myristoylated AMPK β1 also had 317 

measurable effects on ACC Ser79/Ser212 phosphorylation in brown fat, indicative of increased 318 

overall AMPK activity in this tissue. AMPK has previously been found to be crucial for 319 

maintaining UCP1 expression and thermogenesis in brown fat depots (Mottillo et al., 2016), 320 

suggesting that the reduced adiposity of HFD-fed β1-G2A may have been due to increased 321 

brown fat activity. H/E staining of brown fat tissue sections showed indeed smaller adipocyte 322 

size and reduced fat content in tissue isolated from HFD-fed β1-G2A animals compared to WT 323 

controls (Fig. 4G). Analysis of Ucp1 mRNA levels in brown fat revealed no difference in 324 

expression in tissue from chow-fed animals, however, HFD-fed β1-G2A mice showed a modest 325 

increase in Ucp1 expression, indicating a possible increase in thermogenic capacity. mRNA 326 

expression analysis of several other genes involved in brown fat lipid metabolism confirmed 327 

an increased adaptation to fatty acid utilization versus synthesis in brown fat of HFD-fed β1-328 

G2A mice (Fig. 4H).  329 

To investigate whether the changes in the brown fat gene expression pattern in high-fat diet-330 

fed mice were associated with differences in whole-body energy expenditure, we performed 331 

calorimetry analysis using the Columbus Laboratory Animal Monitoring System over a period 332 

of 48 hours. We found that non-myristoylated AMPK β1 had no statistically significant effect 333 

on energy expenditure (Fig. S9A and S9B). To account for any potential confounding effects 334 

stemming from differences in adiposity, we performed regression analysis of the average rate 335 

of energy expended over a 24-hour period per unit change in lean mass (Fig. S9C) and 336 

ANCOVA analysis of the mean difference in energy expenditure in a given time period with 337 

lean mass as covariate (Fig. S9D). Analyses showed the expected effect of diet and mass on 338 

metabolic rate without revealing any significant genotype differences. In addition, cumulative 339 

food intake (Fig. S9E and S9F), substrate preference (as determined by the respiratory 340 
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exchange ratio (VCO2/VO2)) (Fig. S9G and S9H) and ambulatory activity (Fig. S9I and S9J) 341 

were also unaffected by the β1-G2A mutation, suggesting that any potential activating impact 342 

of non-myristoylated β1 on thermogenesis did not translate into any measurable effects on 343 

whole-body energy balance in high-fat diet-fed mice.  344 

To investigate the potential therapeutic consequences of the anti-obesity effect of non-345 

myristoylated AMPK, we measured insulin and glucose tolerance in β1-G2A KI mice and WT 346 

littermates on chow and HFD. There was no effect of genotype in blood glucose handling in 347 

response to insulin (Fig. S10A and S10B) or glucose (Fig. S10C and S10D) in chow-fed 348 

animals. Accordingly, serum insulin (Fig. S10E) and blood glucose (Fig. S10F) concentrations 349 

in the fed and fasted states were similar in β1-G2A and WT mice. However, under HFD-fed 350 

conditions, β1-G2A mice had increased glucose clearance after insulin injection (Fig. 5A and 351 

5B) without any measurable effects on glucose tolerance (Fig. 5C and 5D). Consistent with 352 

this, blood glucose levels were similar in β1-G2A and WT mice (Fig. 5E) but were maintained 353 

on the background of significantly lower serum insulin concentrations in β1-G2A animals (Fig. 354 

5F), suggesting improvements in insulin sensitivity, a notion also supported by a significantly 355 

lower HOMA IR (Fig. 5G).  356 

 357 

DISCUSSION 358 

In this study, we have described the role of AMPK β1-Gly2 myristoylation in the regulation of 359 

AMPK signaling and whole-body energy metabolism. In contrast to previous studies that have 360 

almost exclusively relied on cellular overexpression methods to investigate AMPK β-myristoyl 361 

group function, we have utilized a CRISPR-Cas9-generated Gly2-to-Ala knock-in system, 362 

which enabled us to disrupt myristoylation of the endogenous AMPK β protein. 363 

We found that ablation of Gly2 myristoylation resulted in a destabilization of the β-subunit 364 

protein, independent of changes in gene expression. This finding is consistent with the recently 365 

proposed mechanism, by which N-myristoylation functions to protect N-terminal glycine 366 

degrons from proteasomal degradation by Cullin-RING E3 ligase complexes, Cul2ZYG11B and 367 

Cul2ZER1 (Timms et al., 2019). However, the substitution of Gly-2 for Ala was also reported to 368 

enhance protein stability in this context (Timms et al., 2019), suggesting that other ubiquitin 369 

systems may contribute to the increased degradation of the β-G2A protein. Examples are the 370 

E3 ligases CIDEA, RNF44, UBE2O and CRBN, which have all been suggested to promote β-371 

subunit degradation (Qi et al., 2008; Yang et al., 2020).  372 
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Despite reduced total cellular levels of AMPK complex components, basal phosphorylation of 373 

all AMPK substrates examined was significantly increased in cells expressing non-374 

myristoylated (G2A) AMPK β and correlated with increased basal α-Thr172 phosphorylation 375 

and AMPK activity. Using purified AMPK complexes in vitro (Oakhill et al., 2010; Warden et 376 

al., 2001), we, and others, have previously reported that loss of β myristoylation results in 377 

enhanced AMPK activation in the basal condition. The increase in kinase activity was found 378 

to be at least in part independent of α-Thr172 phosphorylation and was suggested to be a 379 

consequence of changed subunit interactions in the absence of the myristoyl group (Warden et 380 

al., 2001). The structural basis for the increased activity is not entirely clear but may involve 381 

disruptions in the normal functioning of a “myristoyl switch” mechanism, by which the 382 

myristoyl group is normally buried in a putative hydrophobic binding pocket (switch OFF) and 383 

moves out in response to activating conditions enabling AMPK to interact with membrane 384 

associated proteins (switch ON) (Ali et al., 2016; Oakhill et al., 2010). It is possible that non-385 

myristoylated AMPK mimics a perpetual “switch ON” conformation that alleviates AMPK 386 

autoinhibition even in the absence of activating conditions. In support of this, we previously 387 

reported an interaction between a short, 1-conserved sequence in the N-terminal region of the 388 

2-isoform and the 2 autoinhibitory domain in the disengaged position, itself associated with 389 

higher basal AMPK activity and resistance to Thr172 dephosphorylation (Chen et al., 2009). 390 

Clearly, more detailed structural studies, ideally interrogating myristoylated AMPK 391 

complexes, are required to understand the precise mechanism.  392 

An additional important aspect of AMPK myristoyl-group function is the targeting of AMPK 393 

to subcellular membranes in response to activating stimuli. Multiple studies overexpressing 394 

fluorescently tagged AMPK β G2A protein have shown the importance of the myristoyl group 395 

for the targeting of AMPK to subcellular structures (Liang et al., 2015; Oakhill et al., 2010; 396 

Warden et al., 2001; Wen et al., 2019; Zhang et al., 2013) and into the vicinity of upstream 397 

kinases (LKB1 (Zhang et al., 2013), ULK1 (Dite et al., 2017)) and downstream signaling 398 

proteins  (Raptor/mTORC1 (Wen et al., 2019), ATG16 complex (Liang et al., 2015)). 399 

However, overexpression methods may introduce artifacts (Moore and Murphy, 2009) that 400 

result in mislocalizations of the tagged protein. Using immunofluorescence analysis of natively 401 

expressed non-myristoylated protein, we did not detect any discernible effects of the G2A 402 

mutation on subcellular localization. This finding would be consistent with the generally 403 

accepted view that myristoylation alone is not sufficient for membrane association in the 404 

absence of a second lipid modification or a stretch of basic sequence (Resh, 2013), both of 405 
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which are not present in the β-subunit. However, there are two caveats associated with this 406 

study. Firstly, a more detailed analysis of AMPK localization using higher-resolution imaging 407 

may uncover previously unrecognized changes in the distribution of the non-myristoylated 408 

mutant. Secondly, previous studies have suggested that the putative myristoyl switch 409 

mechanism may be most important during rising AMP levels and glucose deprivation (Oakhill 410 

et al., 2010), conditions, which have not been explored in our study. 411 

Basal phosphorylation of α-Thr172 and AMPK substrates in G2A cells were close to saturating 412 

levels, as treatments with various AMPK activators (allosteric or ZMP--induced) had only 413 

modest effects or were entirely ineffective at eliciting further increases. Furthermore, time 414 

course analyses of AICAR-stimulated hepatocytes showed a pattern of prolonged 415 

phosphorylation of α-Thr172 and ACC Ser79, indicating a delay in deactivation of the non-416 

myristoylated mutant. Our current data suggest that the AMPK myristoyl group may provide a 417 

separate layer of regulation of AMPK activity by facilitating the spatial targeting of 418 

myristoylated α-Thr172 phosphatases to AMPK for effective deactivation. In cell-free assays, 419 

AMPK α-Thr172 has been shown to be dephosphorylated by recombinant/purified protein 420 

phosphatases, including PP1, PP2A, and PPM1A (Carling et al., 1989; Davies et al., 1995). In 421 

cellular studies, RNAi-mediated knockdown of PPM1A/B or PPM1E resulted in reduced 422 

dephosphorylation of AMPK α (Chida et al., 2013; Voss et al., 2011). Chida et al. demonstrated 423 

that ectopically/stably expressed PPM1A/B Gly-2 are myristoylated in HeLa cells and that the 424 

overexpressed WT PPM1A/B, but not G2A mutant caused a large decrease in AMPK α 425 

phosphorylation. We further extended this observation and showed here that endogenous 426 

PPM1A/B are myristoylated in cells and they are in close proximity with endogenous AMPK 427 

β1 WT, but to a significantly lower extent with the G2A mutant. These results suggest that 428 

myristoylation of PPM1A/B and AMPK β may promote their co-localization and at least partly 429 

contribute to keeping AMPK α-Thr172 phosphorylation at a low level in cells.   430 

At the whole-body level, the increased AMPK α-Thr172 phosphorylation and kinase activity 431 

of the non-myristoylated mutant had profound effects on adiposity and liver lipid metabolism, 432 

reminiscent of the previously described phenotype of a whole-body gain-of-function 1-433 

D316A transgenic mouse model (Pollard et al., 2019). However, in contrast to the 1-D316A 434 

mutation which affects both, AMPK β1- and β2-complexes, study of the AMPK G2A mutation 435 

enabled us to determine the metabolic consequences of β1-specific AMPK activation. We 436 

found that loss of β1 myristoylation was sufficient to afford a partial protection from HFD-437 

induced obesity with reduced lipid accumulation across all fat depots examined. In contrast to 438 
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the phenotype of 1-D316A transgenic mice, which displayed increased oxygen consumption 439 

associated with a dramatic induction of a skeletal-muscle gene signature in subcutaneous fat 440 

(Pollard et al., 2019), ablation of β1 myristoylation had no measurable effects on thermogenic, 441 

mitochondrial or muscle-like protein and gene expression in white fat tissue. This was likely 442 

due to the predominant expression of the β2 isoform in differentiated adipocytes (Katwan et 443 

al., 2019). Future studies using mice with β2-specific Gly-2 myristoylation ablation may clarify 444 

whether AMPK activation through lack of myristoylation has the potential to remodel adipose 445 

tissue function.  446 

In contrast, β1 is the principal AMPK β subunit in mouse liver. Consistent with this, β1-G2A 447 

mice showed substantial reductions in liver fat accumulation, particularly under conditions of 448 

a HFD, which were likely due to increased ACC inhibition leading to reduced lipid synthesis 449 

and modest increases in fatty acid oxidation. This finding is entirely consistent with numerous 450 

previous mouse models of whole-body or liver-specific AMPK activation (Garcia et al., 2019; 451 

Pollard et al., 2019; Woods et al., 2017) and confirms that AMPK activation in the liver is a 452 

viable strategy for prevention of HFD-induced hepatic steatosis. 453 

In addition to the anti-steatotic effect in the liver, ablation of AMPK β1 myristoylation also 454 

resulted in reduced lipid deposition in white and brown adipose tissue depots suggesting that 455 

β1-G2A mice were suffering from an overall negative energy balance. Our analysis of AMPK 456 

subunit expression and signaling in metabolically relevant tissues revealed a potential role of 457 

myristoylated AMPK β1 in brown fat, in accordance with our previous report showing a 458 

predominant expression of the β1-subunit in this tissue type (Rhein et al., 2021). AMPK is 459 

known to be required for effective brown fat thermogenesis by maintaining mitochondrial 460 

integrity and function (Mottillo et al., 2016) and possibly by promoting the upregulation of 461 

thermogenic genes (Zhang et al., 2014). Consistent with this, we found elevated expression of 462 

UCP1 and genes involved in fat catabolism in brown fat of HFD-fed β1-G2A mice. However, 463 

these changes did not correlate with significant impacts on whole-body energy expenditure, 464 

suggesting that the AMPK activation associated with loss of myristoylation in brown fat did 465 

not elicit increases in heat dissipation sufficient to affect energy balance. It is possible that the 466 

effects of small increases in brown fat activity may become apparent when accumulated over 467 

a longer time period. Alternatively, the reduced adiposity of HFD-fed β1-G2A mice may have 468 

been a consequence of altered AMPK biology in the liver. Previous studies have reported 469 

significant extra-hepatic benefits, including reduced white adipose tissue expansion, associated 470 

with liver-specific AMPK activation (Garcia et al., 2019; Yang et al., 2008). AMPK activation 471 
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has been shown to alter the expression profile of the liver secretome, possibly affecting 472 

hepatokines capable of modifying whole-body metabolism (Garcia et al., 2019). Future studies 473 

may reveal whether a similar mechanism contributes to the reduced adiposity of β1-G2A mice. 474 

Overall, loss of AMPK β1 myristoylation produces a phenotype characterized by increased 475 

basal AMPK Thr172 phosphorylation and activity, an effect that may at least partially be due 476 

to inhibited interactions with AMPK phosphatases. In vivo, these effects produce an overall 477 

metabolically beneficial outcome, by combining lowered hepatic lipid accumulation with 478 

reduced HFD-induced increases in adiposity leading to improvements in insulin sensitivity.  479 
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FIGURE LEGENDS  499 

Fig. 1: Lack of AMPKβ Gly-2 myristoylation results in enhanced AMPK phosphorylation 500 

and activity in cells. 501 

(A) Wild-type (WT) or AMPK β1/2-G2A double knock-in (DKI) mouse embryonic fibroblasts 502 

(MEFs) were incubated with azido-myristic acid (25 M) for 24 hours. AMPK β1 was 503 

immunoprecipitated and click chemistry reaction was performed using biotin-alkyne followed 504 

by immunoblot analysis. Myristoylated and total β1 was detected by Streptavidin-AF680 or 505 

total β1 antibody and visualized by LI-COR Odyssey Blot Imager. Data shown are 506 

representative immunoblots from three independent experiments. (B) Immunoblots of the 507 

AMPK subunit isoforms in WT, β1/2-G2A DKI and β1 knockout (KO) MEFs and 508 

quantification of AMPK subunit isoform expression in β1/2-G2A DKI MEFs relative to WT 509 

The immunoblots shown are representative of three independent experiments. (C) 510 

Immunoblots and quantification of phosphorylation of AMPK and its substrates in the presence 511 

or absence of increasing concentrations of 991 for 30 min in WT or β1/2-G2A DKI MEFs. The 512 

phospho-signal was normalized to respective total protein and expressed as relative to vehicle-513 

treated WT. Red arrow indicates band of interest. (D) WT or β1-G2A KI MEFs were treated 514 

with 10 μM 991 for 30 min and lysed for immunoblot analysis. Shown are representative 515 

immunoblots from two independent experiments. * P<0.05, ** P<0.01, *** P<0.001, *** 516 

P<0.0001 are differences between genotypes. # P<0.05, ## P<0.01, ### P<0.001, #### P 517 

<0.0001 represent 991 effects compared to vehicle control as determined by unpaired t-test or 518 

two-way ANOVA. All data are mean ± s.e.m.   519 

 520 

Fig. 2: PPM1A and PPM1B are myristoylated and co-localize with AMPK β1 in cells. 521 

(A) Wild-type (WT) mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEFs) were incubated with azido-myristic 522 

acid for 16 hours. Cells were left untransfected (-) or transfected with scrambled siRNA 523 

(Control) or siRNA targeting PPM1A or PPM1B for 48 hours. Immunoprecipitated PPM1A 524 

(left panel) or PPM1B (right panel) was subjected to click chemistry reaction followed by 525 

immunoblot analysis. Myristoylated and total PPM1A or PPM1B was detected by Streptavidin-526 

AF680 or total PPM1A or PPM1B antibodies and visualized by LI-COR Odyssey Blot Imager. 527 

(B) Co-localization of AMPK β1 and PPM1A (upper panel) or PPM1B (lower panel) was 528 

visualized by proximity ligation assay (PLA) in β1 knock-out (KO), WT or β1/2-G2A double 529 

knock-in (DKI) MEFs. Representative images shown were from at least two independent 530 
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experiments. Signal was quantified as mean fluorescence intensity (relative to WT) or number 531 

of dots per given field using ImageJ plugins. Scale bar = 10 μm. ****P<0.0001 as determined 532 

by unpaired t-test. All data are mean ± s.e.m.   533 

 534 

Fig. 3. Ablation of AMPK β1 myristoylation increases liver AMPK activity and protects 535 

from high-fat diet-induced hepatic steatosis. 536 

(A) Male age-matched 20-24-week-old β1-G2A and wild-type (WT) mice (n = 6-16) were fed 537 

ad libitum or fasted for 16 hours and livers isolated for immunoblot analysis. Densitometry 538 

analysis of (B) AMPK β1, (C) AMPK β2 and (D) AMPK pan α normalized to pan-actin signal. 539 

(E) mRNA expression analysis of AMPK α and β subunits in liver of ad libitum fed AMPK 540 

β1-G2A mice and WT controls (n = 14). (F) Densitometry analysis of ACC1/2 Ser79/Ser212 541 

phosphorylation relative to ACC1 signal in immunoblots shown in A (n = 8). (G) Kinase 542 

activity of AMPK pan α immunoprecipitated from ad libitum fed and 16 hour-fasted β1-G2A 543 

and WT mice normalized for AMPK α recovered, as determined using separate immunoblots 544 

processed in parallel (n = 8). (H) Densitometry analysis of AMPK α-Thr172 phosphorylation 545 

in immunoblots shown in A and normalized for AMPK pan α (n = 12-16). (I) Time course of 546 

ACC1/2 Ser79/Ser212 and AMPK α-Thr172 phosphorylation in response to 0.25 mM AICAR 547 

in primary hepatocytes isolated from β1-G2A and WT mice. Total ACC was detected by 548 

enhanced chemoluminescence using streptavidin-HRP. Shown are representative immunoblots 549 

from 3-6 hepatocyte preparations. (J) Densitometry analysis of ACC1/2 Ser79/Ser212 550 

phosphorylation of immunoblot shown in I, normalized to streptavidin-HRP signal (n = 6). (K) 551 

Haematoxylin & Eosin (H/E, top panel) and Oil Red O (ORO, bottom panel) staining of ad 552 

libitum fed β1-G2A mice and WT littermate controls on high-fat diet (HFD). Shown are 553 

representative images from n = 6 mice per condition. Scale bar, 50 μm for H/E and 20 μm for 554 

ORO. (L, M) Triglyceride content in liver tissue from ad libitum fed and 16-hour fasted β1-555 

G2A and WT mice on (L) chow (n = 8-11) and (M) HFD (n = 7-10). (N) Triglyceride synthesis 556 

(n = 6) and (O) oxidation rates of [14C]-palmitic acid to acid soluble metabolites (n = 7) in β1-557 

G2A and WT primary hepatocytes. * P<0.05, ** P<0.01, *** P<0.001, **** P<0.0001 558 

represent genotype differences. # P<0.05, ## P<0.01, ### P<0.001, #### P<0.0001 represent 559 

treatment effects as determined by two-way ANOVA and Šídák’s post-hoc test. mRNA 560 

expression data (E) were analyzed by unpaired t-test. All data are mean ± s.e.m. 561 

  562 
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Fig. 4. AMPK β1-G2A mice show reduced adiposity and adaptations for increased brown 563 

fat lipid catabolism on a high-fat diet.  564 

Male AMPK β1-G2A and wild-type (WT) mice were fed a chow (n=24-28) or high-fat diet 565 

(HFD) (n = 10-11) from 6 weeks of age and body mass and body composition measured weekly 566 

for 12-13 weeks. (A) Weekly body mass progression. (B) Weekly lean mass and (C) weekly 567 

fat mass as determined by nuclear magnetic resonance. (D) Epididymal fat pad mass relative 568 

to total body mass at 19-22 weeks of age (n=13-17 chow, n=19-21 HFD). (E) 569 

Haematoxylin/eosin-stained inguinal subcutaneous adipose tissue sections from chow (20-24-570 

week-old) and HFD-fed (19-22-week-old) β1-G2A and WT mice. Representative sections 571 

from 6 mice per condition and genotype are shown. Scale bar 100 μm. (F) Frequency 572 

distribution of average adipocyte area of sections shown in (E) as analyzed from 3-4 573 

representative images from 6 mice per condition and genotype. To enhance clarity, 574 

distributions of cells with area > 4000 μm2 have been omitted from the graph. (G)  575 

Haematoxylin/eosin staining of interscapular brown adipose tissue sections from chow (20-24-576 

week-old) and HFD-fed (19-22-week-old) β1-G2A and WT mice. Representative sections 577 

from 6 mice per condition and genotype are shown. Scale bar 50 μm. (H) mRNA expression 578 

analysis of Ucp1 in brown adipose tissue of 20-24-week-old chow (n = 8-10) and Ucp1 and 579 

genes involved in fatty acid oxidation or fatty acid synthesis in 19-22-week-old HFD-fed (n = 580 

10-11) β1-G2A and WT mice.  With the exception of (F), * P<0.05, ** P<0.01, *** P<0.001 581 

represent genotype differences. Analyses of progression of body mass and body composition 582 

(A-C) were performed using repeated-measures two-way ANOVA with Šídák’s post-hoc test. 583 

D and H were analyzed by unpaired t-test. Frequency distribution in F was calculated by 584 

GraphPad Prism software and differences within each area bin analyzed by multiple t-tests and 585 

corrected for multiple comparisons using the Holm- Šídák method. * P<0.05, ** P<0.01 586 

represent differences between genotypes on chow diet; ## P<0.01 are differences between 587 

genotypes on HFD. All data are mean ± s.e.m.  588 
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Fig. 5. AMPK β1-G2A mice have improved insulin sensitivity with high-fat feeding.  589 

(A) HFD-fed AMPK β1-G2A and WT mice (n = 24-25, 12 weeks of age) were fasted for 4 590 

hours and subjected to an IPITT (1.2 U/kg lean mass) and (B) the area under the curve (AUC) 591 

analyzed. (C) IPGTT (1 g D-glucose/kg lean mass) of HFD-fed AMPK β1-G2A and WT mice 592 

(n=24-25, 13 weeks of age) fasted for 6 hours with AUC shown in (D). (E) Blood glucose 593 

(n=10-11) and (F) serum insulin (n=7-11) concentrations of ad libitum fed and 16 hour-fasted 594 

19-20-week-old β1-G2A mice and WT littermates on HFD. (G) HOMA IR calculated from 16 595 

h fasted glucose and insulin levels (n=10-11). * P<0.05, ** P<0.01 represent genotype 596 

differences. # P<0.05, ## P<0.01, #### P<0.0001 represent treatment differences. Analyses 597 

were performed by ordinary two-way ANOVA and Šídák’s post-hoc test or unpaired t-test. All 598 

data are mean ± s.e.m. 599 

600 
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MATERIAL AND METHODS 601 

Antibodies and reagents 602 

Antibodies against ACC (#3676), ACC1 (#4190), phospho-ACC (S79; #3661), Raptor 603 

(#2280), phospho-Raptor (S792; #2083), phospho-ULK1 (S555; #5869), AMPKα (#2532, 604 

Figure 1; #5831, Figures 3, 5, S4), AMPKα2 (#2757), phospho-AMPKα (T172; #2535),  605 

AMPKβ1 (#12063), AMPKβ2 (#4148), AMPKβ1/2 (#4150), pan-actin (#4968, Figure 3) and 606 

α/β-tubulin (#2148) were purchased from Cell Signaling Technology. Antibodies against 607 

AMPKγ1 (#ab32508, Figures 1, S2), PPM1A (#ab14824) and total OXPHOS rodent antibody 608 

cocktail (#ab1104113) were purchased from Abcam. Antibodies against AMPKα1 (#07-350) 609 

and β-actin (#A2228, Figure 1) were purchased from Sigma, AMPKγ1 (#1569-1, Figure 3A) 610 

from Epitomics, ULK1 (#20986-1-AP), PPM1A (#12961-1-AP) and PPM1B (#13193-1) from 611 

Proteintech Group and UCP1 (#UCP11-A) from Alpha Diagnostic. Antibodies against HSL 612 

and phospho-HSL (S565) were previously described (Watt et al., 2006). Antibody against 613 

AMPKβ1 (#27201) for immunoprecipitation and immunofluorescence was obtained from 614 

Signalway Antibody. Pan AMPKα (2-20) antibody used for immunoprecipitation in AMPK 615 

activity assays in liver tissue was generated in-house (Hamilton et al., 2001). AMPKα1 616 

antibody used for assays of AMPK activity in MEFs was previously described (Bultot et al., 617 

2016). Secondary antibodies for western blotting shown in Figures 1 and S2, Alexa FluorTM 618 

680 Goat anti-rabbit IgG (H+L) (#A21109), Alexa FluorTM 680 Goat anti-mouse IgG (H+L) 619 

(#A21057), and Goat anti-Rabbit IgG (H+L) Highly Cross-Adsorbed Secondary Antibody 620 

Alexa Fluor 790 (#A11369), Streptavidin conjugates Alexa Fluor 680 (#S21378) and Alexa 621 

Fluor 790 (#S11378) were obtained from Invitrogen. Secondary antibodies used for 622 

immunoblotting shown in Figures 3 and S5-S7, HRP-conjugated Goat anti-Rabbit IgG 623 

(#P0448) and HRP-conjugated Goat anti-Mouse IgG (#P0447) were from Agilent Dako. HRP-624 

conjugates streptavidin for detection of ACC in Figures 3, S5 and S7 (#ab7403) was purchased 625 

from Abcam. Proximity Ligation Assay kit (Duolink In Situ Red Starter Kit Mouse/Rabbit) 626 

was obtained from Sigma. siRNA oligonucleotides ON-TARGETplus SMARTPool targeting 627 

mouse PPM1A (#L-040052-00-0010) and mouse PPM1B (#L-040053-00-0010) were obtained 628 

from Horizon Discovery. Scrambled/negative control siRNA (#SIC005) was obtained from 629 

Sigma. 991 (5-[[6-chloro-5-(1-methylindol-5-yl)-1H-benzimidazol-2-yl]oxy]-2-methyl-630 

benzoic acid) (CAS#: 129739-36-2) was synthesized by Spirochem (Basel, Switzerland) as 631 
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previously described (Ducommun et al., 2015). MK-8722 was obtained from Glixx 632 

Laboratories Inc (#GLXC-11445). 633 

  634 

Animals 635 

Prkab1G2A (β1-G2A) and Prkab2G2A (β2-G2A) KI mice were produced by the Mouse 636 

Engineering Garvan/ABR (MEGA) Facility using CRISPR/Cas9 gene targeting in C57BL/6J 637 

mouse embryos following established molecular and animal husbandry techniques (Yang et 638 

al., 2014). Single guide RNAs (sgRNA) were based on target sites in exon 2 of Prkab1 639 

(GAGCAGCGAGCGCGCCGCGCTGG) and Prkab2 (TACCAGCGAGCGGGTGTCCGGG) 640 

(protospacer-associated motif = PAM italicised and underlined). In each case the specific 641 

sgRNA (15 ng/μl) was microinjected into the nucleus and cytoplasm of C57BL/6J zygotes 642 

together with polyadenylated S. pyogenes Cas9 mRNA (30 ng/μl) and a gene-specific 150 base 643 

single-stranded, anti-sense, deoxy-oligonucleotide homologous recombination substrate (15 644 

ng/μl). For Prkab1 the oligonucleotide encoded the G2A (GGC>GCC) substitution plus a 645 

PAM-inactivating silent mutation in the L11 codon (CTG>CTC), whilst for Prkab2 the 646 

oligonucleotide encoded the G2A (GGA>GCA) substitution plus a PAM-inactivating silent 647 

mutation in the G11 codon (GGG>GGC) (Fig. S1). Founder males heterozygous for alleles 648 

that had been successfully modified by homologous recombination were backcrossed with 649 

C57BL/6J females to establish the β1-G2A and β2 G2A lines.  650 

Breeding of β1-G2A and β2 G2A mouse lines was performed using heterozygous carriers of 651 

the KI mutation with biannual backcrosses to the C57BL/6Arc strain. For genotyping, tail 652 

samples were analyzed by TransnetYX using TaqMan-based real-time PCR. Mice 653 

homozygous for either the β1-G2A or β2-G2A mutation were crossed to generate β1/β2-G2A 654 

DKI mice for the isolation of mouse embryonic fibroblasts. Homozygous β1-G2A KI mice and 655 

WT mice derived from the same heterozygous founders were used for all other experiments. 656 

The study included only male mice due to limited availability of females for age-matched 657 

cohorts for metabolic studies while ensuring that sufficient females were available for colony 658 

maintenance. Mice were housed in pathogen-free microisolator cages on a 12-hour light-dark 659 

cycle. Mice were fed a standard chow diet (9% fat, 20% protein and 29% starch, with 12.8 660 

MJ/kg of digestible energy, Barastoc, Ridley Agriproducts, Pakenham, Australia) or placed at 661 

6-7 weeks of age on a HFD (23.5% fat, 18.4% protein and 22.8% starch, with 17 MJ/kg 662 

digestible energy, Specialty Feeds, Glen Forrest, Australia) for 12-13 weeks with ad libitum 663 
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access to water. For all experiments, mice were age-matched within two-four weeks of age, but 664 

otherwise randomized to their respective groups. The St. Vincent’s Hospital (Melbourne, 665 

Australia) Animal Ethics Committee approved all experimental procedures (AEC 025/15 and 666 

AEC 013/19) in accordance with the National Health and Medical Research Council of 667 

Australia’s (NHMRC) guidelines for the Ethical and Humane Use of Animals in research and 668 

Australian code of practice for the care and use of animals for scientific purposes (8th Edition 669 

2013). 670 

 671 

Generation of mouse embryonic fibroblasts 672 

Mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEFs) were isolated from homozygous WT, β1-G2A KI or 673 

β1/β2-G2A DKI embryos at days 12–13 post coitum. The head and internal organs were 674 

removed, and the remaining embryo body minced and trypsinized. After adding DMEM 675 

supplemented with 10% FBS and 1% penicillin-streptomycin, cells were centrifuged (500 g, 5 676 

min, 4 C) and medium replaced and the cell suspension was passed through a 40-μm cell 677 

strainer and plated in 10-cm dishes. Cells were cultured in DMEM supplemented with 10% 678 

FBS and 1% penicillin-streptomycin and passaged at 1:2 or 1:4 when confluent. MEFs were 679 

immortalized by transfection with an SV40 large T-antigen expression construct using Fugene 680 

HD transfection reagent (Promega).  681 

 682 

Metabolic studies  683 

Body composition analysis was performed by nuclear magnetic resonance imaging (Whole 684 

Body Composition Analyzer (EchoMRI)). Analysis of metabolic parameters, including energy 685 

expenditure, ambulatory activity, food intake and substrate preference was performed in 13-686 

14-week-old mice using the Comprehensive Laboratory Animal Monitoring System (CLAMS, 687 

Columbus Instruments). Mice were individually housed with free access to water and either a 688 

standard laboratory chow or HFD and kept on a 12-hour light/dark cycle and temperature 689 

controlled at 21 °C throughout the experiment. Volumes of oxygen consumption (VO2) and 690 

carbon dioxide production (VCO2), food intake and ambulatory activity were measured 691 

continuously in 18-min intervals for 48 hours after a 24-hour acclimatization period. Food 692 

intake was recorded via scale measurement of a center-feeder while ambulatory activity was 693 

determined by the breaking of infrared beams within the cages. Respiratory exchange ratio 694 

(RER = VCO2/VO2) and energy expenditure (Heat = (3.815+1.232*RER)*VO2) were 695 
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calculated from the measured gas exchange data. Energy expenditure data were normalized to 696 

lean mass measured at day 1 of the experiment.  697 

Blood glucose concentrations were measured in 22-23-week-old chow-fed and 20-21-week-698 

old HFD-fed mice on tail blood using a hand-held glucometer (Accu-Check Performa, Roche 699 

Diagnostics). For measurement of serum insulin concentrations, whole blood samples were 700 

collected using the submandibular method from 20-21-week-old chow and 19-20-week-old 701 

HFD-fed mice and left to clot at room temperature for 30 min followed by centrifugation at 702 

1,500 g for 10 min. Insulin concentration was determined from supernatants using a mouse 703 

insulin ELISA (#10-1247-01, Mercodia). 704 

Tissues for biochemical and histological analyses were dissected from 20-24-week-old chow 705 

or 19-22-week-old HFD-fed mice anaesthetized by ketamine/xylazine injection and snap-706 

frozen in liquid nitrogen until further analyses or fixed in 10% formalin.  707 

For glycogen measurements, tissue was homogenized in ddH2O on ice using a hand-held 708 

homogenizer. After heating at 100 °C for 10 min, samples were centrifuged at 18,000 g for 10 709 

min and glycogen concentrations determined from the supernatant using the Glycogen Assay 710 

Kit (#ab65620, Abcam). For triglyceride assays, liver tissue was homogenized in 6.5% NP-711 

40/ddH2O at room temperature. Triglycerides were solubilized using 5 cycles of heating at 90 712 

°C for 3 min and cooling to room temperature. Samples were centrifuged at 21,000 g, 4 °C and 713 

supernatants assayed using the Triglyceride Assay Kit (cat# ab65336, Abcam). Separate liver 714 

biopsies from the same animals were assayed for total fat content using the biopsy function of 715 

the EchoMRI Body Composition Analyzer.  716 

 717 

Insulin and glucose tolerance testing 718 

Tolerance tests were performed in 13-14-week-old chow- and 12-13-week-old HFD-fed mice. 719 

For insulin tolerance testing, mice were fasted for 4 hours followed by intraperitoneal insulin 720 

(Humulin, Eli Lilly) injection with 0.6 IU/kg lean mass for chow-fed animals and 1.2 IU/kg 721 

for HFD-fed animals. For glucose tolerance tests, mice were fasted for 6 hours and injected 722 

with 2 g D-glucose/kg lean mass for the chow-fed condition and 1 g D-glucose/kg lean mass 723 

for HFD-fed mice. D-glucose (Sigma-Aldrich) was dissolved in saline. Blood glucose 724 

concentrations were measured from tail blood using a hand-held glucometer (AccuCheck 725 

Performa, Roche Diagnostics). The area under the curve was analyzed using GraphPad Prism 726 

Software. 727 
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 728 

Histological analyses 729 

For haematoxylin/eosin (H/E) staining, tissue samples from chow-fed (20-24 weeks) or HFD-730 

fed (age 19-22 weeks) mice were fixed at room temperature for 48 hours in 10% neutral 731 

buffered formalin and transferred to 70% ethanol. After processing, samples were embedded 732 

in paraffin and sectioned at 5 μm using a microtome. Sections were de-waxed in histolene and 733 

after rehydration stained in Mayer’s haematoxylin for 5 min, followed by blueing in Scott’s 734 

tap water and incubation with eosin for 3 min. Samples were dehydrated and mounted using 735 

dibutylphthalate polystyrene xylene. Subcutaneous adipocyte size was determined by 736 

measuring the area of cells in 3-4 representative images per section and 6 mice per genotype 737 

using ImageJ. The frequency distribution of the number of cells per area size (bin 100 μm2) 738 

was calculated using GraphPad Prism 9 software. For Oil Red O (ORO) staining, tissues were 739 

frozen in O.C.T. compound (#4583, Tissue-Tek®) and sectioned on a cryostat at 8 μm. Sections 740 

were fixed in 10% buffered formalin, washed in water and 60% isopropanol before staining in 741 

60% ORO working solution for 15 min (stock solution: 1% ORO powder in isopropanol). The 742 

slides were then washed in 60% isopropanol and distilled water. To counterstain, sections were 743 

stained in Mayer’s haematoxylin for 1 min and mounted with Faramount mounting medium 744 

(#S3025, Dako). The area of ORO staining was determined from averages of 3 representative 745 

images per mouse with 6 mice per diet and genotype using the thresholding function in ImageJ. 746 

Images were taken using a Leica DM-RB light microscope and relayed with an Olympus DP72 747 

camera. 748 

For UCP1 immunohistochemistry, subcutaneous adipose tissue was fixed with 10% formalin, 749 

embedded in paraffin and sectioned on a microtome at a thickness of 5 μm. Sections were de-750 

waxed in histolene and after rehydration boiled in citrate antigen retrieval buffer (10 mM 751 

sodium citrate, pH 6.5) for 15 min. Endogenous peroxidases were quenched by incubation with 752 

3% H2O2 in PBS for 15 min. Sections were blocked by incubation with 5% normal goat serum 753 

(NGS) in PBS for 40 min, followed by 15 min incubations each with avidin D and biotin 754 

(Avidin/Biotin Blocking Kit, #SP-2001, Vector Laboratories). Primary rabbit anti-UCP1 755 

antibody (#ab10983, Abcam) was added at a concentration of 1: 500 in PBS/5% NGS for 2 756 

hours at room temperature. After subsequent washes with PBS, sections were incubated with 757 

secondary biotinylated goat anti-rabbit antibody (#E0432, Agilent Technologies) at 1:1250 in 758 

PBS/5% NGS for 1 hour at room temperature. Following washes in PBS, secondary antibody 759 

binding was detected by incubating sections with VECTASTAIN ABC Peroxidase kit (#PK-760 
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4005, Vector Laboratories) and DAB substrate kit (#SK-4100, Vector Laboratories) as per 761 

manufacturer’s instructions. Sections were counterstained, dehydrated and mounted using 762 

dibutylphthalate polystyrene xylene. Images were taken under bright-field conditions using an 763 

Olympus BX61 microscope and Olympus DP71 camera.  764 

 765 

Western blotting 766 

Cells and tissues were homogenized in lysis buffer containing protease and phosphatase 767 

inhibitors as previously described (Ducommun et al., 2014; Scott et al., 2008). For 768 

immunoblotting of MEF lysates, 20 μg protein was resolved using Bolt 4-12%, Bis-Tris mini 769 

protein gels (#NW04125BOX, Thermo Fisher Scientific). Protein gels were transferred onto 770 

nitrocellulose membranes (#926-31092, LI-COR Biosciences) and incubated in primary 771 

antibody diluted in Tris-buffered saline/0.1% Tween 20 containing 5 % BSA overnight at 4 772 

°C. After 1-hour incubation with secondary antibody conjugated to AF-680 at room 773 

temperature, membranes were scanned using Odyssey CLx Infrared Scanner. For 774 

immunoblotting of tissue homogenates, 20-50 μg total lysate was separated via SDS-PAGE, 775 

followed by transfer to an Immobilon-P PVDF membrane (Merck Millipore). Membranes were 776 

incubated overnight at 4 °C with primary antibody in PBS-Tween 20, followed by incubation 777 

with HRP-conjugated secondary antibodies in PBS-Tween 20 supplemented with 2.5 % skim 778 

milk. Proteins were detected by enhanced chemoluminescence and exposure to Super RX 779 

Medical X-ray Film (Fujifilm). Total ACC was determined by overnight incubation with 780 

streptavidin-HRP. To control for protein loading, signal obtained for phosphorylated ACC and 781 

AMPK were normalized to total ACC or AMPK α signal obtained from the same membrane 782 

after incubation in Restore PLUS Western blot stripping buffer (#46430, Thermo Fisher 783 

Scientific). The volume densities of the protein signals were quantified using Image Studio™ 784 

software (LI-COR Biosciences). 785 

 786 

Immunoprecipitation 787 

5μl of AMPKβ1 (#27201, Signalway Antibody), 5μl PP1MA (#ab14824, Abcam), or 2μg 788 

PP1MB (#13193-1, Proteintech Group) antibody was coupled to 5 μl of packed Protein G 789 

Sepharose beads (17-0618-01, GE Healthcare). 200 μg protein lysate was added to the beads-790 

antibody conjugate and the tubes were incubated on a vibrating shaker (Vibramax) at 4 °C 791 

overnight. The beads/immune-complex were washed 3 times with cold lysis buffer and 792 
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resuspended in 25 μl of 1x Laemmli sample buffer containing 1 mM DTT and boiled at 95 °C 793 

for 5 min. The eluted proteins were separated by SDS-PAGE followed by immunoblotting. 794 

 795 

Immunofluorescence 796 

For immunofluorescence, 3 x 104 cells were plated per well in a μ-Slide 8 well (#80826, Ibidi). 797 

Cells were incubated with AMPK activator (10 μM 991 or MK-8722) or vehicle for 1 hour, 798 

followed by fixation in 4% paraformaldehyde for 15 min at room temperature. Cells were 799 

washed 3x with PBS-TritonX 0.01%., permeabilized and blocked with PBS-Saponin 0.1% 800 

containing 5% BSA for 1 hour at room temperature. Solution was aspirated and primary 801 

antibody diluted in PBS-TritonX 0.01% was added to the cells and incubated in the dark at 4 802 

°C overnight. Next day, cells were washed 3x with PBS-TritonX 0.01%, 5 min each. Secondary 803 

antibody diluted in PBS- TritonX 0.01% was added to the cells and incubated for 45 min at 804 

room temperature in dark. Cells were washed 3x with PBS-TritonX 0.01%, 5 min each. To 805 

stain nuclei, Hoechst 33258 (#94403, Sigma) diluted 1:5000 in PBS was added to the cells and 806 

incubated for 5 min at room temperature. Cells were washed 3x with PBS and mounted using 807 

Fluoromount G mounting medium (#F4680, Sigma). Image acquisition was done on Zeiss780 808 

confocal microscope using same settings for each condition. 809 

 810 

siRNA knockdown 811 

siRNA knockdown was carried out using Lipofectamine RNAiMAX transfection reagent 812 

(#133778075, Invitrogen). Briefly, cells were seeded in a 6-well plate a day before transfection. 813 

Next day, indicated siRNAs were introduced into cells as per the manufacturer’s instructions. 814 

Cells were harvested 48 hours post-transfection for analysis. 815 

 816 

Proximity ligation assay 817 

Proximity ligation assay was carried out using Duolink In Situ Red Starter Kit Mouse/Rabbit 818 

(DUO92101, Sigma-Aldrich) following manufacturer’s instruction. Briefly, 2.5 x 104 cells per 819 

well were seeded in a μ-slide angiogenesis chamber (#81506, Ibidi). 24 hours later, cells were 820 

fixed in 4% Paraformaldehyde for 15min at room temperature. Cells were washed 3x with 821 

PBS-TritonX-100 (0.01%), permeabilized and blocked with PBS-Saponin 0.1% containing 5% 822 

BSA for 1 hour at room temperature. Primary antibodies diluted in Duolink antibody dilution 823 
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buffer (1:100 AMPKβ1 (#27201, Signalway Antibody), 1:250 PPM1A (#12961-1, Proteintech 824 

Group) and 1:250 PPM1B ((#13193-1, Proteintech Group). were added to cells and incubated 825 

at 4 °C overnight protected from light. Next day, cells were washed 3x with PBS-TritonX, 5 826 

min per wash. Proximity Ligation Assay probes (Rabbit Plus and Mouse Minus) diluted in 827 

antibody dilution buffer were added and incubated at 37 °C for 1 hour protected from light. 828 

Cells were washed 2x with PBS-TritonX, 5 min each wash. 15 μl ligation mix was added in 829 

each well and incubated at 37 °C for 30 min, followed by a washing step. 15 μl amplification 830 

mixture was added in each well and incubated at 37 °C for 100 min protected from light. Cells 831 

were washed 2x with PBS-TritonX, 5 min each wash. 15 ul mounting medium containing DAPI 832 

was added in each well. Image acquisition was done on Leica SP8 confocal microscope using 833 

same settings for each condition. Images were processed and analyzed in Fiji/ImageJ using the 834 

Common Tools Plugin (BioImaging And Optics Platform, École polytechnique fédérale de 835 

Lausanne). For quantification of mean intensity and number of spots per cell, an ImageJ script 836 

was used to define the Hoechst-stained nucleus as Region of Interest (ROI) in each cell and 837 

required parameters from the Red channel was measured for each ROI (cell). 838 

 839 

Click chemistry 840 

To assess myristoylation of AMPKβ1 or PP1MA/B click chemistry was performed using 841 

Click-IT myristic acid, azide (12-azidododecanoic acid) kit (C10268, Thermo Fisher 842 

Scientific). Briefly, 1 x 106 cells were plated in a 10-cm dish and experiments were performed 843 

when cells were 80% confluent. Cells were washed with PBS and fresh complete medium 844 

containing indicated concentrations of myristic acid-azide was added and incubated at 37 °C 845 

for indicated time points. Cells were lysed and AMPKβ1 or PPM1A/B were 846 

immunoprecipitated from cell lysates (500 μg) as described. The immunoprecipitants were 847 

subjected to click chemistry reaction using 40 μM biotin-alkyne solution and proteins subjected 848 

to methanol:chloroform precipitation following manufacturer’s protocol. The dried protein 849 

precipitates were resolubilized in Laemmli sample buffer, separated by SDS-PAGE and 850 

subjected to immunoblotting as described. The myristoylated proteins were detected using 851 

Streptavidin Alexa Fluor conjugates. 852 

 853 

Gene expression analysis 854 
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For mRNA expression analysis, liver and adipose tissue from 20-24-week-old mice were 855 

homogenized in Tri-Reagent (Sigma-Aldrich) and RNA isolated as per manufacturer’s 856 

instructions. 500 ng of RNA was used to generate cDNA using the SuperScript IV Reverse 857 

Transcriptase Synthesis System (#18091050, Life Technologies). The PCR reaction was 858 

performed using the AmpliTaq Gold DNA Polymerase Kit (#4311806, Life Technologies) and 859 

specific TaqMan Gene Expression Assays (Thermo Fisher Scientific) on a Corbett Rotorgene 860 

3000 (Corbett Research). The critical threshold (Ct) was manually set in the exponential phase 861 

and the Ct values determined by the Corbett Rotorgene instrument software. Relative 862 

expression was calculated using the comparative Ct (2-ΔΔCt) method and normalized to 863 

eukaryotic 18S rRNA for liver samples and β-actin for adipose tissue analysis. The following 864 

TaqMan Gene Expressions were used: Prkab1, Mm01257133_m1; Prkab2, 865 

Mm01201921_m1; Prkaa1, Mm01296700_m1; Prkaa2, Mm01264789_m1; Ucp1, 866 

Mm01244861_m1; Ppara, Mm00440939_m1; Ppargc1a, Mm00447183_m1; Cpt1b, 867 

Mm00487200_m1, Acadl, Mm00599660_m1, Acadm, Mm00431611_m1; Elovl3, 868 

Mm00468164_m1; Fasn, Mm00662319_m1; Scd1, Mm00772290_m1; Srebf1, 869 

Mm00550338_m1; Acaca,  Mm01304277_m1; Acacb, Mm01204683_m1; Cs, 870 

Mm00466043_m1; Sdhd, Mm00546511_m1; Hadh, Mm00492535_m1; Ryr1, 871 

Mm01175811_m1; Atp2a1, Mm01275320_m1; Ckmt2, Mm01285553_m1; Myh4, 872 

Mm01332541_m1; Actb, Mm02619580_g1; 18S,  Hs99999901_s1. 873 

 874 

AMPK activity assays 875 

For AMPK activity assays, total AMPKα (pan-α antibody (Hamilton et al., 2001)) or AMPKa1 876 

(custom-made antibody  (Bultot et al., 2016)) was immunoprecipitated overnight at 4 °C from 877 

1 mg of liver tissue homogenate or 250 ug of MEF cell lysates pre-conjugated to Protein-A 878 

Agarose or Protein-G Sepharose beads, respectively. The immunoprecipitants were subjected 879 

to in vitro kinases assay as previously described in detail (Scott et al., 2008).  880 

 881 

De novo lipogenesis and fatty acid oxidation assays 882 

Primary hepatocytes were isolated by collagenase perfusion and maintained in Medium 199 883 

supplemented with 10% foetal bovine serum as previously described (Dzamko et al., 2010). 884 

The following day, cells were cultured for 2 hours in serum-free M199 followed by incubation 885 

with 5 μCi/mL [3H] acetate (sodium) (Perkin Elmer) and 0.5 mM sodium acetate for 3 hours. 886 
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Medium was then removed and cells washed with PBS before lipid extraction using 887 

chloroform:methanol (2:1). For determination of triglyceride synthesis, the lipid fraction was 888 

removed, dried using a SpeedVac vacuum concentrator and redissolved in 889 

chloroform:methanol (2:1) supplemented with triglyceride standard (Sigma Aldrich) before 890 

separation on thin-layer chromatography (TLC) UNISIL silica GF plates (#40011, Analtech) 891 

in heptane:isopropylether:glacial acetic acid, 60:40:3. Plates were sprayed with 892 

dicholoroflurescein (0.02% w/v in EthOH) to visualize lipids and the triglyceride fraction was 893 

removed for liquid scintillation counting using a Tri-Carb 4810TR Liquid Scintillation 894 

Analyzer (Perkin Elmer). Triglyceride synthesis rates were calculated as nmol of 3H-labeled 895 

acetate incorporated per milligram of cell protein per hour. 896 

For fatty acid oxidation experiments, hepatocytes were incubated in serum-free Medium 199 897 

for 2 hours followed by incubation with 0.5 μCi/ml [1-14C]palmitic acid (Perkin Elmer), 0.25 898 

mM palmitate (conjugated to 2% BSA) and 1 mM carnitine for 4 h. Medium was removed and 899 

cells acidified with 5% HClO4 for 45 min at room temperature. The acid precipitate was 900 

removed by centrifugation and radioactivity of the supernatant measured by liquid scintillation 901 

counting to determine 14C incorporation into acid soluble metabolites (ASM). Oxidation rates 902 

were calculated nmol of 14C-labeled ASM per milligram of cell protein per hour. 903 

 904 

Statistical analyses 905 

All data are presented as mean ± s.e.m. and subjected to statistical analysis using GraphPad 906 

Prism 9 software. Sample size was estimated from our previously published studies (Dzamko 907 

et al., 2010; Fullerton et al., 2013). Statistical significance was determined using two-tailed 908 

unpaired t-test for a single variable unless otherwise stated. 1) Age-dependent body weight and 909 

body composition changes of mice on chow or HFD, 2) time-dependent metabolic parameters 910 

measured in CLAMS and 3) changes in blood glucose concentrations in tolerance tests were 911 

analyzed by repeated measures 2-way ANOVA followed by Šídák’s post-hoc test. To evaluate 912 

the effect of body composition on energy expenditure, linear regression analysis and analysis 913 

of covariance (ANCOVA) with lean mass as covariate was performed using CalR (Mina et al., 914 

2018). All remaining data comparing two variables (genotype, treatment) were analyzed by 915 

ordinary 2-way ANOVA with Šídák’s post-hoc test. Significance was accepted at P<0.05. 916 

 917 

 918 
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ANCOVA analysis of energy expenditure (kcal/time period) with lean mass as covariate
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FIGURE LEGENDS 1 

Figure S1. Gene targeting strategy for the generation of AMPK β1-G2A and AMPK β2 2 

G2A knock-in mice. 3 

Prkab1G2A (β1-G2A) and Prka21G2A (β2 G2A) mice were generated using CRISPR/Cas9 gene 4 

targeting in C57BL/6J mouse embryos. Single guide RNAs (sgRNA) were based on target sites 5 

in exon 2 of Prkab1 (GAGCAGCGAGCGCGCCGCGCTGG) and Prkab2 6 

(TACCAGCGAGCGGGTGTCCGGG) (protospacer-associated motif = PAM italicised and 7 

underlined). (A) For Prkab1 the oligonucleotide encoded the G2A (GGC>GCC) substitution 8 

plus a PAM-inactivating silent mutation in the L11 codon (CTG>CTC). (B) For Prkab2 the 9 

oligonucleotide encoded the G2A (GGA>GCA) substitution plus a PAM-inactivating silent 10 

mutation in the G11 codon (GGG>GGC). 11 

 12 

Figure S2. Analysis of AMPK myristoylation, complex formation and kinase activity in 13 

β1/β2 G2A DKI MEFs. 14 

 (A) Wild-type (WT) mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEFs) were incubated with azido-myristic 15 

acid for indicated duration of time (A) or at indicated concentrations (B) followed by cell lysis. 16 

Immunoprecipitated AMPKβ1 was subjected click chemistry reaction followed by immunoblot 17 

analysis. Myristoylated and total β1 was detected by Streptavidin-AF680 or total β1 antibody 18 

and visualized by LI-COR Odyssey Blot Imager. Data shown are representative immunoblots 19 

from three independent experiments. (C) Cell lysates from WT or β1/2 G2A double knock-in 20 

(DKI) MEFs were used for immunoprecipitation of AMPK β1 followed by immunoblotting 21 

analysis to determine heterotrimeric complex formation (with  and  subunits). Representative 22 

immunoblots shown are from three independent experiments. (D) AMPKα1 was 23 

immunoprecipitated from vehicle (0.1% DMSO)- or 991 (10 M)-treated WT or β1/2 G2A 24 

DKI MEFs and an in vitro AMPK activity assay was performed (n=2). * P<0.05 as analyzed 25 

by two-way ANOVA and Šídák’s post-hoc test. All data are mean ± s.e.m.  26 

 27 

Figure S3: Immunofluorescence microscopy analysis of AMPK β1 subunit localization in 28 

MEFs. 29 

Immunofluorescence images of AMPK β1 (Green) and Hoechst (Nucleus) from wild-type 30 

(WT), β1/2 G2A double knock-in (DKI) or β1 knock-out (KO) MEFs untreated or treated with 31 



   
 

2 
 

vehicle (0.1% DMSO), 991 (10 M) or MK-8722 (10 M). Representative images shown are 32 

from three independent experiments. Scale bar = 10 μm. 33 

 34 

Figure S4. Specificity of PPM1B antibody and co-localization between PPM1B and 35 

AMPK β1 in cells.  36 

(A) Wild-type (WT) mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEFs) were transfected with either siRNA 37 

targeting PPM1B or siRNA with a nonsense/scrambled sequence as control. Representative 38 

images shown were from at least two independent experiments. Immunofluorescence imaging 39 

was performed 48 hours following the transfection. (B) Co-localization of AMPK β1 and 40 

PPM1B was visualized by proximity ligation assay (PLA) in MEFs following transfection with 41 

either siRNA targeting PPM1B or siRNA with a nonsense/scrambled sequence (Control). 42 

Representative images shown were from at least two independent experiments. Signal was 43 

quantified as mean fluorescence intensity or number of dots per given field using ImageJ 44 

plugins. Scale bar = 10 μm. ****P<0.0001 as determined by unpaired t-test. All data are mean 45 

± s.e.m.    46 

 47 

Figure S5. Ablation of AMPK β1 myristoylation has no effect on AMPK subunit 48 

expression or AMPK signaling in skeletal muscle. 49 

(A) Male age-matched 20-24-week-old β1-G2A and wild-type (WT) mice (n = 4-8) were fed 50 

ad libitum or fasted for 16 hours and tibialis anterior muscle isolated for immunoblot analysis. 51 

Densitometry analysis of (B) AMPK β2 and (C) AMPK pan α normalized to α,β-tubulin signal 52 

(n=4). (D) Densitometry analysis of AMPK α-Thr172 phosphorylation in immunoblots shown 53 

in A and normalized for AMPK pan α (n = 6). (E) Densitometry analysis of ACC Ser212 54 

phosphorylation relative to total ACC signal as determined by incubation of membranes with 55 

streptavidin-HRP (n=8). #### P < 0.0001 are treatment differences as determined by two-way 56 

ANOVA with Šídák’s post-hoc test. Shown are mean ± s.e.m. 57 

 58 

Figure S6. Effects of the blocking of AMPK β1 myristoylation on AMPK subunit 59 

expression and signaling in brown and subcutaneous white adipose tissue.  60 

(A) Male age-matched 20-24-week-old β1-G2A and wild-type (WT) mice (n = 6-12) were fed 61 

ad libitum or fasted for 16 hours and inguinal subcutaneous adipose tissue isolated for 62 
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immunoblotting. Densitometry analysis of (B) AMPK β1, (C) AMPK β2 and (D) AMPK pan 63 

α normalized to α,β-tubulin signal (n=8). (E) Densitometry analysis of AMPK α-Thr172 64 

phosphorylation in immunoblots shown in A and normalized for AMPK pan α (n = 12). (F) 65 

Densitometry analysis of ACC1/2 Ser79/Ser212 phosphorylation relative to total ACC1 signal 66 

(n=6). (G) Male age-matched 20-24-week-old β1-G2A and wild-type (WT) mice (n = 4-8) 67 

were fed ad libitum or fasted for 16 hours and brown adipose tissue isolated for 68 

immunoblotting. Densitometry analysis of (B) AMPK β1, (C) AMPK β2 and (D) AMPK pan 69 

α normalized to α,β-tubulin signal (n=4). (E) Densitometry analysis of AMPK α-Thr172 70 

phosphorylation normalized for AMPK pan α (n = 4). (F) Densitometry analysis of ACC1/2 71 

Ser79/Ser212 phosphorylation relative to total ACC1 signal (n=8). * P < 0.05, ** P < 0.01, 72 

*** P < 0.001 represent genotype differences as determined by regular two-way ANOVA with 73 

Šídák’s post-hoc test. Shown are mean ± s.e.m. 74 

 75 

Figure S7. AMPK signaling and hepatic glycogen and lipid content in β1-G2A and wild-76 

type liver. 77 

(A) Densitometry analysis of immunoblot in Figure 3I showing a time course of AMPK α-78 

Thr172 phosphorylation in primary β1-G2A and WT hepatocytes (n = 3 separate isolations) 79 

treated with 0.25 mM AICAR. (B) Time course of ACC Ser79/Ser212 and AMPK α-Thr172 80 

phosphorylation in response to 10 μM A769662 in primary hepatocytes isolated β1-G2A and 81 

WT mice. Total ACC was detected using streptavidin-HRP. Shown are representative 82 

immunoblots from 6 separate hepatocyte preparations. (C) Densitometry analysis of ACC 83 

Ser79/Ser212 phosphorylation of immunoblot shown in C, normalized to streptavidin-HRP 84 

signal (n = 6). (D) Haematoxylin & Eosin (H/E, top panel) and Oil Red O (ORO, bottom panel) 85 

staining of 20-24-week-old ad libitum fed β1-G2A mice and WT littermate controls on chow 86 

diet. Shown are representative images from n = 6 per condition. Scale bar, 50 μm for H/E and 87 

20 μm for ORO. (E) Quantification of the total area of ORO staining calculated from an average 88 

of 3 sections from 6 individual mice per genotype and condition. (F) Total tissue fat mass of 89 

livers from 20-24-week-old chow and 19-22-week-old high-fat diet (HFD)-fed β1-G2A and 90 

WT mice as determined by nuclear magnetic resonance.  (G, H) Tissue glycogen content in 91 

livers from ad libitum fed and 16 hour-fasted β1-G2A mice and WT littermates after 12 weeks 92 

of (G) chow or (H) HFD feeding. (I) Immunoblot of HSL Ser565 phosphorylation in inguinal 93 

subcutaneous fat tissue from 20-24-week-old β1-G2A and wild-type (WT) mice fed ad libitum 94 

or fasted for 16 hours. (J) mRNA expression analysis of lipogenic genes in livers from 20-24-95 
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week-old ad libitum fed β1-G2A and WT mice. * P < 0.05, ** P < 0.01, *** P < 0.001 represent 96 

genotype differences and # P < 0.05, ### P < 0.001, #### P < 0.0001 are treatment differences 97 

as determined by regular two-way ANOVA with Šídák’s post-hoc test. E, F and J were 98 

analyzed using unpaired t-test. Shown are mean ± s.e.m. 99 

 100 

Figure S8. Expression of thermogenic and mitochondrial proteins in subcutaneous 101 

adipose tissue from AMPK β1-G2A and wild-type mice on chow and high-fat diet.  102 

(A) Immunohistochemistry analysis of UCP1 expression in inguinal subcutaneous adipose 103 

tissue sections from 20-24-week-old chow and 19-22-week-old high-fat diet (HFD)-fed β1-104 

G2A KI and wild-type (WT) mice. Shown are representative images from tissue sections from 105 

6 mice per genotype with a chow-fed WT brown fat tissue sample as control. Scale bar 100 106 

μm. (B) Immunoblot of UCP1 protein expression with α,β-tubulin as loading control from 107 

subcutaneous tissue homogenates of 20-24 week-old chow and 19-22 week-old HFD-fed β1-108 

G2A KI and WT mice. A WT brown fat tissue sample (0.5 μg) was included to control for 109 

successful detection of UCP1. Representative blots of n = 8 tissue samples are shown. (C) 110 

mRNA expression analysis of thermogenic and mitochondrial genes in inguinal subcutaneous 111 

fat tissue from HFD-fed β1-G2A and WT mice with β-actin as housekeeping gene (n = 12). 112 

(D) Immunoblot of mitochondrial OXPHOS proteins in subcutaneous tissue homogenates of 113 

20-24-week-old chow and 19-22-week-old HFD-fed β1-G2A and WT mice. A crude skeletal 114 

muscle mitochondrial preparation was included to identify bands of interest. Representative 115 

blots of n = 8 tissue samples are shown. Data in C were analyzed by unpaired t-test and shown 116 

as means ± s.e.m. 117 

 118 

Figure S9. Metabolic parameters of AMPK β1-G2A and wild-type mice on high-fat diet. 119 

Male high-fat diet (HFD)-fed (n = 12) β1-G2A and wild-type (WT) mice at 13-14 weeks of 120 

age were subjected to analysis of metabolic parameters in Columbus Laboratory Animal 121 

Monitoring System cages over a 48-hour period at 21 C. (A) Average energy expenditure over 122 

a 24-hour period. (B) Average energy expenditure within the light and dark cycle. (C) 123 

Regression plot comparing average energy expenditure (kcal/h) over 24 hours to lean body 124 

mass (g). (D) ANCOVA analysis of energy expenditure (lean mass as covariate) within the 125 

indicated time periods as determined using CalR. (E) Cumulative food intake over a 24-hour 126 

period and (F) average accumulated food intake within the light and dark cycle. (G) Respiratory 127 



   
 

5 
 

exchange ratio (RER) over a 24-hour period and (H) 12-hour average RER within the light and 128 

dark cycle. (I) Cumulative ambulatory activity over a 24-hour period and (J) average 129 

accumulated ambulatory activity within the light and dark cycles. Differences between 130 

genotypes at an individual time point (xy-graphs) or light/dark cycle (bar graphs) were 131 

analyzed by repeated-measures or ordinary two-way ANOVA, respectively, with Šídák’s post-132 

hoc test. Shown are mean ± s.e.m. 133 

 134 

Figure S10. Insulin and glucose tolerance of AMPK β1-G2A and wild-type mice on chow 135 

diet. 136 

Male chow-fed β1-G2A mice and wild-type (WT) littermates at 13-14 weeks of age were (A, 137 

n = 13-14) fasted for 4 hours and subjected to an IPITT (0.6 IU/kg lean mass) and (B) area 138 

under the curve (AUC) determined or (C, n = 17-18) fasted for 6 hours and subjected to an 139 

IPGTT (2 g D-glucose/kg lean mass) and (D) AUC analyzed. (E) Blood glucose (n = 9-10) and 140 

(F) serum insulin (n = 9-10) concentrations of ad libitum fed and 16 hour-fasted chow-fed β1-141 

G2A mice and WT mice at 11-12 weeks of age. ### P < 0.001, #### P < 0.0001 represent 142 

treatment differences as analyzed by ordinary two-way ANOVA with Šídák’s post-hoc test. 143 

IPITT and IPGTT data were analyzed by repeated-measures two-way ANOVA with Šídák’s 144 

post-hoc test. AUC data were analyzed by unpaired t-test. All data are mean ± s.e.m. 145 
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SBI-0206965, originally identified as an inhibitor of the autophagy initiator kinase ULK1,
has recently been reported as a more potent and selective AMP-activated protein kinase
(AMPK) inhibitor relative to the widely used, but promiscuous inhibitor Compound C/
Dorsomorphin. Here, we studied the effects of SBI-0206965 on AMPK signalling and
metabolic readouts in multiple cell types, including hepatocytes, skeletal muscle cells
and adipocytes. We observed SBI-0206965 dose dependently attenuated AMPK activator
(991)-stimulated ACC phosphorylation and inhibition of lipogenesis in hepatocytes. SBI-
0206965 (≥25 μM) modestly inhibited AMPK signalling in C2C12 myotubes, but also
inhibited insulin signalling, insulin-mediated/AMPK-independent glucose uptake, and
AICA-riboside uptake. We performed an extended screen of SBI-0206965 against a panel
of 140 human protein kinases in vitro, which showed SBI-0206965 inhibits several
kinases, including members of AMPK-related kinases (NUAK1, MARK3/4), equally or
more potently than AMPK or ULK1. This screen, together with molecular modelling,
revealed that most SBI-0206965-sensitive kinases contain a large gatekeeper residue
with a preference for methionine at this position. We observed that mutation of the gate-
keeper methionine to a smaller side chain amino acid (threonine) rendered AMPK and
ULK1 resistant to SBI-0206965 inhibition. These results demonstrate that although SBI-
0206965 has utility for delineating AMPK or ULK1 signalling and cellular functions, the
compound potently inhibits several other kinases and critical cellular functions such as
glucose and nucleoside uptake. Our study demonstrates a role for the gatekeeper
residue as a determinant of the inhibitor sensitivity and inhibitor-resistant mutant forms
could be exploited as potential controls to probe specific cellular effects of SBI-0206965.

Introduction
AMP-activated protein kinase (AMPK) is an important regulator of energy balance [1,2]. AMPK has
long held promise as a therapeutic target for metabolic syndrome, as its activation in multiple meta-
bolic tissues resulted in amelioration of insulin resistance and reduction in hyperglycemia in preclin-
ical studies [3–5]. For example, active AMPK inhibits fatty acid biosynthesis in the liver through
phosphorylation and inactivation of acetyl-CoA carboxylase-1 (ACC1) [6,7]. The activation of AMPK
also leads to increased fatty acid oxidation through phosphorylation of ACC2 [8], and glucose uptake
in skeletal muscle, at least in part through phosphorylation of TBC1D1 [9,10], a Rab
GTPase-activating protein (GAP) which modulates trafficking of GLUT4-containing vesicles [11].
AMPK exists as hetero-complexes of three subunits; a catalytic α and two regulatory β and γ subunits.
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Each exists as multiple isoforms (α1/α2, β1/β2, γ1/γ2/γ3), generating up to 12 possible combinations [2].
AMPK is activated through phosphorylation of threonine 172 (Thr172) within the activation segment of the α
subunit kinase domain [12]. The major upstream kinases phosphorylating Thr172 are liver kinase B (LKB1)
and Ca2+- calmodulin-dependent protein kinase kinase-2 (CaMKK2) [2]. The γ-subunits contain four tandem
cystathionine β-synthase (CBS) motifs that bind adenine nucleotides. The binding of ADP and/or AMP to CBS
motifs causes conformational changes that increase net Thr172 phosphorylation [13–15]. In addition, the
binding of AMP, but not ADP, further increases AMPK activity through allosteric stimulation [13]. AMPK
activity is, therefore, regulated in a multi-layered process, often involving a combination of posttranslational
modifications and allosteric regulation [16].
To delineate cellular and physiological roles for AMPK, small-molecule activators have played important

roles. The most widely used small-molecule activator of AMPK is 5-aminoimidazole-4-carboxamide riboside
(AICAR), a prodrug of AMP-mimetic ZMP, which was used for probing the AMPK-dependent (and
insulin-independent) stimulation of glucose uptake in skeletal muscle [17–19]. However, the specificity of
AICAR has been challenged and numerous AMPK-independent actions of AICAR have been reported [20–23].
Specific allosteric activators and new mechanisms for their targeting of AMPK have recently been discovered.
The crystallographic structures of AMPK trimeric complexes revealed that A-769662 (a member of the thieno-
pyridone family [24]) and 991 (a benzimidazole derivative, also known as ex229) bind in an allosteric drug
and metabolite (ADaM) pocket located at the interface of the α subunit (kinase domain N-lobe) and β subunit
(carbohydrate-binding module) [25,26]. We and others have shown that 991, and its two related analogues
with improved bioavailability (MK-8722, PF-739), are potent and highly specific AMPK activators [4,5,21,27].
Collectively, these activators and their analogues are exploited for drug development (e.g. for metabolic disor-
ders) and have also been used extensively as research tools to delineate AMPK’s molecular and physiological
roles in cellular and organismal contexts [3].
In contrast, the availability of small-molecule AMPK inhibitors as research tools is vastly limited. The most

widely utilised AMPK inhibitor, the pyrazolopyrimidine derivative Compound C (also known as
Dorsomorphin), was originally discovered in a high-throughput screen and used to probe AMPK-dependent
metabolic actions of metformin in hepatocytes [28]. Compound C is an ATP-competitive inhibitor and binds
to the highly conserved active site of the AMPKα catalytic domain [29]. However, Compound C/
Dorsomorphin inhibits several other kinases in vitro with similar or much greater potency than AMPK [30–32]
and elicits numerous AMPK-independent biological effects [33].
SBI-0206965, a 2-aminopyrimidine derivative, was originally identified through screening a library of pyrimi-

dine analogues as an ATP-competitive inhibitor of the autophagy initiator kinase ULK1, with the ability to
inhibit ULK signalling and ULK1-mediated survival of lung cancer and glioblastoma cells when coupled with
nutrient stress [34]. Interestingly, using cell-free phosphorylation of the AMPK and the ULK1 synthetic peptide
substrate S108tide as a measure of kinase activity [35], it was recently reported that SBI-0206965 (used at
1 μM) was a more effective inhibitor of AMPK (80% inhibition) compared with ULK1 (63% inhibition) [32].
In addition, SBI-0206965 has demonstrated much higher potency and selectivity toward AMPK when directly
compared with Compound C in cell-free assays, even though several other kinases (including JAK3, Src, FAK,
Abl, Aurora A/B) were also selectively inhibited [32,34,36,37]. Mechanistically, a co-crystal structure of the
AMPKα2 kinase domain-SBI-0206965 complex showed that the drug occupies a pocket that partially overlaps
with the ATP-binding site; however, SBI-0206965 displayed mixed-competitive kinetics [32]. SBI-0206965 inhi-
bits glucose deprivation-, AICAR-, A769662- or ionomycin-induced cellular AMPK activation, judged by phos-
phorylation of AMPK substrates, at doses ranging from 5 to 30 μM in multiple cell lines including HEK293,
SH-SY5Y, mouse embryonic fibroblasts, or HUVECs [32,38,39] with no associated metabolic readouts of
AMPK assessed.
In the current study, we initially sought to evaluate the effects of SBI-0206965 on AMPK signalling and

metabolic readouts in multiple cell types, including hepatocytes, skeletal muscle cells, and adipocytes. We
observed SBI-0206965 dose dependently attenuated AMPK-dependent stimulation of ACC phosphorylation
and inhibition of lipogenesis with the direct AMPK activator 991 in mouse primary hepatocytes. SBI-0206965
(≥25 μM) only modestly inhibited AMPK signalling in C2C12 myotubes and adipocytes, but potently inhibited
basal and AMPK-independent (or insulin-stimulated) glucose transport and nucleoside uptake. We next per-
formed an extended (activity-based) screen of SBI-0206965 using a panel of 140 human protein kinases in vitro
to test our hypothesis that SBI-0206965 would inhibit AMPK-related kinases, given the structural similarities of
the kinase domains of AMPK and AMPK-related kinases [40,41]. This screen, together with molecular
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modelling and structure-guided mutagenesis, has identified that SBI-0206965 inhibits several kinases with equal
or higher potency, including the AMPK-related kinases NUAK1, MARK3 and MARK4.

Materials and methods
Materials
5-Aminoimidazole-4-carboxamide ribonucleotide (AICAR, #OR1170T) was obtained from Apollo Scientific.
991 (#AOB8150) was purchased from Aobious. Insulin (#I9287) and SBI-0206965 (#SML1540) were obtained
from MerckMilliporeSigma. A769662 (#3336) and S-(4-Nitrobenzyl)-6-thioinosine (NBMPR, #2924) were
purchased from Tocris Bioscience. Deoxy-D-[1, 2-3H]-glucose, [5, 6-3H]-uridine, [1-14C]-Acetic acid and
[U-14C]-D-glucose were purchased from PerkinElmer. Rotenone (#R8875) was obtained from
MerckMilliporeSigma. Cell culture reagents were purchased from Thermo Fisher Scientific. All other materials,
unless otherwise indicated, were from MerckMilliporeSigma.

Antibodies
AS160 (#07-741), Flag (#F7425), α-tubulin (#T6074), and phospho-TBC1D1 Ser237 (#07-2268) antibodies
were purchased from MerckMilliporeSigma. ACC (#3676), phospho-ACC1 Ser79 (#3661), Akt (#4691),
phospho-Akt Ser473 (#4060), phospho-Akt Thr308 (#9275) AMPKα (#2532), phospho-AMPKα Thr172
(#2535), phospho-AS160 Thr649 (#8881), ERK1/2 (#4695), phospho-ERK1/2 Thr202/Tyr204 (#4370), GSK3β
(#9315), phospho-GSK3β Ser9 (#9322), HSP90 (#4874), p70S6K1 (#2708), phospho-p70S6K1 Thr389 (#9234),
Raptor (#2280), phospho-Raptor Ser792 (#2083), TBC1D1 (#4629), ULK1 (#8054), phospho-ULK1 Ser555
(#5869), and vinculin (#13901) antibodies were purchased from Cell Signaling Technology.

Experimental animals
Animal experiments were performed in accordance with the European directive 2010/63/EU of the European
Parliament and of the Council of the protection of animals used for scientific purposes. Ethical approval was
given by the Danish Animal Experiments Inspectorate (#2015-15-0201-00796) or by the Regional Ethical
Committee on Animal Experiments in Malmö/Lund (#5.8.18-18569/2018). Animal studies were conducted on
C57BL/6NTac male mice (obtained from Taconic Biosciences) at 9–12 weeks of age in the animal facility at the
Faculty of Health and Medical Sciences (University of Copenhagen) or 36- to 38-day-old Sprague-Dawley rats
(obtained from Taconic Biosciences) in the animal facility at the Biomedical Centre (Lund University, Sweden).
Animals were maintained on a standard chow diet and 12 : 12-h light–dark cycle.

Mouse primary hepatocytes isolation, culture, and lipogenesis assay
Mice were anesthetised via intraperitoneal injection of avertin, prepared from a stock of 1 g/ml tribromoethanol
(#T48402, MerckMilliporeSigma) in 2-methyl-2-butanol (#152463, MerckMilliporeSigma), diluted 1 : 20 in
saline, and dosed as 10 μl/g body weight. Hepatocytes were isolated by collagenase perfusion as previously
described [42,43]. Hepatocytes were seeded in medium Eagle-199 (MEM-199) (#41150, Thermo Fisher
Scientific) containing 100 U/ml penicillin G, 100 μg/ml streptomycin and 10% (vol/vol) FBS. Hepatocytes were
left for attachment (3–4 h) and cultured overnight at 37°C with 5% CO2 in MEM-199 supplemented with
100 U/ml penicillin G, 100 μg/ml streptomycin, 10 nM insulin, and 100 nM dexamethasone. Twenty-four
hours after seeding, primary hepatocytes were incubated for 1 h for signalling studies as described [42] or 3 h
with MEM-199 supplemented with 0.6 μCi/ml [14C]-acetate in the presence of SBI-0206965 with 991 or vehicle
(0.1% DMSO). Cells were harvested in 0.5 ml PBS, transferred into 1 ml 40% KOH and 2 ml methanol followed
by 1 h incubation at 80°C. Lipids were saponified by acidifying the samples in 37% HCl and extracted with pet-
roleum ether. Extracts were allowed to evaporate to dryness, then dissolved in Ultima Gold scintillation fluid
for determination of [14C]-acetate incorporation into lipids.

C2C12 skeletal muscle cell culture, treatment, and glucose uptake
measurement
C2C12 (#CRL-1772, ATCC) myoblasts were cultured and differentiated into myotubes as described [44]. Fully
differentiated C2C12 myotubes (day 4–5) were serum starved in DMEM for 4 h followed by 1 h incubation
with bicarbonate-free media (DMEM, 20 mM HEPES, 0.2% BSA, pH 7.4). Cells were then pre-incubated in
Krebs-Ringer HEPES (KRH) buffer (140 mM NaCl, 4.7 mM KCl, 2.5 mM CaCl2, 1.25 mM MgSO4, 10 mM
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HEPES, 1.2 mM KH2PO4, and 0.2% BSA) with vehicle (0.1% DMSO) or SBI-0206965 for 30 min followed by
an additional 1 h incubation with 991 (10 μM) or insulin (100 nM). Cells were incubated in KRH buffer con-
taining 50 μM [3H]2-deoxyglucose (0.1 μCi/ml) for 5 min and the reaction was stopped by adding 25 mM
glucose. The cells were washed in KRH buffer and harvested in ice-cold lysis buffer. Two-third of the lysate was
used for immunoblot analysis and the remaining one-third was analysed by scintillation counting to measure 2-
deoxyglucose uptake in the cells.

Ex vivo mouse skeletal muscle incubation
Mice were anesthetised by avertin (as described above) via intraperitoneal injection, and extensor digitorum
longus (EDL) muscle was rapidly dissected and mounted in oxygenated (95% O2 and 5% CO2) and warmed
(30°C) Krebs-Ringer buffer in a myograph system (820MS, Danish Myo Technology) as described [27,45]. The
muscles were incubated in the presence of the indicated compounds or vehicle (0.1% DMSO) for 50 min
before snap-frozen in liquid nitrogen.

Rat primary adipocyte isolation, culture, treatment, and glucose uptake
assay
Adipocytes were isolated by collagenase digestion as described [46]. After isolation, primary adipocytes were
stimulated directly (1 ml of 8–10% (v/v) cells per stimulation) as indicated in the figure legends. After stimula-
tion, cells were washed in KRH buffer without BSA and lysed in lysis buffer. For glucose uptake, freshly isolated
rat adipocytes were washed in glucose-free buffer containing 30 mM HEPES pH 7.4, 120 mM NaCl, 4 mM
KH2OPO4, 1 mM MgSO4, 0.75 mM CaCl2, 10 mM NaHCO3, 200 nM adenosine and 1% (w/v) BSA (incubation
buffer). Adipocyte suspensions (400 ml of 5% (v/v) cells) were pre-incubated with SBI-0206965 or 0.1% DMSO
for 30 min before being stimulated with 10 nM insulin or 10 mM cytochalasin B for 30 min. Subsequently,
100 ml incubation buffer containing 0.25 ml (0.025 mCi) [14C]-glucose (275 mCi/mmol glucose; final glucose
concentration = 0.18 mM) was added and cells were incubated for a further 30 min. Reactions were stopped by
centrifuging 300 ml of each reaction in a Beckman microtube containing 75 ml dinonylphtalate. The adipocyte
fraction was collected and subjected to liquid scintillation counting.

3T3-L1 adipocyte culture and glucose uptake
3T3-L1 fibroblasts were originally obtained from ATCC (#CL-173). The cells were cultured and differentiated
into adipocytes as described previously [47] and used between passages 7 and 12. Experiments were performed
at days 8–12 post differentiation. 2-deoxyglucose uptake assay and preparation of cell lysates were as described
previously [46].

Cell and tissue extract preparation
Treated cells were washed once with PBS and lysed in ice-cold lysis buffer (containing 50 mM Tris–HCl, pH
7.5, 1 mM EGTA, 1 mM EDTA, 270 mM sucrose, 1% Triton X-100, 20 mM glycerol-2-phosphate, 50 mM NaF,
5 mM Na4P2O7, 1 mM DTT, 0.1 mM PMSF, 1 mM benzamidine, 1 μM microcystin-LR, 1 μg/ml leupeptin,
1 μg/ml pepstatin A, and 1 mM Na3VO4). For mouse skeletal muscle tissue samples, ∼10 mg tissue was homo-
genised in 400 μl ice-cold lysis buffer using a Tissuelyser II (Qiagen) at 30 Hz for 30 s (x 2 sets). Cell or tissue
lysates were clarified by centrifugation at 6000×g for 10 min at 4°C, and total protein concentration was deter-
mined using Bradford reagent (#23200, ThermoFisher) and BSA as standard.

Immunoblot analysis
Protein lysates were denatured in Laemmli buffer at 95°C for 5 min. Twenty micrograms of protein was sepa-
rated by SDS–PAGE on home-made Tris-glycine or pre-cast Novex 4–12% Bis-Tris gels (ThermoFisher) and
transferred onto nitrocellulose or Immobilon-FL polyvinylidene difluoride membranes. Membranes were
blocked for 45 min in TBST [Tris-buffered saline (20 mM Tris–HCl, pH 7.6, 137 mM NaCl) with 0.1% Tween
20] containing 5% skimmed milk. Blocked membranes were incubated overnight at 4°C in primary antibody
diluted in TBST containing 4% BSA. Protein detection was performed with horseradish peroxidase-conjugated
secondary antibodies and enhanced chemiluminescence (ECL) substrate or LI-COR IRdye-conjugated second-
ary antibodies and a LI-COR Odyssey infrared imaging system (LI-COR Biosciences). ECL signals were visua-
lised using a ChemiDoc XRS+ system followed by analysis of band intensities with the software Image Lab 6.0
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(both from Bio-Rad). LI-COR signals were analysed and quantified using ImageStudioLite software (LI-COR
Biosciences).

Protein expression constructs
AMPKα1 constructs (used in Figure 8) were made by the cloning team at Medical Research Council Protein
Phosphorylation and Ubiquitylation Unit (MRC PPU) Reagents and Services (https://mrcppureagents.dundee.
ac.uk/). The coding region of AMPKα1 (NM_006251.5) was amplified using oligonucleotides adding BglII and
NotI restriction sites at the 50 and 30 end, respectively, and subcloned as a BglII/NotI insert into
pcDNA5D-FRT/TO FLAG vector (DU41457) digested with BamHI and NotI to generate pcDNA5D-FRT/TO
FLAG AMPKα1 (DU67861). The M104T mutant version of this plasmid was made according to the
QuikChange method (Stratagene) using KOD polymerase (Novagen) to generate pcDNA5D-FRT/TO FLAG
AMPKα1 M104T. Plasmid expression constructs for AMPK Flag-α1, β1-Myc, and HA-γ1 (used in Figure 7)
were previously described [32]. Mutagenesis of Flag-α1 was performed as above using the QuikChange
method. Note that the AMPKα1 construct used in Figure 7 is a variant of NM_006251.5 that starts at Met10
(the alternate initiation site), thus the gatekeeper methionine shown as M104 corresponds to M93. Plasmid
constructs for full-length, N-terminal Flag-tagged human ULK1 (NM_003565.4) and the M92T mutant were
generated by custom gene synthesis (Gene Universal) and cloned into pcDNA3.1(−) vector using XhoI/HindIII
restriction sites. All constructs were sequence verified.

Protein production and kinase assays
Heterotrimeric human AMPK Flag-α1β1γ1 and human Flag-ULK1 were produced in mammalian cells as
described [32,35]. For AMPK expression, the cells were triply transfected at 60% confluency using FuGene HD
(Roche Applied Science) and 1 μg of pcDNA3 plasmid expression constructs for AMPK Flag-α1, β1-Myc, and
HA-γ1, whereas for ULK1 expression the cells were transfected with 2 μg of pcDNA3.1(−) Flag-ULK1 plasmid.
After 48 h, the transfected cells were harvested by rinsing with ice-cold PBS, followed by rapid lysis using
500 μl of lysis buffer.
AMPK and ULK1 activity were determined by phosphorylation of synthetic peptide substrates SAMS

(HMRSAMSGLHLVKRR) and S108tide (KLPLTRSHNNFVARRR), respectively [32,35]. Briefly, recombinant
AMPK or ULK1 was immunoprecipitated from 10 μg of transfected cultured cell lysate using 10 μl of
anti-FLAG M2 agarose beads (50% (v/v)) (MerckMilliporeSigma), washed and then added to a 25 μl reaction
containing assay buffer (50 mM HEPES-NaOH, pH 7.4, 1 mM DTT, and 0.02% (v/v) Brij-35), 200 μM syn-
thetic peptide substrate (SAMS or S108tide), 200 μM [γ-32P]-ATP (PerkinElmer), 5 mM MgCl2, in the presence
of Compound C (0–400 μM) or SBI-0206965 (0–400 μM). Reactions were performed at 30°C and terminated
after 10 min by spotting 15 μl onto P81 phosphocellulose paper (Whatman). Radioactivity was quantified by
liquid scintillation counting.

Homogeneous time-resolved fluorescence (HTRF) assay using AMPKα1 and
α2 double KO (DKO) U2OS cells
U2OS FRT Flp-In T-REx cell line was a kind gift from John Rouse (University of Dundee) and dual deletion of
PRKAA1 and PRKAA2 (that encode AMPKα1 and α2, respectively) was performed by Horizon Discovery
using CRISPR–CAS9 technology. HTRF was employed for a higher throughput application, as well as more
sensitive and quantitative detection of ACC phosphorylation (using the phospho-ACC 1/2 (Ser79) kit, #
64ACCPET, Cisbio). Briefly, cells were seeded in a 96-well plate at a density of 5 × 104 cells per well. The next
day, cells were treated with increasing concentration of the indicated compounds diluted in a serum-free
medium. Post-treatment, cells were lysed in 50 μl per well of phospho-total protein lysis buffer 1 (#64KL1FDF,
Cisbio) containing 1 : 100 blocking reagent (#64KB1ACC, Cisbio) with continuous vibration at room tempera-
ture for 30 min. ACC (Ser79) D2- and Cryptate-antibodies were diluted (1 : 40) in the detection buffer. In a
384-well plate, 16 μl lysate and 4 μl antibody solution were added per well. The plate was incubated at room
temperature with light protection. The next day, FRET (665 nm/620 nm) was measured using Spectramax
microplate reader (Molecular Devices) according to the manufacturer instruction.
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Nucleotide and ZMP measurements
Nucleotides and ZMP were measured by liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry from perchlorate extracts
of mouse primary hepatocytes, C2C12 myotubes, and mouse EDL muscle tissues as described previously
[32,45]. Adenylate energy charge was calculated as:

ATPþ 0:5ADPð Þ
ATPþ ADPþ AMPð Þ

Uridine uptake
Uridine uptake assay was performed as described [48]. Briefly, C2C12 myotubes were washed once in uridine
uptake buffer (20 mM Tris–HCl, 3 mM KH2PO4, 1 mM MgCl2, 2 mM CaCl2, 5 mM glucose, 130 mM NaCl,
pH 7.4) before incubating at room temperature in 400 μl uridine uptake buffer containing vehicle (0.1%
DMSO), NBMPR, or SBI-0206965. Thirty minutes following incubation, the buffer was aspirated and the new
400 μl uridine uptake buffer containing the compounds (DMSO, NBMPR, or SBI-0206965) and 0.1 μM (2 μCi/
ml) [3H]-uridine. After 1 min, uridine transport was terminated by washing the cells five times in ice-cold
uridine uptake buffer containing cold 1 mM uridine. The cells were lysed in 200 μl 10% (w/v) SDS before
scraping. The amount of uridine transported into the cells was determined by scintillation counting.

Adenosine kinase assay
Of human recombinant adenosine kinase (BioVision, #8024-AK), 0.5 μg was pre-incubated with non-
nucleoside adenosine kinase inhibitor ABT-702 (Tocris, #2372) or vehicle (DMSO) for 30 min followed by a
further incubation with or without increasing doses (0.1–10 μM) of SBI-0206965 for 60 min. Adenosine kinase
activity was measured using the Universal Kinase Activity kit (R&D System, EA004) using adenosine
(MerckMilliporeSigma, #A9251) as substrate according to the manufacturer protocol.

Protein kinase screen and IC50 determination
All protein kinases in the kinase panel were expressed, purified and assayed at the International Centre for
Protein Kinase Profiling (http:// www.kinase-screen.mrc.ac.uk/), MRCPPU, University of Dundee, as previously
described [30]. Briefly, all assays were carried out at room temperature. Assays were performed for 30 min
(except Lck and PBK that were incubated for 15 min) using Multidrop Micro reagent dispensers (Thermo
Electron Corporation) in a 96-well format. The concentration of magnesium acetate in the assays was 10 mM
and [γ-33P]ATP (∼800 cpm/pmol) was used at either 5, 20, or 50 μM in order to be at or below the Km for
ATP for each enzyme (described under ‘kinase panel’ in the webpage http://www.kinase-screen.mrc.ac.uk/
services/premier-screen). The half-maximal inhibitory concentration (IC50) values of the selected kinases
against SBI-0206965 were performed by the International Centre for Kinase Profiling team and determined
after carrying out assays at ten different concentrations of the compound.

Molecular docking
Molecular docking was performed using the SwissDock server [49] available at http://www.swissdock.ch/ (last
accessed on 20 August 2020). The kinase domain structures of AMPKα2 (PDBid: 6BX6), ULK2 (PDBid:
6YID), MARK3 (PDBid: 2QNJ), MARK4 (PDBid: 5ES1) were prepared for docking using the Chimera plugin
DOCKPREP after removal of water and ligand molecules [50,51]. The ligand SBI-0206965 (ZINC database
entry: 253387916) was docked to each kinase structure using the default settings for ‘accurate’ docking, allowing
flexibility for side chains within 3 Å of any atom of the ligand in its reference binding mode.

Statistical analysis
Results are indicated as means ± standard error mean (SEM). Two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with
Tukey’s post hoc analysis was used to determine differences between multiple treatment groups. Significance
was set at P < 0.05.
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Results
SBI-0206965 dose dependently attenuates 991-induced phosphorylation of
ACC and inhibition of lipogenesis in primary hepatocytes
SBI-0206965 was reported to inhibit cellular AMPK activation, assessed by phosphorylation of ACC, at doses
ranging from 5 to 30 μM in multiple cell lines including HEK293, SH-SY5Y, or HUVECs [32,38]. We observed
that SBI-0206965 attenuates basal or 991-stimulated phosphorylation of AMPK substrates (ACC and Raptor)
in a dose-dependent manner in primary mouse hepatocytes (Figure 1A,B). Phosphorylation of AMPKα T172
was modestly elevated with 991, and was further increased with increasing doses of SBI-0206965 (Figure 1A,B).
Since a previous study noted that cellular incubations at high concentrations of SBI-0206965 may induce
AMPKα T172 phosphorylation through fluctuations in AMP/ATP and ADP/ATP ratios [32], we measured the
effect of SBI-0206965 on adenylate energy charge. We indeed observed that SBI-0206965 promoted phosphor-
ylation of AMPKα T172 at higher doses (Supplementary Figure S1A), however, there was no reduction in
adenylate energy charge (Supplementary Figure S1B).
Since activation of AMPK leads to inhibition of lipogenesis through phosphorylation of ACC1 in hepatocytes

[6,7,42], we tested if SBI-0206965 treatment could prevent 991-induced suppression of lipogenesis. As previ-
ously reported [7,27], 991 potently inhibited lipogenesis in hepatocytes (Figure 1C). Co-treatment with
SBI-0206965 attenuated 991-induced inhibition of lipogenesis in a dose-dependent manner. When co-treated
with a 25 μM dose of SBI-0206965, the inhibitory effect of 991 was fully restored to the level comparable to the
vehicle-treated state (Figure 1C). As shown in Figure 1D, we observed an inverse relationship between ACC
phosphorylation and lipogenesis in response to increasing doses of SBI-0206965 with 991 (10 μM). These
results demonstrate that SBI-0206965 is a useful tool compound to probe AMPK-dependent regulation of lipo-
genesis by small-molecule activators in primary hepatocytes.

SBI-0206965 potently inhibits glucose uptake in C2C12 myotubes and
adipocytes
We next assessed the effects of SBI-0206965 on AMPK signalling and glucose uptake in C2C12 myotubes.
SBI-0206965 (10 μM) alone modestly increased phosphorylation of AMPKα with no apparent effect on phos-
phorylation of AMPK substrates (ACC, Raptor, TBC1D1, ULK1) (Figure 2A,B and Supplementary
Figure S1A). As anticipated, 991 (10 μM) enhanced phosphorylation of AMPK substrates to varying degrees.
Treatment of C2C12 myotubes with increasing doses of SBI-0206965 in combination with 991 resulted in a
dose-dependent decrease in Raptor phosphorylation, however, phosphorylation of ACC and ULK1 was only
modestly decreased at doses up to 50 μM (Figure 2A,B). Notably, phosphorylation of TBC1D1, known to be
involved in AMPK-mediated glucose uptake in skeletal muscle [9–11], was unchanged with SBI-0206965
(Figure 2A,B). In contrast, phosphorylation of extracellular signal-regulated kinase (ERK), used as control unre-
lated to AMPK signalling, was markedly inhibited with SBI-0206965 at 5 μM (Figure 2A). SBI-0206965
(10 μM) suppressed basal glucose uptake by more than 50%, whereas 991 stimulated glucose uptake by ∼2-fold
and this was dose dependently reduced with SBI-0206965 (Figure 2C). Even though 5 μM SBI-0206965 had no
apparent inhibitory effect on phosphorylation of AMPK substrates (Figure 2A,B), it was sufficient to fully
inhibit 991-stimulated glucose uptake in C2C12 myotubes (Figure 2C). Contrary to the inhibitory effect of
SBI-0206965 on phosphorylation of AMPK substrates, 991-stimulated phosphorylation of AMPKα T172 was
further elevated with increasing doses of SBI-0206965 (Figure 2A). Consistent with the observation in hepato-
cytes (Supplementary Figure S1A) SBI-0206965 dose dependently promoted phosphorylation of AMPKα and
there was no change in adenylate energy charge (Supplementary Figure 1C,D). Collectively, SBI-0206965 is a
potent inhibitor for basal and 991-stimulated glucose uptake, although it promotes phosphorylation of
AMPKα T172 and has only a modest inhibitory effect on phosphorylation of AMPK substrates in C2C12
myotubes.
Since we observed that SBI-0206965 potently inhibits basal and 991-stimulated glucose uptake with no

detectable inhibition of TBC1D1 phosphorylation, we tested if SBI-0206965 suppresses insulin-stimulated (i.e.
AMPK-independent) glucose uptake in C2C12 myotubes. SBI-0206965 doses ≥25 μM consistently inhibited
insulin-stimulated phosphorylation of Akt and its downstream targets including AS160 (also known as
TBC1D4), which plays a key role in regulating GLUT4 trafficking [11,52,53] (Figure 3A,B). We observed that
basal and insulin-stimulated glucose uptake were robustly inhibited with SBI-0206965 (Figure 3C), which is
consistent with a previous study using L6 myotubes and isolated mouse skeletal muscle ex vivo [54].
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Figure 1. SBI-0206965 dose dependently attenuates 991-induced phosphorylation of ACC and inhibition of lipogenesis in mouse primary

hepatocytes. Part 1 of 2

(A,B) Mouse primary hepatocytes were pre-incubated for 30 min with vehicle (0.1% DMSO) or the indicated concentrations of SBI-0206965 followed

by an additional incubation for 1 h with 991 (10 μM) or vehicle. Cell lysates were subjected to immunoblot analysis using the indicated antibodies.
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Figure 1. SBI-0206965 dose dependently attenuates 991-induced phosphorylation of ACC and inhibition of lipogenesis

in mouse primary hepatocytes. Part 2 of 2

Tubulin was used as a loading control. Representative images (A) and quantification of the indicated blots (B) from three

independent experiments are shown (n = 6 per treatment). (C) Mouse hepatocytes were treated with the indicated

concentrations of SBI-0206965 in the absence (vehicle) or presence of 991 (10 μM) and labelled with [14C]-acetate for 3 h.

Rates of fatty acid synthesis were estimated from incorporation [14C]-acetate into saponifiable lipids. (D) Results from (B) and

(C) (except vehicle and SBI-0206965 alone data) are plotted to visualise the inverse relationship between ACC phosphorylation

and lipogenesis in response to increasing doses of SBI-0206965 in combination with 991 (10 μM). Results are expressed as

percentage relative to the vehicle and represent the mean ± SEM for three independent experiments (n = 6–12 per treatment).

*P < 0.05 (vehicle vs. indicated compound(s) treated). N.S.; not significant.

A B

C

Figure 2. SBI-0206965 inhibits unstimulated and 991-stimulated glucose uptake with no apparent inhibition of TBC1D1 Ser231

phosphorylation in C2C12 myotubes.

(A,B) C2C12 myotubes were pre-incubated for 30 min with vehicle (0.1% DMSO) or the indicated concentrations of SBI-0206965 followed by an

additional 1 h incubation with 991 (10 μM) or vehicle. Cell lysates were subjected to immunoblot analysis using the indicated antibodies. Tubulin

was used as a loading control. Representative images (A) and quantification of the indicated blots (B) from three independent experiments are

shown (n = 3 per treatment). (C) C2C12 myotubes were incubated with vehicle or the indicated compounds for 1 h followed by addition of

[3H]-2-deoxy-glucose and measurement of glucose uptake for 5 min (n = 8–9 per treatment). Results are expressed as mean ± SEM. *P < 0.05

(vehicle vs. indicated compound(s) treated).
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Collectively, these results demonstrate that SBI-0206965 potently inhibits insulin-stimulated glucose uptake and
modestly inhibits insulin signalling intermediaries in C2C12 myotubes.
To further examine if SBI-0206965 ubiquitously inhibits the glucose transport system in different cell types,

we also treated rat primary adipocytes with SBI-0206965 in the presence or absence of insulin. Consistent with
our observation in C2C12 myotubes, both basal and insulin-stimulated glucose uptake were dose dependently
reduced in primary adipocytes (Figure 3D). However, contrary to the inhibitory effect on insulin signalling
intermediaries in C2C12 myotubes (Figure 3A,B), SBI-0206965 had no effect on phosphorylation of Akt and
its substrates (AS160 and GSK3α/β) in primary adipocytes (Figure 3E). We also assessed the effect of
SBI-0206965 on 991-induced AMPK activation in primary adipocytes and observed that phosphorylation of
Raptor, but not ACC, was only modestly reduced at 50 or 100 μM (Supplementary Figure S2A,B). We also
used 3T3 L1 mouse adipocytes and observed that SBI-0206965 (30 μM) profoundly inhibited both basal and
insulin-stimulated glucose uptake (Supplementary Figure S2C). Taken together, SBI-0206965 inhibits both sti-
mulated and unstimulated glucose transport in multiple cell types.

SBI-0206965 inhibits the nucleoside transport system
AICAR is the most widely used compound to pharmacologically activate AMPK and probe AMPK’s cellular
and physiological functions, although its specificity has recently been challenged [20–22]. Upon uptake into
cells, AICAR is converted to the monophosphate derivative, ZMP, which can accumulate to high levels, and
mimics the effects of AMP on the AMPK pathway. Consistent with previous findings using HEK293 cells [32],
we observed that SBI-0206965 potently inhibits AICAR uptake (measured as cellular ZMP accumulation) in
both C2C12 myotubes and isolated mouse skeletal muscle (EDL) tissue ex vivo (Figure 4A,B). To determine if
the reduced accumulation of ZMP was due to inhibition of the transport or conversion of AICAR to ZMP
through phosphorylation by adenosine kinase, we measured the effect of SBI-0206965 on the activity of human
recombinant adenosine kinase in vitro. We observed that while a non-nucleoside adenosine kinase inhibitor
(ABT-702) potently inhibited adenosine kinase activity at 0.01 μM, SBI-0206965 had no effect on adenosine

A B

C

D

E

Figure 3. SBI-0206965 inhibits insulin-stimulated glucose uptake in C2C12 myotubes and rat primary adipocytes.

(A,B) C2C12 myotubes were pre-incubated for 30 min with vehicle (0.1% DMSO) or the indicated concentrations of SBI-0206965 followed by an

additional incubation without (vehicle) or with insulin (100 nM) for 1 h. Cell lysates were subjected to immunoblot analysis using the indicated

antibodies. Tubulin was used as a loading control. Representative images (A) and quantification of the indicated blots (B) from three independent

experiments are shown (n = 3 per treatment). (C) C2C12 myotubes were incubated with vehicle or the indicated compounds for 1 h followed by

addition of [3H]-2-deoxy-glucose and measurement of glucose uptake for 5 min (n = 6 per treatment). (D,E) Rat primary adipocytes were

pre-incubated with vehicle (0.1% DMSO) or the indicated concentrations of SBI-0206965 for 30 min before being stimulated with insulin (10 nM) for

30 min. The adipocytes were either lysed for immunoblot analysis (E, n = 4 per treatment) or incubated further 30 min with an addition of

[14C]-glucose for determination of glucose uptake (D, n = 4 per treatment). Results are expressed as mean ± SEM. *P < 0.05 (vehicle vs. indicated

compound(s) treated).
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kinase up to 10 μM (Supplementary Figure S3). In line with these observations, SBI-0206965 also inhibited the
uptake of uridine (ribonucleoside), although the potency was much more modest compared with NBMPR, a
known inhibitor of nucleoside transporters [55] (Figure 4C). These results, together with a previous report
[32], establish that SBI-0206965 inhibits the nucleoside transport system when used at ≥5–10 μM in multiple
cell types and skeletal muscle tissue.

In vitro screen of SBI-0206965 against an extended panel of human protein
kinases
Given the similarity of the kinase domain structure between AMPK and AMPK-related kinases (BRSK1,
BRSK2, MARK1, MARK2, MARK3, MARK4, MELK, NUAK1, NUAK2, SIK1, SIK2, SIK3, SNRK) [40,41], we
hypothesised that SBI-0206965 also inhibits several members of the AMPK-related kinases. In a previous study
[32], among 13 members of the AMPK-related kinases only MARK3 was included in the screen. Notably,
while AMPK was most potently inhibited (∼80%) by SBI-0206965 (used at 0.25 μM), cross-reactivity with
MARK3 (>40% inhibition) was also observed [32]. To gain a better understanding of SBI-0206965 selectivity
we performed a screen against an expanded kinase panel consisting of 140 kinases, 49 of which overlap with a
previous report [32]. Importantly, our panel includes 10 members of the AMPK-related kinases (BRSK1,
BRSK2, MARK1, MARK2, MARK3, MARK4, MELK, NUAK1, SIK2, SIK3). Our results were similar to the
results obtained in the previous screen [32] and SBI-0206965 robustly inhibited AMPK (∼80%) and to a lesser
degree (∼30–50% inhibition) multiple other kinases (e.g. MARK3, MLK3, PAK4, Src, TrkA) (Figure 5A).
Interestingly, our expanded screen revealed that SBI-0206965 also inhibits MLK1 and NUAK1 more potently
than AMPK and ULK1/2, while an additional 25 kinases were inhibited by ≥25% (Figure 5B,C). We next deter-
mined the half-maximal inhibitory concentration (IC50) of SBI-0206965 against AMPK and MLK1, as well as
selected AMPK-related kinases (MARK3/4, NUAK1, SIK2). In line with the results of our single concentration
screen (Figure 5C), we observed that IC50 values (ATP concentration = 20 μM) for MLK1 (0.071 μM) and
NUAK1 (0.087 μM) were noticeably lower than AMPK (0.170 μM) (Figure 5D).

SBI-0206965 inhibits kinases that contain methionine at the gatekeeper
residue
Structures of SBI-0206965 (Figure 6A) bound to AMPKα2 and ULK2 kinase domains have provided a detailed
view of how this inhibitor engages the ATP-binding cleft of protein kinases (Figure 6B). Both structures
revealed a compound binding mode that is characteristic of type I kinase inhibitors, taking advantage of the
‘active-like’ conformation of the kinase domain. SBI-0206965 engages the hinge region, the canonical DFG

A B C

Figure 4. SBI-0206965 inhibits AICAR and uridine uptake in C2C12 myotubes.

(A,B) C2C12 myotubes or isolated mouse skeletal muscle (extensor digitorum longus) were pre-incubated for 30 min with vehicle (0.1% DMSO) or

the indicated concentrations of SBI-0206965 followed by an additional 1-h incubation without (vehicle) or with AICAR (1 mM). Cell or tissue extracts

were subjected to ZMP analysis by liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry. (C) C2C12 myotubes were incubated in the absence (vehicle) or

presence of the indicated compounds for 30 min followed by an addition of [3H]-uridine for 1 min for determination of uridine uptake. Results are

expressed as mean ± SEM. *P < 0.05 (AICAR (A,B) or vehicle (C) vs. SBI-0206965 or NBMPR). N.D.; not detectable.
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Figure 5. Kinase selectivity profile for SBI-0206965. Part 1 of 2

(A–C) A screen of 140 human protein kinases (n = 2 per kinase, with or without 1 μM SBI-0206965) was performed in vitro
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motif and, importantly, the bromine atom fills the ‘back pocket’ next to the methionine ‘gatekeeper’ residue
(Figure 6B). To gain a general overview of how SBI-0206965 may be interacting with MARK3 and MARK4 we
performed molecular docking experiments using the SwissDock server [49]. As expected, SBI-0206965 engages
MARK3 and MARK4 in a similar manner as AMPKα2 and ULK2 and binds in the ATP cleft with the
bromine atom facing the methionine gatekeeper residue (Figure 6B). The position of docked SBI-0206965 was

Figure 5. Kinase selectivity profile for SBI-0206965. Part 2 of 2

using the MRC-PPU Premier Screen service as described in Materials and methods. Results from the current profiling (140

kinases) were shown as; kinases profiled previously (49 kinases) by Dite et al. [32] (A) or not profiled (91 kinases) (B) or

combined data from A and B (C). (D) The half-maximal inhibitory concentration (IC50) values of the selected kinases against

SBI-0206965 were performed using the indicated concentrations of ATP. Results are expressed as mean ± SEM.

A B

C

Figure 6. SBI-0206965 inhibitor engagement with kinase ATP-binding clefts.

(A) Chemical structure of SBI-0206965. (B) Kinase domain structures with bound and/or docked SBI-0206965 in the active site. SBI-0206965

engages the ATP-binding cleft near the hinge region and gatekeeper residue. Docked compound structures are shown in grey with coloured

heteroatoms (red, oxygen; blue, nitrogen). Accession PDBid codes for bound compound structures: 6BX6, AMPKα2; 6YID, ULK2. (C) Gatekeeper

residues of AMPK-related kinases (top panel) and a select set of kinases sensitive to SBI-0206965 (middle panel). Gatekeeper residues of ULK3

and ULK4 are shown (bottom panel).
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almost identical with the position of the bound compound to AMPKα2 and ULK2 (Figure 6B), thus validating
our molecular docking approach for determining the general binding mode of SBI-0206965 to MARK3 and
MARK4. Interestingly, we noticed that most SBI-0206965-sensitive kinases contain a large gatekeeper residue
and a preference for methionine at this position (Figure 6C, Supplementary Figure S4).

Mutation of the gatekeeper methionine to threonine renders AMPK and ULK1
resistant to SBI-0206965 in vitro
We wondered if converting the gatekeeper residue methionine to an amino acid with a smaller side chain (e.g.
threonine) would lead to loss of SBI-0206965 inhibition. We mutated the gatekeeper residue of AMPKα1
(M104→ Thr; M104T) or ULK1 (M92T) and expressed the respective mutant or wild type (WT) in mamma-
lian cells. Immunoblot analysis showed that levels of total (AMPKα1 and ULK1) and AMPK α1-pThr172 were
comparable between WT and the respective gatekeeper mutant (Figure 7A,B). We observed that both AMPKα1
M104T and ULK1 M92T mutants had lower activity in vitro compared with respective WT forms (Figure 7C,
D). Despite the reduced basal activity, AMPKα1 M93T mutant was equally responsive to allosteric AMPK acti-
vators AMP and A-769662 (that bind the nucleotide-binding domain of γ subunit and ADaM site located at
the interface of the α and β subunit, respectively [3]) compared with WT (Figure 7E,F). Notably, we observed a
marked increase in SBI-0206965 IC50 for AMPKα1 M104T (∼20 fold) and ULK1 M92T (∼7-fold) compared
with their respective WT control suggesting the importance of a methionine gatekeeper for SBI-0206965 inhib-
ition. In contrast, the IC50 was virtually unchanged (within 2-fold difference) when Compound C, an
ATP-competitive inhibitor that binds to the highly conserved active site of AMPK [29], was tested for inhib-
ition of AMPK and ULK1 WT and mutant forms (Figure 7G–J).

Mutation of the gatekeeper methionine to threonine renders AMPK resistant
to SBI-0206965 in cells
We next wanted to verify if in vitro results of the SBI-0206965-insensitive AMPK mutant (Figure 7G,H) can be
recapitulated in a cellular context. We generated AMPKα1/α2 double knockout (DKO) U2OS cells
(Supplementary Figure S5) and transfected the DKO cells with AMPKα1 WT or M104T mutant, which allowed
us to avoid the influence of endogenous AMPKα in the mutant-expressing cells. The transfected cells were
treated with vehicle or SBI-0206965 followed by incubation with vehicle or 991. Using a sensitive and quantita-
tive HTRF assay, phosphorylation of ACC (Ser79) was measured as surrogate readout of cellular AMPK activity.
As shown in Figure 8A, 991 equally increased ACC phosphorylation ∼2.5-fold in AMPKα1 WT- and
M104T-expressing cells. Consistent with in vitro kinase activity data, the inhibitory effect of SBI-0206965 on
ACC phosphorylation was blunted in AMPKα1 M104T-expressing cells compared with WT-expressing cells
(Figure 8B). In contrast, the inhibitory effect of Compound C on ACC phosphorylation was similar between
WT- and M104T-expressing cells (Figure 8C). Immunoblot analysis confirmed differential effects of
SBI-0206965 on ACC phosphorylation (measured by HTRF assay, Figure 8A, B) in WT- and M104T-expressing
cells and also consistent/comparable expression of the transfected WT and M104T mutant (Figure 8D).
Collectively, we demonstrate the key role of a methionine gatekeeper for SBI-0206965-mediated inhibition of
AMPK and have designed an inhibitor-insensitive mutant form of AMPK that can be used as control.

Discussion
The use of protein kinase inhibitors as tool compounds have transformed our ability to study cell signalling
and resulting biological responses. However, for chemical probes to be useful a thorough analysis of their off-
target effects is paramount. We have demonstrated that SBI-0206965 is not a highly selective inhibitor for
either ULK1 or AMPK. In cell-free assays, SBI-0206965 inhibits MLK1/3, NUAK1 and also FAK [34] at the
same levels as, or more robustly than ULK1 or AMPK. We also show that in intact cells, SBI-0206965 potently
inhibits glucose and nucleoside uptake independent of its inhibition of AMPK activity. Analysis of co-crystal
structures of AMPK-SBI-0206965 or ULK2-SBI-0206965 complex and computational modelling has revealed
the importance of the gatekeeper methionine as a key determinant of SBI-0206965 sensitivity.
A previous study reported superior selectivity and preferable characteristics of SBI-0206965 for AMPK rela-

tive to Compound C, and a co-crystal structure of the AMPKα2 kinase domain (residues 6–278)-SBI-0206965
complex showed that the drug occupies a pocket that partially overlaps with the ATP-binding site [32]. The
ATP-binding site is composed of the adenine pocket (near the hinge region), the ribose-interacting region, the
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Figure 7. Mutation of gatekeeper methionine to threonine renders AMPK and ULK1 insensitive to SBI-0206965 in

cell-free assay. Part 1 of 2

(A–J) Immunopurified recombinant Flag-AMPKα1 (wild type (WT), M104T) complex or Flag-ULK1 (WT, M92T mutant) were
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phosphate-coordinating region, the solvent accessible region, and the buried region [56,57]. The size and shape
of the buried region is controlled by the gatekeeper residue, which serves as a molecular gate controlling the
accessibility to this pocket and the nature of interactions with ligands (as seen in Figure 6C) [57,58]. In ∼73%
of human kinases, a hydrophobic amino acid with a bulky side chain (Met, Phe, or Leu) is observed at that
position, 22% have a small residue, such as Thr or Val and the remaining 5% have one of the remaining amino
acids [57]. It has been reported that the amino acid distribution of the gatekeeper residue in some of the kinase
groups differ significantly from the whole distribution. In particular, methionine is relatively more frequent
(∼20 kinases) in the tyrosine kinase group than in the overall distribution [59]. We noticed that among the top
30 kinases inhibited by SBI-0206965 (>25% inhibition, Figure 5C) in the current screen, 25 kinases have
medium (Met, Leu) or large gatekeepers (Phe, Tyr) and the other 4 kinases (YES, SRC, DDR2, TIE2, FGFR1)
have a small gatekeeper (Thr, Ile, Val) (Supplementary Figure S4A). Notably, 19 out of 30 kinases (MLK1,
NUAK1, ULK1, AMPK, MLK3, ULK2, Aurora B, PAK4, MARK4, MST3, MARK3, MAP4K5, GCK, IGF-1R,
MARK1, MST2, MARK2, MARK2, JAK3, IRR, TAK1) have methionine in their gatekeeper residue. Consistent
with this, out of the top 18 kinases whose binding/activity was shown to be inhibited by SBI-0206965 [34],
seven of them (ULK1, ULK2, FAK, JAK3, JAK2, NUAK2, PAK1) have methionine in their gatekeeper residue.
Nonetheless, it should also be noted that there are kinases with a methionine gatekeeper residue (e.g. JNKs),
which are not selectively inhibited by SBI-0206965 [31,33].
We show here that converting the gatekeeper residue methionine of AMPKα1 (M104) or ULK1 (M92) to an

amino acid with a smaller side chain (Thr) attenuated SBI-0206965 inhibition in a cell-free assay. Importantly,
reintroducing WT or the M104T mutant of AMPKα1 into AMPKα1/α2 DKO U2O2 cells shows that the gate-
keeper residue is also critical for efficient AMPK inhibition in cellulo. Interestingly, we observed that
Compound C was not affected by mutations of the gatekeeper residue in AMPK and ULK1 in vitro or AMPK
in cellulo. Structures of the AMPKα2 kinase domain bound to SBI-0206965 [32] and Compound C [29] show
that SBI-0206965 contacts mainly the ATP pocket, hinge region and the gatekeeper region. In addition to the
hinge and gatekeeper regions, Compound C interacts with the C-lobe αD helix and the activation segment,
which has moved within the ATP-binding grove (Supplementary Figure S6). Therefore, Compound C is likely
to be less reliant on interactions with the gatekeeper residue than SBI-0206965.
We and others [32,34] have observed that SBI-0206965 doses ≥25 μM increase phosphorylation of AMPKα

T172 in multiple cell types, which may be due to off-target effects or cellular toxicity by reduced cellular
adenylate energy charge as there was a trend toward reduced adenylate energy charge at 30 μM [32]. Contrary
to this hypothesis, we did not observe reduced AMP/ATP, ADP/ATP ratio or adenylate energy charge in both
C2C12 and primary hepatocytes with SBI-0206965 (up to 50 μM). We show that SBI-0206965 does not activate
(>25%) upstream kinases (LKB1 or CaMKK2) that catalyse AMPKα T172 in the cell-free assay (Figure 5). It is
unknown if SBI-0206965 inhibits a protein phosphatase that regulates AMPKα T172 or if inhibitor binding
causes a conformational change that makes T172 less accessible to a phosphatase. Nonetheless, we observed
that SBI-0206965-induced phosphorylation of AMPKα T172 was not accompanied by an increase but rather a
decrease in AMPK substrate phosphorylation. This is presumably because SBI-0206965 binds the kinase
domain and inhibits the catalytic activity of AMPK [32], negating the effect of increases in AMPKα T172 phos-
phorylation. This highlights the unreliability of using AMPKα T172 phosphorylation as a sole readout of cellu-
lar AMPK activity. In mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEFs) and HEK293 cells, SBI-0206965 treatment at 10–
50 μM (1 h) appeared to cause reduced activity of FAK, while mTOR, Akt, or ERK signalling were unaltered
[34]. We observed that in C2C12 myotubes, but not adipocytes, Akt and ERK signalling were inhibited with
≥25 μM SBI-0206965.
In previous studies, SBI-0206965 was used to probe the effect of AMPK activators on glucose uptake in iso-

lated rodent skeletal muscle ex vivo. It was reported that AICAR-mediated increase in phosphorylation of
AMPK substrates (ACC, ULK1, or TBC1D1) was reduced with SBI-0206965 (used at 10 or 100 μM), which
was accompanied by a profound reduction in glucose uptake in isolated rodent skeletal muscle ex vivo [54,60].
However, the results of these studies need to be cautiously interpreted as SBI-0206965 potently inhibits cellular

Figure 7. Mutation of gatekeeper methionine to threonine renders AMPK and ULK1 insensitive to SBI-0206965 in

cell-free assay. Part 2 of 2

subjected to immunoblot analysis with the indicated antibodies (A,B) or in vitro kinase assay without (C,D) or with the indicated

compounds (E–J). Results are expressed as mean ± SEM.
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uptake of AICAR (i.e. cellular accumulation of ZMP) at 10 μM in cultured cells and intact skeletal muscle
tissue ([32] and the current study), and the above studies [54,60] did not report muscular ZMP content with
AICAR in combination with SBI-0206965. Compound C also blocks cellular AICAR uptake through

A

D

CB

Figure 8. Mutation of gatekeeper methionine to threonine renders AMPK insensitive to SBI-0206965 in cells.

(A–D) cDNA constructs encoding Flag-AMPKα1 wild type (WT) or M104T mutant were transfected into AMPKα1/α2 double knockout (DKO) U2OS

cells in 96-well plate. Forty-eight hours post transfection, cells were treated with indicated compounds for 1 h prior to cell lysis. Cell lysates were

subjected to homogeneous time-resolved fluorescence (HTRF) assay, as described in the Materials and methods section, or immunoblot analysis.

(A) Phosphorylation of ACC with vehicle (0.1% DMSO) or 991 (10 μM) using HTRF assay. Data are shown as % of 991-stimulated (100%) state. (B,

C) % ACC phosphorylation (HTRF assay) relative to respective 991-stimulated value (100%) in response to increasing doses of SBI-0206965 or

Compound C. (D) Immunoblot analysis of lysates from Flag-AMPKα1 WT (upper panel) or M104T mutant (lower panel) expressing cells using the

indicated antibodies. Results are from three independent experiments (n = 6–9 per treatment) and are expressed as mean ± SEM.
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competition for adenosine transporter binding sites, which accounts for its inhibitory effects on
AICAR-mediated AMPK activation [61]. Based on the results reported in the previous [32,61] and the current
study, we would strongly advise against the use of SBI-0206965 or Compound C in combination with AICAR
when investigating cellular AMPK signalling and function.
A recent study reported that SBI-0206965 inhibits unstimulated and insulin-stimulated glucose transport in

isolated skeletal muscle tissue and cultured L6 myotubes without apparent effect on GLUT4 translocation in L6
muscle cells [54]. This is reminiscent of the p38 MAPK inhibitor SB-203580, which was shown to inhibit
insulin-stimulated glucose transport in skeletal muscle tissue/cells and adipocytes [62]. Using a
SB-203580-resistant mutant of p38 MAPK, it was unambiguously shown that the inhibitory effect of
SB-203580 on glucose transport was independent of p38 MAPK [63]. Along the same lines, it would be useful
to utilise SBI-0206965-resistant mutant AMPK or ULK1 to probe drug selectivity towards respective kinase sig-
nalling pathways. For this purpose, we generated AMPKα1α2 DKO U2OS cells and transfected the DKO cells
with AMPKα1 WT or M104T mutant, which allowed us to avoid the effect of SBI-0206965 on endogenous
AMPKα in the mutant-expressing cells. A similar approach may be needed for the ULK pathway (e.g. use of
ULK1/2 DKO cells and introduction of WT or M92T mutant). It would also be interesting to assess if the
SBI-0206965-resistant mutant can be exploited to delineate drug selectivity towards the functional/physiological
outputs of the kinases. However, it might be technically challenging since the SBI-0206965-resistant mutants
display only a partial resistance to the inhibitor action.
In conclusion, while SBI-0206965 was reported as a highly selective inhibitor against ULK1 [34] and AMPK

[32], we and others demonstrate that in vitro the compound is a potent inhibitor of several other kinases,
including NUAK1, FAK, MLK1/3, and MARK3/4, all of which contain a methionine in their gatekeeper pos-
ition. In addition to these kinases, SBI-0206965 also inhibits glucose and nucleoside transport systems; there-
fore, the drug effect on cell growth, metabolism or survival needs to be carefully assessed not only when
studying kinase signalling cascades, but also when investigating nutrient and metabolite levels. Considering the
cross-talk in kinase signalling networks and the myriad of roles that AMPK has in regulating metabolism, the
field is still in need of a more selective and potent tool compound. Until more specific AMPK inhibitors are
discovered, cautious use of the current tools and careful interpretations of results are advised. Our study has
revealed inhibitor-insensitive mutant forms of AMPK and ULK1 that could be exploited as potential controls.
We hope that our conclusions stimulate a search for better tool compounds and improved experimental design
to probe AMPK and ULK1/2 functions.
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